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T E N N E S S E E  M U NICIP A L  
O F FICIA L S  
Geraldine Ro Ellison, Editor 
M UNICIPAL TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE 
DIVISION OF U NIVERSITY EXTENSION 
THE U NIVERSITY OF TENN ES SEE 
In cooperation with the 
: TE N ESS EE M UNICIPAL LEAGUE 
August 1957 
F O R E W O R D 
This 1957-58 Directory of Tennessee Municipal Officials is the 
13th issue of the directory series.  It has been compiled, for the 
most part, from questionnaires sent to all cities . Although every 
effort has been made to make the information for each city complete 
and correct, for 30 cities that did not return the questionnaires 
it was necessary to re�y upon latest information available in our 
files . 
To all city recorders and other officials who have contributed 
information we are deeply grateful . Without the willing and prompt 
cooperation of these officials, publication of the directory would 
have been difficult, if not impossible. 
Comments and suggestions as to how future issues of the 
directory oan be further improved will be appreciated. They may 
be sent to either of the following: 
Herbert J. Bingham 
Executive Director 
Tennessee Municipal League 
18th floor 
Life & Casualty Tower 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 




Box 8260, University Station 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
AD!RESSES OF INTEREST TO MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS 
TENNESSEE MUNICIPAL LEAGUE 
Herbert J. Bingham, Executive Secretary 
18th floor 
Life & Casualty Tower 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: ALpine 5-6416 
MUNICIPAL TECHNiqAL ADVISORY SERVICE 
Victor c .  Hobday, Executive Director 
The University of Tennessee 
Box 8260, University Station 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
Phone: 4-2981 Ext .  284 
NASHVILLE OFFICE, MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL 
ADVISORY SERVICE 
Robert A. Lovelace 
Consultant on Municipal Management 
18th floor 
Life & Casualty Tower 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: ALpine 6-3447 
BUREAU OF PUBLIC AIMINISTRATION 
Lee s . . Greene, Director 
Ayres Hall, Room 320 
The University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
Phone: 4-2981 Ext . 5g-r 
TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF OLD AGE AND 
SURVIVORS INSURANCE 
W.  T. Blair, Director 
Cumberland Lodge Building 
319 7th Avenue, North 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone : CHapel 2-4688 
TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
Julian R .  Fleming, Director 
Division of Sanitary Engineering 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 602 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-8311 Ext. 2281 
TENNESSEE STATE PLANNING COMMISSION 
Harold v. Miller, Executive Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room Cl-121 
Nashville 3, .Tennessee 
Phone: .CHapel 2-8311 Ext . 3426 
TENNESSEE TAXPAYERS ASSOCIATION 
W .  R .  Pouder, Executive Secretary 
217-222 Chamber of Commerce Building 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-1854 
STREAM POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 
s. Leary Joµes, Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 602 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-8311 Ext . 2281 
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
Homer s. Elkins 
State Training Officer 
215 Chestnut Street 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 
TENNESSEE INIXJSffiIAL AND AGRICULTURAL 
DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 
Dr. George I .  Whitlatch 
Executive Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 231 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-8311 Ext. 3267 
TENNESSEE INSPECTION BUREAU 
·John. F • . Le.e; State· Manager 
1002 Stahlman Building 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-1781 
TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
W.  M. Leech, Commissioner 
Cotton States Building 
Nashville, Tennessee 
T E N N E S S E E  M U N I C I P A L  L E A G U E  
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GUIDE TO USE OF THIS DIRECTORY 
After the name of each city is the county
 name, in parentheses, in which the 
city is located. Next is a letter showing i
n which grand division of the state 
the city is located, East, Middle, or West. 
The figure following this letter is 
the population (see third paragraph, this pa
ge). Next is the fiscal year ending; 
for example, 11F.Yr.5/3111 means the fiscal year end
s May 31. There follows the 
date of the next ele.ction; for example, 11El
ec. 5/57" means the next election will 
be in May, 1957· The last entry on this line is t
he telephone number of the city 
hall or office. 
On the second line is shown the time and place of the 
meetings of the governing 
body. On the third line is shown a:ny closing of cit
y offices (other than the usu.al 
Saturday afternoon and Sunday) o No entries ha
ve been made where some of this in-
formation could not be obtained. 
Population data are presented on the followi
ng two pages; on one in alpha­
betical order and on the other in descending 
order according to populationo These 
population figures are as of July l, 1957, as us
ed by the State of Tennessee for 
distributing State-shared taxes. The next 
page is an innovation this time, listin
g 
cities by counties under the three grand divi
sions of the state. 
Municipal elections in Tennessee are held t
hroughout the year, and changes 
are therefore constantly occurring. Changes
 are announced each month in Tennessee 
Town & Citl magazine, the official magazine of the Te
nnessee Municipal League. 
The magazine is sent free to municipal offic
ials; others desiring to subscribe may 
do so by remitting the yearly subscription p
rice of $3.00 to the League office. 































Civil Defense Director 
Commissioner of Education 
Commissioner of Fire 
Commissioner of Finance 




Chief of Police 
Commissioner of Police 
Commissioner of Pub. Works 
City Recorder 
Director of Finance 
Director of Public Safety 
Director of Public Works 
Director of Planning & Zoning 

































Municipal Power Board Chm· 
Planning Commission Chm. 
Plumbing Inspector 
City School Superintendent 
Secretary 
Superintendent of Gas System 
Superintendent of Parks 
Superintendent of Streets 
Supt. of Sewerage Plant 
Supt. of Utilities 




Water Board Chairman 
POPULATIONS OF TENNESSEE MUNICIPALITIES 
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Mount Pleasant 3,ogr 




New Johnsonville 220 























Red: Bank.;.Wbite Oak 10,192 
R�d BOiling Springs 618 




























Soutb Fulton 2,239 
2,573 South Pittsburg 
4,299 Sp�ta 
721 Spencer 
1,847 spring City 










1,452 Tracy ·city . ·4,242 Trenton 
Trezevant · 765 
Tr.imble .  674 
593 Troy 
Tullahoma. 8 380 . , 
Union d:i.ty 7.;665 







. 506 'White Bluff 





. TOTAL . 1, 514 ,.952 
TENNESSEE CITIES BY POPULATION RANK 
as used for distributing State-shared t�es, 1957-58 
./ • 
'Memphis 4o7·,439 · :Pickson . 4,685 -Halls l,8o8 
·Nashville 176.,170 Martin 4,448 Signal Mountain 1,786 
Chattanooga 142,.976 : Sparta 4,299 Somerville 1,760 
Knoxville 124,769 Clinton 4,259 Selmer 1, 759 . 
:Jackson . 33,354 Trenton 4,242 Madisonville 1,717 
Johnson City 29;011 · SWeetwater 4,�9 ·Ala.mo . 1, 703 ·Kingsport . i.· . 23,·550 ·:·Winchester 3, 4 Lookout Mountain 1,675 Bristol .17,746 McKenzie 3;774 · Collierville 1,643 
Clarksville 17,695 Jefferson City 3,633 Parsons l,64o 
;· Cleveland 15,217 Loudon 3,5qz Kingston ·1,627 �· ·· 
Mtirfreesboro .14;979 Lexington 3,566 Sevierville 1.,620 
··Columbia 13,297 · Erwin 3,387 Carthage 1,604 
Morristown 13,151 ·Ripley 3,.318 Englewood 1,545 
Dyersburg 12,063 Dayton 3,30,.. Smyrna 1,544 
· . . Elizabethton 10,754 · Savannah 3 __ ,280 Dresden 1,509 . . 
. Manrville 10,723 Etowah 3,261 Ridgely .1,504 
-'Red Bank-White Oak · 10,192 · Mount Pleasant 3,097 Tracy City 1,452 
�Athens 10,103 · Manchester 3,080 Decherd 1,435 
Shelbyville 10,082 Oak Hill 3,031 Mountain City l,4o5 
�"East Ridge . 9,895 ·Belle Meade 2,831 Hartsville · 1,367 
'Paris ·9,164 Rogersville 2,670 Berry Hill . 1,364 Greeneville 8,721 Jellico 2,602 Forest Hills ·l,351 ·apringfield � .� , i ' I 8;675 South Pittsburg 2,573 Oileida. 1,304 
Tullahoma 8,38o Henderson 2,532 Gatlinburg 1,301 
.·Lebanon 8,253 Camden 2,523 ·Erin 1,242 
.'Union City . 7 ,665 Bolivar 2,429 Bells . 1,225 
·MOMinnville . . ' �1,577 Waverly 2,410 Obion 1,212 
·.Humboldt 7,426 Livingston 2,316' Bruceton 1,204 
Cookeville 6,924 Crossville 2,291 La.Fayette 1,195 
·Harriman 6,389 ·. South Fulton 2,239 Waynesboro l,147 . . � ! 
·Alcoa 6,365 ·Portland 2,14o Celina 1,136 
Fayetteville 6,283 ·Jamestown 2,115 Norris 1,134 
"ta.Follette 6;141 Smithville 2,054 Jonesboro 1,126 Galla.tin 6,113 Hohenwald 2,049 Surgoinsville 1,117 
�ewport 5,884 Huntingdon 2,043 Woodbury i,108 
Lewisburg 5,776 Monterey . 2,043 Oliver Springs l,o8.9 ' . Maski . .  5,762 Centerville 1,953 Palmer 1,083 
Milan 5,637 ·Tiptonville 1;953 Wes�moreland l,08o 
Franklin 5,475 Whitwell 1,912 Bluff City 1,074 
Lawrenceburg 5,442 Greenfield ·1 ,879 Gleason 1,063 
Le�� City 5,159 Dyer 1,864 Rutherford 1,053 
Rockwood 4,885 Spring City 1,847 Ashland City l;04o 
OoVington 4,884 Cowan 1,835 Tazewell l,04o Brownsville 4,7ll Lake City 1,827 Ducktown 1,008 
Millington 4,696 Newbern 1,809 Gainesboro 992 
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TENNESSEE CITIES AND TOWNS 
. . by Grand Divisions of State and by Counties 
Munford 976 Friendsville 569 Gordonsville 304 
Niota 956 Byrdstown 567 Morris0n 301 EAST TENNESSEE EAST TENNESSEE EAST TENNESSEE MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
Watertown 933 Maury City 553 Richard City 300 
Adamsville 927 Wartrace 545 Sardis .299 Anderson Count;¥: Jefferson Count;¥: Sullivan Count;¥: Dickson C.£_unty 
Copperhill·: 924 New Tazewell 544 Scotts Hill 299 Clinton Dandridge Bluff City Charlot·t;e 
Lake City Jefferson City Bristol Dickson 
Germantown 905 Spring Hill 541 'Enville 290 Norris White Pine Kingsport Slayden 
Kenton 899 Brighton 524 Hornsby 28o Bledsoe County Johnson County Unicoi County Vanleer 
Greenbrier 890 Decaturville 514 G1:1.tes 279 Pikeville Mountain City Erwin White Bluff 
Pik�ville 882 White Bluff " 506 ·Dowelltown 262 Blount County Knox County Washington County Burns 
Sharon 88o Beersheba Springs .505 McLemoresville 262 Alcoa Knoxville Johnson City Fentress Countl 
Friendsville Loudon County Jonesboro Jamestown 
Dunlap 873 Stanton 503 Gadsden 255 M�lle Lenoir City Franklin Countl 
Baxter 861 Petersburg 497 Vanleer 243 Townsend Loudon Cowan 
Linden 854 Estill Springs 496 LaGrange 241 Bradley Count;}'.: Marion Countl Decherd 
Rutledge 839 Henning 493 Oakland 236 Charleston ·Orme Estill Springs 
Tellico Plains 833 Bartlett 489 .Toone 231 Cleveland Richard City Huntland 
Campbell Countl South Pittsburg Winchester 
Bradford 823 Lobelville 479 Orme ·230 Jellico Whitwell Giles Count;'l 
Graysville 820 Grand Junction 477 Baileyton 224 LaFollette McMinn Countl Ardlnore 
Clifton 81S Bell Buckle 468 Viola 223 Carter Courit;'l Athens Elkton 
Whiteville 794 Arlington 463. New Johnsonville 220 Elizabethton Englewood Lynnville 
White Pine 780 Middleton 459 Mitchellville 202 Cocke County Etowah Pulaski 
Parrottsville Niota Grundy Count� 
Charleston 771 Sneedville 457 Henry 200 Newport Meigs Countl MIDDLE TENNESSEE Altamont 
Trezevant 765 Friendship 452 Centertown 195 Claiborne Count;¥: Decatur Beersheba Springs 
Benton 734 Puryear 430 . Rossville 175 Cumberland G_ap Monroe Count;'! Bedford County Coalmont 
Bulls Gap 734 Burns 421 Elkton 168 New Tazewell Madisonville Bell Buckle Pal.mer 
Dover 733 Mason 414 Hia),{ory VaUey 160 Tazewell Sweetwater Normandy Tracy City 
Cumberland Countl Tellico Plains Shelbyville Hickman Countl 
Algood 729 Rives 413 Normandy 159 Crossville Morgan Countl Wartrace Centerville 
Spencer 721 Saltillo 406 Ardmore 157 Pleasant Hill Oakdale Cannon Countl Houston Countl 
Oakdale 718 Cumberland Gap 4o3 Garland 157 Grainger Count;'l Polk County Auburntown Erin 
Decatur 714 Lynchburg 4ol Pleasant Hill ·152 Rutledge Copperhill Woodbury Humphreys Countl 
McEwen 710 Moscow 394 SSW.sbury 143 Greene Countl Benton Cheatham County McEwen 
Baileyton Ducktown Ashland City New Johnsonville 
Loretto 706 Alexandria 387 Cottage Grove 126 Greeneville Rhea Countl Clay Countl Waverly 
Collinwood 694 Eagleville JT8 Silerton 121 Hamblen Countl Dayton Celina Jackson County 
Dandridge 690 Samburg 378 Medon 115 Morristown Graysville Coffee Countl Gainesboro 
Medina 690 Cornersville 358 Parrottsville 115 Hamilton County Spring City Manchester Lawrence County 
Trimple 674 Lynnville 356 Adair 102 Chattanooga Roane County Tullahoma. Lawrenceburg 
East Ridge Harriman Davidson Countl Loretto 
Coalmont 651 Ridgetop 354 Slayden : 90 Lookout Mountain Kingston Belle Meade Lewis Coun� 
Charlotte 642 Huntland 353 Denmark 69 Red Bank-White Oak Oliver Springs Berry Hill Hohenwald 
Bethel Springs 623 Ridgeside 337 Ridgeside Rockwood Forest Hills Lincoln Coun.tl 
Big Sandy 621 Atoka 334 .. TOTAL 1,514,952 Signal. Mou'.ntain Scott County Nashville Fayetteville 
Red ]3oiling Springs 618 Townsend 328 Hancock County Oneida Oak Hill Petersburg 
Sneedville Sequatchie Count;¥: DeKalb Countl Macon Countl 
Chapel Hill 60� Cumberland City 321 Hawkins Countl Dunlap Alexandria Lafayette 
Hollow Rock 603 Liberty 314 Bulls Gap �er County Dowelltown Red Boiling Springs 
Altamont 594 Auburntown 310 Rogersville Gatlinburg Liberty 
Troy 593 Hornbeak 309 Surgoinsville Sevierville Smithville 
Atwood 573 Gibson 308 
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Dover 733 Mason 414 Hia),{ory VaUey 160 Tazewell Sweetwater Normandy Tracy City 
Cumberland Countl Tellico Plains Shelbyville Hickman Countl 
Algood 729 Rives 413 Normandy 159 Crossville Morgan Countl Wartrace Centerville 
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Oakdale 718 Cumberland Gap 4o3 Garland 157 Grainger Count;'l Polk County Auburntown Erin 
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McEwen 710 Moscow 394 SSW.sbury 143 Greene Countl Benton Cheatham County McEwen 
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Loretto 706 Alexandria 387 Cottage Grove 126 Greeneville Rhea Countl Clay Countl Waverly 
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Bethel Springs 623 Ridgeside 337 Ridgeside Rockwood Forest Hills Lincoln Coun.tl 
Big Sandy 621 Atoka 334 .. TOTAL 1,514,952 Signal. Mou'.ntain Scott County Nashville Fayetteville 
Red ]3oiling Springs 618 Townsend 328 Hancock County Oneida Oak Hill Petersburg 
Sneedville Sequatchie Count;¥: DeKalb Countl Macon Countl 
Chapel Hill 60� Cumberland City 321 Hawkins Countl Dunlap Alexandria Lafayette 
Hollow Rock 603 Liberty 314 Bulls Gap �er County Dowelltown Red Boiling Springs 
Altamont 594 Auburntown 310 Rogersville Gatlinburg Liberty 
Troy 593 Hornbeak 309 Surgoinsville Sevierville Smithville 
Atwood 573 Gibson 308 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE MIDDLE TENNESSEE WEST TENNESSEE 
Marshall Countl White Countl Gibson County 
Chapel Hill Sparta Bradford 
Cornersville Williamson Counti Dyer 
Lewisburg Franklin Gibson 
Maurl Counti Wilson County Humboldt 
Columbia Lebanon Medina 
Mt. Pleasant Watertown Milan 
Spring Hill Rutherford 
Montgomery Countl Trenton 
Clarksville Hardin Countl 
Moore County Saltillo 
Lynchburg Savannah 
Overton Countl Hardeman Countl 
Li v:J.ngston Bolivar 
Pickett County Grand Junction 
Byrdstown Hickory Valley 
Putnam Countl Hornsby 
Algood Middleton 
Baxter WEST TENNESSEE Saulsbury 
Cookeville Scotts Hill 
Monterey Benton Countl Silerton 
Robertson Countl Big Sandy Toone 
Springfield Camden Whiteville 
Ridgetop Carroll County Haywood Oountl 
Greenbrier Atwood Brownsville 
Rutherford Countl Bruceton Stanton 
Murfreesboro Hollow Rock Henderson Countl 
Smyrna Huntingdon Lexington 
Eagleville McKenzie Sardis 
Smith Countl McLemoresville Henry County 
Carthage Trezevant Cottage Grove 
Gordonsville Chester County Henry 
stewart County Enville Paris 
Dover Henderson Puryear 
Cumberland City Crockett Countl Lake County 
Sumner County Alamo -Ridgely 
Portland Bells Tiptonville 
Gallatin Friendship Lauderdale Countl 
Mitchellville Gadsden Gates 
W�stmorela.nd Maury City Halls 
Trousdale Countl Decatur Countl Henning 
Hartsville Decaturville Ripley 
Van-Buren County Parsons Madison Countl 
Spencer Dyer Countl Adair 
Warren County Dyersburg Denmark 
Centertown Newbern Jackson 
McMinnville Trimble Medon 
Morrison Fayette County McNairy Countl 
Viola. LaGrange Adamsville 
Wayne County Moscow Bethel Springs 








































T. J. Willia.ms 
Owen Williams 






Mrs. Vanden Griffin 
Vanden Griffin 
Jack Ma.nhein 













J • Mo Phillips 
Sam Taylor 
Oo Lo Walker 
W. Bo Crotts 
Ta.TN OF ALAMO (Crockett) -W- 1,703 F.Yr.5/31 Elec.5/59 Phone 91 
First TUesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, June to September 
Mayor R obert McLean CoP Douglas Reasons 
Ald H. c .  Colvett ScS T. H. Strange 
Ald McNeil Hopper sww H. J. Conley 
Ald w. A. Brown WBCh J. c .  Hollamon 
Ald R. A. Byrd SS H. J. Conley 
Atty J. B. Avery, Jr. TA w .  p. Hunt 
CR H. J. Conley 








0. W. Brumfiel BI 
A. G. Chambers FC 
Paul R. Hicks Eng 
Ross F. Walker HOff 
�'6n.es-JllM�s- CLNirelfir PCCh 
Robert L. Carroll ScS 
Joe c. Gamble 
*Address: Bank of Maryville-Bldg., 
�l-
R. v. Moschell 
F. L. Baker 
R. V. Moschell 
Dr. Trent Vandergriff 
c .  M. Herr 
R. M. Robinson 
Maryville, Tennessee 
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Ross F. Walker HOff 
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R. v. Moschell 
F. L. Baker 
R. V. Moschell 
Dr. Trent Vandergriff 
c .  M. Herr 
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Maryville, Tennessee 
TOWN OF ALEXANDRIA (DeKalb) -M- 387 F.Yr.l 1 Elec.9 57 Phone LA 9-2925 
Second Tuesday each mont , 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 










Wo R. Curtis 
H. A. Caplinger 













J. P. Huffman 
James Jennings 
TOWN OF ALGOOD (Putnam) -M- 729 F.Yr.12 31 Elec.6 59 Phone Cookeville 833 
First Monday each month, 7: 0 p.m., at City Hall 














Mre1 E%w:l:-n-Qua3.�nfn. 5w�p Koqer.s 
Elwin Qualls 
w .  G. Bracey 
TOWN OF ALTAMONT (Grundy) -M- 594 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/58 Pho�e 











H. B. Willia.ms 
Wright Jones 
TOWN OF ARIMORE (Giles) -M- 157 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.11/57 Phone 






c .  P. Forbes 
Toney Rainey 
Cecil Smith 








D. C. Whitt 
J. G. Jones 
Tom Moore 
Mabron Lewter 
TOWN OF ARLINGTON (Shelby)-W":"--·463. F.Yr.12L31 Elec.12L57 Phone UN 7-2218 �Memphis� 
First Monday each month, 'e:do p.m., at Bond Motor Company BUilding 
Mayor Co Wo Bond Ald M. L. Herring 
V-May M. s .  Wilson Ald Lo T. Hughes 
Ald w .  N. Carruthers CR P. J. Henry 
Ald Stanley D. Osborne Clk Mrs. Jane c. Kelley 
Ald Sam Wilson FC B. G. Bailey 
-2-
TOWN OF ASHLAND CITY (Cheatham) -M-
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., 
Vollie E. Harris 
J. J. Poole 
Carl Balthrop 
.J., )h Ha:ais J.C. Ntc.hols�N 
1,040 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.11/58 Phone 
at City Hall 
Clk ·II� ffl 1ss Em'"A SAN�er l 
Tr Fl"� Re:Se:Pteel'i1 JF .V1ile�11-r /.111rptr 
CoP Bunk Gafford 








J, p, Galeih:e�Newiotl S/,e11rNV 
A. J. Groves 
SWW T. D. Hudgens 
SS v. E. Harris 
Lenox Murff CD Eugene Simpkins 
CITY OF ATHENS (McMinn) -E- 10,103 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.6 59 Phone 25 
First and third Tuesday each month, :OO p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Edward Millard CoP W. 0. Kennedy 
V-May W. P. Biddle FC Ed Shell 
Coun Earl Barger Jg Fred Puett 
Coun Colmer Allen ScS W. F. Whitaker 
Coun Robert E. Evans EIMgr w .  G. Thomas 
Mgr CD Ralph Murphey 
Atty Herman Gregory SS T. B. Redmond 
DFin Mrs. Lorene Ensminger 
E.6. �l>h l"I A/A/ f>N 
TOWN OF ATOKA (Tipton) -W- 334 F.Yr.6 3.0 Elec.5 59 Phone 
First Monday eac month, 7:30 p.m., at McDill & Quisenberry Store 
Mayor John McLaughlin Ald Charles Gragg 
Ald Paul Bell Ald T. B. Marshall 
Ald James Blaydes CR E. M. Quisenberry 
Ald Pete Forbes Mar J. A. Billings 
Ald Douglas Walker 
TOWN OF A'l'WOOD (Carroll) -W- 573 F.Yr. Elec.8/57 Phone 





Richard K. Webb 
z. R. Bryant 
TOWN OF AUBURNTOWN {Cannon) -M- 310 
First Saturday each month, 8:00 p.m • .  
Mayor c. s. Hawkins 
Ald J. M. Summa.rs 
Ald w. B. Kennedy 
Ald R. Ro O'Neal 









w .  G. Belew 
Joe T. Mays 
Elec.5/59 P;hone 
J. H. Jones 
I. B. Gaither 
J. M. Summa.rs 
G. w. Kennedy 
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Lenox Murff CD Eugene Simpkins 
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Mgr CD Ralph Murphey 
Atty Herman Gregory SS T. B. Redmond 
DFin Mrs. Lorene Ensminger 
E.6. �l>h l"I A/A/ f>N 
TOWN OF ATOKA (Tipton) -W- 334 F.Yr.6 3.0 Elec.5 59 Phone 
First Monday eac month, 7:30 p.m., at McDill & Quisenberry Store 
Mayor John McLaughlin Ald Charles Gragg 
Ald Paul Bell Ald T. B. Marshall 
Ald James Blaydes CR E. M. Quisenberry 
Ald Pete Forbes Mar J. A. Billings 
Ald Douglas Walker 
TOWN OF A'l'WOOD (Carroll) -W- 573 F.Yr. Elec.8/57 Phone 





Richard K. Webb 
z. R. Bryant 
TOWN OF AUBURNTOWN {Cannon) -M- 310 
First Saturday each month, 8:00 p.m • .  
Mayor c. s. Hawkins 
Ald J. M. Summa.rs 
Ald w. B. Kennedy 
Ald R. Ro O'Neal 









w .  G. Belew 
Joe T. Mays 
Elec.5/59 P;hone 
J. H. Jones 
I. B. Gaither 
J. M. Summa.rs 
G. w. Kennedy 
TOWN OF BAILEYTON (Greene) -E- 224 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone 

















J.R. tnerf <rN . 
Robct1 H. 811dey 
TOWN OF BARTLETT Shelby) -W- 489 F.Yr.12 31 Elec.ll 58 Phone FAirfax 7-7783 
Fourth Tuesday each mont , 7:30 p.m., at Town Hall 
Mayor Dr. Malcolm Prewitt Ald Hugh Allen 
Ald David E. McPherson Clk Catherine P. Warner 
Ald D. J. Guillory Mar-FC T. E. Warr 
Ald Hugh Hoffman sww A. G. Warner, Jr. 
Ald D. H. Gotten Eng J. c. Paine 
Ald Joe Freeman 
TOWN OF BAXTER (Putnam) -M• 861 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.3/59 Phone 4202 






James E. Austin 
George Palmer 













TOWN OF BEERSHEBA. SPRINGS (Grundy) -M- 505 F.Yr. 7 /31 Elec.7/59 Phone OX2-266o 









TOWN OF BELL BUCKLE (Bedford) -M- 468 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.10/57 Phone 4221 








F. G. Harris 
June Harrell 
Robert E. Foster 
Bill Parker 







W. A. naskins, Jr. 
John M. Whiteside 
James Elkins 
John M. Whiteside 
James Elkins 
CITY OF *BELLE MEADE Davidson) -M- 2,831 F.Yr.12 31 Elec.12 58 Phone CY 7-6041 
First ursday in February, May, August, and November, at City Hall 
Mayor Sam Davis Bell **Atty M. B. Howell, Jr. 
V-May John H. Teas PCCh Robert c. Webster 
Comm R. Walter Hale, Jr. CD James Raleigh Sutton 
Mgr-CR-Tr W. T. Mallison CoP Martin Stephens 
*Address: 4705 Harding Road, Nashville, Tennessee 
**Address: 4408 S):leppard Place, Nashville 5, Tennessee 
TOWN OF BELLS (Crockett) -W- 1,225 F.Yr.5 14 Elec.5/59 Phone 
Monday eac week, 7:30 p.m., at Citlf. Hall 
Mayor Eddie Barnes CoP T. Wo Cates 
Ald w. M. Cobb FC�CD c. Rex Mehr, Jr. 
Ald c. Rex Mehr, Jr. ScS Basil J. Crider 
Ald Doyle Rust sww E. T. Jackson 
Ald Hugh Lewis E!Mgr J. E. Ramsey 
Ald Hiram Henderson CR Hiram Henderson 
TOWN OF BENTON (Polk) -E- 734 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.6 58 Phone ED 8-5261 
First Friday each month, :00 p.m., at City Hall 




H. c. Wilson 
G. F. Lewis 





Go Franklin Lewis 
Moody Carver 
CITY OF *BERRY HILL (Davidson) -M- 1,364 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.3/58 Phone CY 7-4521 







Ralph P. Rosa Atty John M. Bates 
Dr. L. w. Noel, Jr. CoP Capt. J. A. Jackson 
Howell Townes PCCh Sam Jones 
Mrs. Leighton Smith BI Robert Rawding 
Bryan H. Alsup CD Kenneth Cox 
Howell Townes FC Sam Norton 
·*Address: 2309 Franklin Road, Nashville, Tennessee 
T<MN OF BETHEL SPRINGS (McNairy) -W- 623 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/59 Phone 
Monday a:rter first Wednesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Town Hall 
Mayor A. Williams Ald H • H. Ellis 
V-May . F. F. Mitchell Ald w. Wo Williams 
Ald c. L. Hendrix CR F. F. Mitchell 
Ald Cecil Cox CoP-SS Jo F. Plunk 
Ald J. B. Sawner Atty w. J. Long 
TOWN OF BAILEYTON (Greene) -E- 224 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone 
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James Elkins 
John M. Whiteside 
James Elkins 
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Mayor Sam Davis Bell **Atty M. B. Howell, Jr. 
V-May John H. Teas PCCh Robert c. Webster 
Comm R. Walter Hale, Jr. CD James Raleigh Sutton 
Mgr-CR-Tr W. T. Mallison CoP Martin Stephens 
*Address: 4705 Harding Road, Nashville, Tennessee 
**Address: 4408 S):leppard Place, Nashville 5, Tennessee 
TOWN OF BELLS (Crockett) -W- 1,225 F.Yr.5 14 Elec.5/59 Phone 
Monday eac week, 7:30 p.m., at Citlf. Hall 
Mayor Eddie Barnes CoP T. Wo Cates 
Ald w. M. Cobb FC�CD c. Rex Mehr, Jr. 
Ald c. Rex Mehr, Jr. ScS Basil J. Crider 
Ald Doyle Rust sww E. T. Jackson 
Ald Hugh Lewis E!Mgr J. E. Ramsey 
Ald Hiram Henderson CR Hiram Henderson 
TOWN OF BENTON (Polk) -E- 734 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.6 58 Phone ED 8-5261 
First Friday each month, :00 p.m., at City Hall 




H. c. Wilson 
G. F. Lewis 





Go Franklin Lewis 
Moody Carver 
CITY OF *BERRY HILL (Davidson) -M- 1,364 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.3/58 Phone CY 7-4521 







Ralph P. Rosa Atty John M. Bates 
Dr. L. w. Noel, Jr. CoP Capt. J. A. Jackson 
Howell Townes PCCh Sam Jones 
Mrs. Leighton Smith BI Robert Rawding 
Bryan H. Alsup CD Kenneth Cox 
Howell Townes FC Sam Norton 
·*Address: 2309 Franklin Road, Nashville, Tennessee 
T<MN OF BETHEL SPRINGS (McNairy) -W- 623 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/59 Phone 
Monday a:rter first Wednesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Town Hall 
Mayor A. Williams Ald H • H. Ellis 
V-May . F. F. Mitchell Ald w. Wo Williams 
Ald c. L. Hendrix CR F. F. Mitchell 
Ald Cecil Cox CoP-SS Jo F. Plunk 
Ald J. B. Sawner Atty w. J. Long 
TCMN OF BIG SANDY(.1Benton -W- 621 F.Yr. Elec.3 59 Phone 
Third Monday each mont , 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Cleatus w. Hicks Ald Ernie Mannon 
Ald L. R. Stockdale CR Herman a. Potts 
Ald w. G. Melton Atty A. B. Frazier 
Ald E. c. Ross Mar Jesse Wade 
Ald Arlie Stockdale 
TCMN OF BLUFF CITY Sullivan) -E- l 074 F.Yr.5 31 Elec.6 .59 Phone 3811 
First and third Thursday eac month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor James R. Taylor Atty J. Paul Johnson 
V-May H. P. Richards CoP E. E. Smith 
Ald Lavon Carrier FC D. K. Galloway 
Ald A. L. Milhorn SS Marshall Jones 
Ald A. c. Jessee sww H. c. Jessee 
Ald Marshall Jones CD James R. Taylor 
CR-Jg · James R. Taylor 
TOWN OF BOLIVAR (Hardeman) -W- 2,429 F.Yr.5/31 Elec.5/59 Phone 5742 
Second Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Marion Creekmor�� FC 
V-May Harris Bradley 1 J. EIMgr 
Coun Roy Keller � HOf:f' 
Coun Hall Brooks � PBCh 
Coun L. A. Shappley  PCCh-CD 
Coun Frank Dorris � SS 
Coun C. W. Vaughan '/ SWW-SSP 
CR-Jg-BI M. G. Isbell 'I 1 11" SG 
Atty E. J. Harris JI- (,') WBCh 
CP Gene Howell f 5 CoP 
Paul Vaughan rf o ( 
R. N. Mitchell { Dr. R. L. Oobb �fr 
Dewey Whitenton � Harry Bishop �fr f Leo Smith 
Thomas Avent 
Marcus W. Fulghum 
Roy Keller 
Oscar Daniels 
T<1flN OF BRADFORD (Gibson). -w- 823 F.Yr.5/31 Elec.4/58 Phone 
First Friday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Mayor's home 








B. M. Patterson 
Bill Pierce 
G. D. Cain 
H. o. Cash 
Knox Smith 
Thomas Taylor 
c. H. Leech 






W. c. Melvin 
Mrs. Robert Atkins 
z. D. Atkins 
Bill Pierce 
L. c. Goodman 
H. o. Cash 
TOWN OF BRIGHTON (Tipton) -W- 524 F.Yr.8 31 Elec.5 59 Phone Cov. GR 6-9639 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Fa t's Store 
Mayor Thomas Faught Coun J. o. Jackson 
Coun Lester Jordan CR R. w. Wells 
Coun J. B. SWain Atty W.; c. Tipton 
Coun M. H. Simonton Mar Earsel Wilson 
CITY OF BRISTOL (Sullivan) -E- 17,746 F.Yr.5/31 Elec.6/61 Phone 128 and 2139 
Friday each week, 10:30 �omo, at City Hall 
Mayor w. A. S. Furlow(CP) HO:f'f Ho K. Elmore 
Comm. George w. Vance (CFin) PC Ch Maurice Conn 
Comm Maurice Conn (CPW) PBCh G. Frank Helms 
CR-Jg Albert w .  Stone PI John Leona.rd 
Acct M. D. Richards ScS D. F. Adkisson 
Atty J. K. Brown SSP w. J. Bricker 
PA G. W. Vance sww Odell w. Gray 
CoP w. J. Rogers TA C. E. Vance 
SS Maurice Conn Lib Mrs. Emory Widener 
BI w. A. Walker CD Wesley Davis 
EIMgr John Gray FC w. A. Buckles 
CITY OF BRCMNSVILLE Ha ood) -W� 4 711 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.12 57 Phone 1501 
First Tuesday each mont , 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May 15 to September 
Mayor Dr. T. C. Chapman EIMgr F. T. Edmonds 
Ald Adrian Stoots PO Ch T. c. Chapman 
Ald Joe R. Gribbs PBCh A. s. Rose 
Ald �red T. Jones PI c. R. McKay, Sr. 
Ald Dr. Julian K. Welch ScS E. D. Thompson 
Clk-SWW F. T. Edmonds SP F. T. Jones 
Tr F. R. Chapman SS J. F. Pulliam, Jr. 
Acct Mrs. Dan Phillips, Sr. TA Robert Hooper 
CoP Charles Read HO ff Ja.m..es Covington 
FC C. Battle Shaw Atty Joe w. Norris 
TCMN OF BRUCETON Carroll) -W� 1 204 F.Yr.9 31 Elec.8 58 Phone 24ol 
Secon Tuesday eac month, TtOO p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor Joe w. Shouse CR-Tr�Jg Nelson Glosson 
Ald C. D. Bell Atty w. H. Lassiter 
Ald J. H. Vestal CoP R. B. Nesbitt 
Ald Clayton Wilson FC J. c. Capligµe.r 
Ald W. H. Holl!)!y sww R. B. Bond 
Ald R. R. Herndon 
TCMN OF BIG SANDY(.1Benton -W- 621 F.Yr. Elec.3 59 Phone 
Third Monday each mont , 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Cleatus w. Hicks Ald Ernie Mannon 
Ald L. R. Stockdale CR Herman a. Potts 
Ald w. G. Melton Atty A. B. Frazier 
Ald E. c. Ross Mar Jesse Wade 
Ald Arlie Stockdale 
TCMN OF BLUFF CITY Sullivan) -E- l 074 F.Yr.5 31 Elec.6 .59 Phone 3811 
First and third Thursday eac month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor James R. Taylor Atty J. Paul Johnson 
V-May H. P. Richards CoP E. E. Smith 
Ald Lavon Carrier FC D. K. Galloway 
Ald A. L. Milhorn SS Marshall Jones 
Ald A. c. Jessee sww H. c. Jessee 
Ald Marshall Jones CD James R. Taylor 
CR-Jg · James R. Taylor 
TOWN OF BOLIVAR (Hardeman) -W- 2,429 F.Yr.5/31 Elec.5/59 Phone 5742 
Second Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Marion Creekmor�� FC 
V-May Harris Bradley 1 J. EIMgr 
Coun Roy Keller � HOf:f' 
Coun Hall Brooks � PBCh 
Coun L. A. Shappley  PCCh-CD 
Coun Frank Dorris � SS 
Coun C. W. Vaughan '/ SWW-SSP 
CR-Jg-BI M. G. Isbell 'I 1 11" SG 
Atty E. J. Harris JI- (,') WBCh 
CP Gene Howell f 5 CoP 
Paul Vaughan rf o ( 
R. N. Mitchell { Dr. R. L. Oobb �fr 
Dewey Whitenton � Harry Bishop �fr f Leo Smith 
Thomas Avent 
Marcus W. Fulghum 
Roy Keller 
Oscar Daniels 
T<1flN OF BRADFORD (Gibson). -w- 823 F.Yr.5/31 Elec.4/58 Phone 
First Friday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Mayor's home 








B. M. Patterson 
Bill Pierce 
G. D. Cain 
H. o. Cash 
Knox Smith 
Thomas Taylor 
c. H. Leech 






W. c. Melvin 
Mrs. Robert Atkins 
z. D. Atkins 
Bill Pierce 
L. c. Goodman 
H. o. Cash 
TOWN OF BRIGHTON (Tipton) -W- 524 F.Yr.8 31 Elec.5 59 Phone Cov. GR 6-9639 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Fa t's Store 
Mayor Thomas Faught Coun J. o. Jackson 
Coun Lester Jordan CR R. w. Wells 
Coun J. B. SWain Atty W.; c. Tipton 
Coun M. H. Simonton Mar Earsel Wilson 
CITY OF BRISTOL (Sullivan) -E- 17,746 F.Yr.5/31 Elec.6/61 Phone 128 and 2139 
Friday each week, 10:30 �omo, at City Hall 
Mayor w. A. S. Furlow(CP) HO:f'f Ho K. Elmore 
Comm. George w. Vance (CFin) PC Ch Maurice Conn 
Comm Maurice Conn (CPW) PBCh G. Frank Helms 
CR-Jg Albert w .  Stone PI John Leona.rd 
Acct M. D. Richards ScS D. F. Adkisson 
Atty J. K. Brown SSP w. J. Bricker 
PA G. W. Vance sww Odell w. Gray 
CoP w. J. Rogers TA C. E. Vance 
SS Maurice Conn Lib Mrs. Emory Widener 
BI w. A. Walker CD Wesley Davis 
EIMgr John Gray FC w. A. Buckles 
CITY OF BRCMNSVILLE Ha ood) -W� 4 711 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.12 57 Phone 1501 
First Tuesday each mont , 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May 15 to September 
Mayor Dr. T. C. Chapman EIMgr F. T. Edmonds 
Ald Adrian Stoots PO Ch T. c. Chapman 
Ald Joe R. Gribbs PBCh A. s. Rose 
Ald �red T. Jones PI c. R. McKay, Sr. 
Ald Dr. Julian K. Welch ScS E. D. Thompson 
Clk-SWW F. T. Edmonds SP F. T. Jones 
Tr F. R. Chapman SS J. F. Pulliam, Jr. 
Acct Mrs. Dan Phillips, Sr. TA Robert Hooper 
CoP Charles Read HO ff Ja.m..es Covington 
FC C. Battle Shaw Atty Joe w. Norris 
TCMN OF BRUCETON Carroll) -W� 1 204 F.Yr.9 31 Elec.8 58 Phone 24ol 
Secon Tuesday eac month, TtOO p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor Joe w. Shouse CR-Tr�Jg Nelson Glosson 
Ald C. D. Bell Atty w. H. Lassiter 
Ald J. H. Vestal CoP R. B. Nesbitt 
Ald Clayton Wilson FC J. c. Capligµe.r 
Ald W. H. Holl!)!y sww R. B. Bond 
Ald R. R. Herndon 
TOWN OF BULLS GAP (Hawkins) -E- 734 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/58 Phone 4831 
Second Thursday each month, 7:30 p. m., at Recorder's Office 
Mayor Frank Williams Ald W. c .  Long 
Ald Robert Teike Mar Walter s. Coward 
Ald Joe Nichols Tr Ray W. Pearson 
Ald Vance Pendleton CR v. c .  Pendleton 
TOWN OF BURNS (Dickson) -M- 421 F. Yr.5/31 Elec.5/59 Phone 










H. J. Tidwell 
G. c. Bishop 
E. H. Meek, Sr. 
TOWN OF BYRDSTOWN (Pickett) -M- 567 F.Yr�l/l Elec.8/58 Phone 











TOWN OF CAMDEN (Benton) -W- 2,523 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.7/59 Phone LU 4�5501 
First Monday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday af'ternoon, April to October 
') 
Mayor Tom Hardy Atty Billy McElroy 
Ald w. c. Lockhart CoP Aubrey Pafford 
Ald Ho H. Wismer FC-SWW Charles s. Wyatt 
Ald w. E. Davidson EIJ.1gr Eulas E. Pafford 
Ald T. N. Hale CD w. P. Davidson, Jr. 
Ald Cecil Jordan CR John M. Holladay 
CP Joe Hammer DFin Sidney Adams 
SS Everett Smith tv/Jelt 6, p, 81slt.p 
TOWN OF CARTHAGE (Smith) -M- 1,604 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/58 Phone 8 
Third Thursday each month, 7:30 p. m., at City Hall 











L. B. Thomas 
Huber Butler 
J. Ho Ligon 
Ernest R. Hackett 
Tom Mundy 
Walter Moss 
w. H. Turner 












L. B. Thomas 
w. H. Turner 
Dave Porter 
J. H. Ligon 
Charles Tyree 
Ben H. Thomas 
Bill Rankin 
Mrs. Bobbye D. Nesbitt 
TOWN OF CELINA (Clay) -M- 1,136 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/59 Phone CH 3-338o First Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Water Department Building 
Mayor Clyde M. King Atty w .  G. Sidwell 
Ald J. T. Goodpasture CoP Cecil Spear 
Ald W. H. Clark HOff Dr. Champ Clark 
Ald J. B. Dale ScS M. L. Brown CR-Jg Ray Arms CD Joe A. Clark 
Tr R. L. Donaldson sww Landon B. Anderson 
TOWN OF *CENTERTOWN (Warren) -M- 195 F.Yr.4/1 Elec.4/59 Phone First Monday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Mayor's home 
Mayor 
Connn 
J. W. Williamson Comm A. K. Parsley 
J. A. Jordan 
*Address: Box 117, Route l, McMinnville, Tennessee 
30 
TOWN OF CENTERVILLE (Hickman) -M- 1,953 F.Yr.9/30 Elec.10/57 Phone 3721 First Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Emery B. Gill CR-Jg E. H. Duncan 
B 
,� Ald �em-llambert- Bvr.iwtce t: Blffes CoP A. B. Breece ree<� Ald w. A. Bratton FC w. s. Lawson 
Ald Billie Smithson BI-PA E. H. ty7 Duncan 
Q,;t-1 (] 11-f fl, Ald Aub�-:s@g;J.,e01NAl.J E.. 016ritu/ Tr E. H. Duncan Ald Wal.tell--Me<lea,p.i.& Et 16111 J�l11tso "1 ScS Grant Coble 
0 t< Ald Clifford Harber SU Buford Gill 
Ald C. P. Bates CD J. w. Shouse 
T� OF ?HAPEL HILL (Marshall) -M- 603 F.Yr.11/30 Elec.7/58 Phone 







Eo P. Crutcher 
A. C. Bigger 
W. P. Hurt 
H. c. Joyce 
Ezell Scott 








Mrs. Ao T. Brown 




TCMN OF CHARLESTON (Bradley) -E- 771 F. Yr.6/30 Elec.6/58 Phone 
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Mrs. Ao T. Brown 




TCMN OF CHARLESTON (Bradley) -E- 771 F. Yr.6/30 Elec.6/58 Phone 










Lowry G. Weeks 
CITY OF CHARI.PTI'E (Dickson) -M- 642 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/59 Phone 2311 
Offices close Thursday all �y, all year 
Mayor Wayne SenBing 
Coun John Loggins 
Coun Lawrence Porter 
Coun Henry Garrett 
Coun Clyde Buckner 











CITY OF CHATTANOOGA (Hamilton) -E- 142,976 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.3/59 Phone Amherst7-6681 













Po R. Olgiati 
Pat Wilcox (CPW) 
George Mcinturff 
Herbert Po Dunlap (CP,CF) \ 
Frank Trotter ( CE)U1-
tl{ff--' 
Madeline Sims ... .., , 
Sherman Robinson i 
Dr. Paul Mo Golley 
W. H. Zachry 
Grady Jacoway, Jr. 
Web C. Brown 
. W o Ho Zachry 













Joe w .  Anderson 
Ed Brown 
R. S. Lillard 
Benard Barnes 
C. B. Souders 
R. R. Gouldy 
Mike Quinn 




William s .  Teppenpaw 
CITY OF CLARKSVILLE (Montgomery) -M- 17,695 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.12/5� Phone 5950 
First Thursday each month, 7x30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Paul Mo McGregor Atty Charles v. Runyon 
Coun Charles R. Jones CD Jesse F. Perry 
Coun James Halleman, Jr. CR J. H. Marable 
Coun Charles Greer CoP James o .  Davis 
Coun To B. Moore DFin Milton Cooley 
Coun Frank Ctinningham, Jr. EI.Mgr J. F. Per):-y 
Coun Bill Craw Eng J. To Crmningha.m, Jr. 
Coun Co B. Smith FC Thomas Seay 
Coun Robert E. Bradley HOff Dr .  Charles A. Trahern 
Coun Bob Davis ScS c. H. Moore 
Coun J. To Hanley SS Garfield Manning 
Coun Richard R. Powers Jg William o. Beach 
Coun William Edmondson SU J. T. Cunningham. Jr. 
Clk Milton Cooley BI Richard c. Sheppard 
CITY OF CLEVELAND (Bradley) -E- 15,217 F.Yr.9/30 Elecol0/58 Phone GR 2-4551 










Col. James F. Corn 
Harrison Fair (CP,CSt) 
George R. Taylor (CFin) 
C. F. Kelly (CF) 
Chelcer L. Wilson 
George Wo Thorogood 
Hardwick Stuart 
Luther Goodwin 










Oscar L. Giles 
w .  H. Schultz 
Lo F. McDa.ris 
T. C. Bower 
Ellis L. Spencer 
George E. Westerberg 
Ruth Chambers 
C. C. L. Ray 
Dwight Lo McReynolds 
CITY OF CLIFTON (Wayne) -M- 818 F.Yr.9/1 Elec.8/58 Phone 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Peoples Bank Building 




Will F. Cary 
J. H. Nicholson 




Tom v. Jackson 
Roscoe Youngblood 
R. R. Haggard, Jr. 
TOWN OF CLINTON (Anderson) -E- 4,259 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.12/57 Phone Z( 










T. Lawrence Seeber 
George Anderson 
Carl E. Long 
W. K. Ghormley 
James M. Seivers 
Robert Ao Moser, Jr. 
William Turnbill 










Charles D. May 
J. Lo Henniss 
H. L. Morrow 
J a H. Bttrltfia�:& f/. F. /ti ii I er 
Edgar Webster 
Ray Robinson 
E. H. Hamilton 
Francis Moore 
CITY OF COALMONT (Grundy) -M- 651 F.Yro6/30 Elec.5/59 Phone SP 9-3321 




James A. Anderson 
Comm 
CR 
John E. Curtis 
John E. Curtis 
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George R. Taylor (CFin) 
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Luther Goodwin 
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T. C. Bower 
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Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Peoples Bank Building 




Will F. Cary 
J. H. Nicholson 




Tom v. Jackson 
Roscoe Youngblood 
R. R. Haggard, Jr. 
TOWN OF CLINTON (Anderson) -E- 4,259 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.12/57 Phone Z( 










T. Lawrence Seeber 
George Anderson 
Carl E. Long 
W. K. Ghormley 
James M. Seivers 
Robert Ao Moser, Jr. 
William Turnbill 










Charles D. May 
J. Lo Henniss 
H. L. Morrow 
J a H. Bttrltfia�:& f/. F. /ti ii I er 
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Ray Robinson 
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Francis Moore 
CITY OF COALMONT (Grundy) -M- 651 F.Yro6/30 Elec.5/59 Phone SP 9-3321 




James A. Anderson 
Comm 
CR 
John E. Curtis 
John E. Curtis 
TCMN OF COLLIERVILLE (Shelby) -W- 1,643 F.Yr.4/30 Elec.5/59 Phone UL 3-2254 
First Friday after first Monday each month, 2:00 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Ho F. Kelsey, Jr. CR Maureen M. Greer 
Ald E.  J .  Morton FC E .  J.  Morton 
Ald Pete Kosloski HOff Dr .  R. F. Kelsey 
Ald W .  Wo Hutton Mar Jessie Lowe 
Ald E .  L .  Hurdle sww E. E. Duncan 
Ald Frank Piper, Jr. BI-SS E .  E. Duncan 
Tr o. D.  McCandless Jg William Allen 
CITY OF COLLINWOOD Wayne) -M- 694 F.Yr.9 30 Elec.6 58 Phone 
First and third Tuesday each month, : 00 p.m., at V.F.W. Hall 






T. H. Winford 







w. c .  Smith 
CITY OF COLUMBIA Maury -M- 13,297 F.Yr .• 6 30 Elec.11 57 Phone. EVergreen 8-5432 










.£Pem Fo Willie.me-"fi1tt Rle6,.w- CoP 
go s. Btwtlet�JIE Ch11111herL11iAI EIMgr 
Ra�h MaaalJ!X/,IJesl �y Etl1V1tnls . FC 
J11eK S1>w�// SS 
M H • '.bea:" tu. IJJ. f llllr tn AN SWW 
Lowell Left@ O.N• /1711r-till TA 
Jo J;}a\1ee:a F%!e0£eesW. S, FLe1t11ilt; Jg 
Herman Roach CD 
Robert Wright 
E .  P .  Fox 
R. w. Williamson 
J.  P.  White 
R. u .  Swann 
R .  w. Williamson 
01"8� 9E4iipbell J.1;' UJAJ.t< E� 
PPitie 9?o�JT". /d,K. �� ��$ 
w. H. Jackson 
TOWN OF COOKEVILLE (Putnam) -M- 6,·924 F.Yr .12/31 Elec .10/57 Phone 106-561 










Dero Brown (CP) SG 
Jesse E .  OWen (CFin) PBCh 
g. J, �s �GPW-7e. /11 ,,,t"<;11u,.yPCCh 
Mrso Maggie Terry SSP-SWW 
Jared Maddux Lib 
Wesley P. Flatt, Jr. ,CD 
Hubert Crawford SS 
Gid Lowe DPZ 
Holla Burgess FC 
M. Lo Mathis 
Dero Brown 
w. s. Johnson 
Holla Burgess 
Clara Starnes 
Walter Keith Crawford 
Lee Palk 
D. W .  Mattson 
Frank Moss 
, 
CITY OF COPPERHILL (Polk) -E- 924 F.Yr.10/1 Elec.12/58 Phone 274 Thursday each week, 7:30 p.m.,  at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday af'ternoon, January to November 
Mayor Emil Green Clk Mrs. Carrie Helmboldt 
Ald Carl Arp CoP Fred Hensley 
Ald O. K. Lyle FC A. A .  Mccarter 
Ald Emory Arp sww-ss Charles Turner 
Ald A. C .  Rucker CD S • E � Sharp 
Ald Robert Spargo 





J .  P. Callaway 
Cecil Spencer 
Mike Adams 







J. A. McMahon 
TCMN OF COTTAGE GROVE (Henry) -W- 126 F.Yr.6/13 Elec . 5/59 Phone 12R Second Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m .,  at Cottage Grove Bank 
Mayor Paul Williams Ald J.  T. Rainey 
Ald E .  w. Call Ald J .  R .  Snow 
Ald J. R. Harding CR Robert Trotter 
Ald B .  C. Housden Mar Guy Wimberley 
Ald Ray Nichols 
CITY OF COVINGTON (Tipton)' -W- 4,884 F.Yr.4/1 Eleco3/59 Phone GR 6-9613 Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7:30 p .ln., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, April to October 
Mayor wi11 Shoaf A.ttx� A .  P .  Smith 
Ald Charles H .  Smith CoP R .  S. Gift 
Ald Jack Guttman FC Thomas Shoaf 
Ald Will Dearing ScS R. K. Castellaw 
Ald A. G .  · Walk SS Jeff Shelton 
Ald Ray Moore sww Clint Wright 
Ald P .  A.  Turner BI Thomas Shoaf 
CR�Tr Eugene Younger CD Shannon Faulkner 
)• 
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Holla Burgess 
Clara Starnes 
Walter Keith Crawford 
Lee Palk 
D. W .  Mattson 
Frank Moss 
, 
CITY OF COPPERHILL (Polk) -E- 924 F.Yr.10/1 Elec.12/58 Phone 274 Thursday each week, 7:30 p.m.,  at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday af'ternoon, January to November 
Mayor Emil Green Clk Mrs. Carrie Helmboldt 
Ald Carl Arp CoP Fred Hensley 
Ald O. K. Lyle FC A. A .  Mccarter 
Ald Emory Arp sww-ss Charles Turner 
Ald A. C .  Rucker CD S • E � Sharp 
Ald Robert Spargo 





J .  P. Callaway 
Cecil Spencer 
Mike Adams 







J. A. McMahon 
TCMN OF COTTAGE GROVE (Henry) -W- 126 F.Yr.6/13 Elec . 5/59 Phone 12R Second Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m .,  at Cottage Grove Bank 
Mayor Paul Williams Ald J.  T. Rainey 
Ald E .  w. Call Ald J .  R .  Snow 
Ald J. R. Harding CR Robert Trotter 
Ald B .  C. Housden Mar Guy Wimberley 
Ald Ray Nichols 
CITY OF COVINGTON (Tipton)' -W- 4,884 F.Yr.4/1 Eleco3/59 Phone GR 6-9613 Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7:30 p .ln., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, April to October 
Mayor wi11 Shoaf A.ttx� A .  P .  Smith 
Ald Charles H .  Smith CoP R .  S. Gift 
Ald Jack Guttman FC Thomas Shoaf 
Ald Will Dearing ScS R. K. Castellaw 
Ald A. G .  · Walk SS Jeff Shelton 
Ald Ray Moore sww Clint Wright 
Ald P .  A.  Turner BI Thomas Shoaf 
CR�Tr Eugene Younger CD Shannon Faulkner 
)• 
TCMN OF COWAN (Franklin) -M- 1,835 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec. 8/57 Phone 7318 
First Monday each month, 7:00 p .m. , at City Hall 













Dr. H. c.  Elldns 
Roy B.  Solomon 
B. B. Looney 
John F. Green 










James H. Hawkins 
Cha:rles Abbott 
Roy B. Solomon 
F. F. Ferguson 
B .  F. Taylor 
H. F. Ma:rtin 
TCMN OF CROSSVILLE (Cumberland) -E- 2,291 F.Yr. 12/31 Elec. 12/58 Phone 25 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Office 
Mayor Ralph B. Hall CoP E .  C .  Bradford 
Comm H. B. Butler FC Robert Stewa:rt 
Comm Ray Dillon SS Ernest Harper 
CR C o  E .  Keyes sww John Bond 
Clk-Tr Evelyn Ha:rris CD Wm. E .  Mayberry, Jr. 
Atty Hugh Hendricks TA Ruth De Rossett 
CITY OF CUMBERLAND CITY Stewart -M- 321 F.Yr . Elec . 8  57 Phone 





G. L.  Landiss, Sr. 






A.  M. Parchman 
T.  R .  Parchman 
West Brunson 
TCMN OF CUMBERLAND GAP (Claiborne) -E- 403 F.Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 10/58 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Cumberland Gap School 
Mayor H. E .  Loveday Ald . Charlie Smith 
Ald E .  Jack Long CR .. Miss Mossie Overton 
Ald Cecil Greene Atty James Estep 
Ald . Joe Burchett CD William Alford 
Ald Clarence Russell CoP 
Ald Bob Owens FC Charlie Smith 
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T<MN OF DANIRIIXtE (Jefferson) -E- 690 F.Yr . 6  30 Elec . 5  59 Phone 3361 
First Tuesday each month, : 00 p.m. , at Jeff.erson County Bank Building 
Mayor H. B. Ja:rnigan CoP ! •;: L _, .•., "\ / ., 
Ald Frank C o  Hodge CR Jason Miller 
Ald Robert Baker SS F. Mo Hodge 
Ald Eugene Fox sww L. R .  Sherrod 
Ald Max Jarvis CD C .  E .  Piatt 
JUd C o  R .  French FC John c. Miller, Jr . 
Ald Tom Webb 
CITY OF DAYTON (Rhea) �E- 3, 305 F.Yr.11 30 Elec.ll 57 Phone 198 and 18 
First and third Monday each month, : 15 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon all year 
Mayor Dr. Jq J.  Rodgers El»igr Walter Cunningham 
V-May George Bernard FC Dennie Zonnas 
Comm Ellis Caudle ScS Ca:rroll Tallent 
Mgr Jess Clark sww J. R .  Mansfield 
CR-Tr Carroll Tallent Atty Hugh Gallagher 
CoP William Abel CD Carroll Tallent 
TCMN OF DECATUR (Meigs) -E- 714 F.Yr.10/31 Eleo . 4/58 Phone 3294 















H.  H.  Cline 
J.  D. Culvahouse 
TCMN OF DECATURVILLE (Decatur) -W- 514 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.12/58 Phone 33 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Will T.  Rogers Ald E .  H.  Wylie 
Ald Guy Butler Ald Richard Blount 
Ald w. c. Keeton Mar C .  R .  Pitts 
Ald Fred Pratt SS E .  H .  Wylie 
Ald J. Hyder Smith Atty James L .  England 
TOWN OF DECHERD (Franklin) -M- 1, 435 FoYr .6/30 Elec. 6/59 Phone 5120 or 5301 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor -W.-W. Oell4Bs (i.#,8/lf� S'r. Acct Raymond Haley 
Ald L.  E .  Hessey CoP Lo  Jo Williams 
Ald Bo E .  Henley FC F. Mo Crownover 
Ald Harrison IkarQ. SS Rice Powers 
Ald T. E .  Waldrep sww Joe Davidson 
CR-Jg George Partin Lib Mrs .  B.  F. Arnold 
*Atty Walter Haynes CD Cecil Moore 
*Addres s :  Winchester, Tennessee 
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J.  D. Culvahouse 
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Ald Guy Butler Ald Richard Blount 
Ald w. c. Keeton Mar C .  R .  Pitts 
Ald Fred Pratt SS E .  H .  Wylie 
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TOWN OF DECHERD (Franklin) -M- 1, 435 FoYr .6/30 Elec. 6/59 Phone 5120 or 5301 
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Ald T. E .  Waldrep sww Joe Davidson 
CR-Jg George Partin Lib Mrs .  B.  F. Arnold 
*Atty Walter Haynes CD Cecil Moore 
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TCMN OF DENMARK (Madison) -W- 69 F .Yr . Elec . 






So A. Carter 
Mrs. J. Lo Williamson 





c. E .  Harris 
Will A .  Hardee 
J. A.  Tyson 
TCMN OF DICKSON (Dickson) -M- 4,685 F.Yr.9/30 Elec . 9/57 Phone Hickory 6-2235 












Bu 9, 9? m.eee.U. S11ll11wAY 
Buford Reed 











E¥e!"&:it Hergtrn/)r. W.11. Cros'y 
Murray Crow 
Miss Mary Diamond 
c. N.  Dunegan 
c. s. Hooper 
Van Corlew 
Mrs .  A .  N .  Hines 
Edward Riordan 
TCMN ·OF DOVER (Stewart) -M- 733 F . Yr.12/31 Elec . 2/58 Phone CEntral 2-5688 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, January to December 
Mayor W .  H. Tippitt Clk Ira Atkins 
Ald w. D.  Howell Mar Ma.ck Hester 
Ald Woodrow Dill FC Harold Stone 
Ald Roy Vinson SS Ira Atkins 
Ald Clay Groves 
TCMN OF Da'lELLTCMN (DeKalb) -M- 262 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone LEnnox 6-3212 





W. P. Banks 
Virgil Gibbs 







w .  A. Cathcart 
Carl Boyd Banks 
W .  A .  Cathcart 
TOWN OF DRESDEN (Weakley) -W- 1,509 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/59 Phone Z70 








A.  Wo Gaylord 
J .  L. Shannon 
Raymond Vaughn 
o. w .  Beard 













J .  P .  Montgomery 
W .  L .  Darnall 
A. J .  Strawbridge 
Homer Bradberry 












Mrs o Parks Maughan 
Sam Sharpe 
Charlie Presswood 
CITY OF DUNLAP (Sequatchie) -E- 873 F . Yr.7/1 Elec . 5/59 Phone 











w .  B. Standefer, Sr. 
William B. Standefer, Jr. 
CITY OF DYER (Gibson) -W- 1, 864 F.Yr.6  30 Elec . 6  59 Phone 
Second Monday eac month, 7:30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor c. · c .  Berry CR-Jg c. F. Jackson 
Ald Raymond Shankle Atty Hal Holmes 
Ald Garland Nicholson FC C .  P .  Allen 
Ald Wilford Bond Mar Guy Ing 
Ald Will D. Thomas SS Howard Baker 
Ald E.  s.  Beasley sww s.  J .  Barton 
Ald T. Y.  Thomas ScS w. A. West 
Ald C .  B. Newbill TA Turner Mingle 
Ald Turner Mingle CD Robert L.  Webb 













iPeg'i v. Ha:J."'°6 E.T. f'Atme r SSP 
R. s .  Sellers DPW 
l!lem-Wrrttams flfvl 8rAdrl11tw HOff 
-Cha.p;Lee a. <'hreeMJo #aw A. J1ANugc 
Nap Brigham PCCh 
-Jn :Qu Ualli:erOr K'1111c l/ hl1•re ScS 
Raymo�'1 S.wafferd.llL �y/.11"1cl EIMgr 
0'b:le He;ftfler'f>'111rs'"' tllll lllee Jg 
A. D. Walker TA 
N. A. Bond Lib 
R .  s. Sellers CD 
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A.  L .  Klutts 
I. c. McLester 
w .  G .  Shelton 
Cecil Rogers 
Oo  B .  Locklear 
G .  D .  Stephenson 
Julius P. Crawford 
Rg"1eePe HeBsi'is /.ylhlfll fl'l�NtM 
Page v. Hart 
Dollie Williams 
Herbert Holland 
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A.  L .  Klutts 
I. c. McLester 
w .  G .  Shelton 
Cecil Rogers 
Oo  B .  Locklear 
G .  D .  Stephenson 
Julius P. Crawford 
Rg"1eePe HeBsi'is /.ylhlfll fl'l�NtM 
Page v. Hart 
Dollie Williams 
Herbert Holland 
Tao1N OF EAGLEVILLE (Rutherford) -M- j78 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.12/57 Phone 
First Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor w. H. Dyer Comm F. E. Crosslin 
Comm W. P. McCord Comm Fred Slil.ithson 
Comm Arch Bell CP F. E. Crosslin 
Comm Russell Puckett CR Russell Puckett 
Comm Eddie Blanton SP w .  P. McCord 
Comm E. L. Williams SS Arch Bell 
TOWN OF *EAST RIIGE (Hamilton) -E- 9,895 F.Yr.3/31 Elec.4/59 Phone OX 8-2911 
Second Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Town Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Charles T. Rhinehart Clk-Tr Bill Byrd 
V-May E. A. Boyd Eng Raymond Proctor 
Comm Bill Byrd FC Ralph Pendergrass 
Connn Robert E. Wier Atty Joseph B. Roberts 
Comm Bill Truex CD Ed Hufft 
Mgr Raymond Proctor 
*Address: 1501 Tombras Ave., East Ridge Town Hall, East Ridge, Tenn. 
TOWN OF ELIZABETHTON (Carter) -E- 101754 F.Yr.6/1 Elec.7/60 Phone 4511 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor William G. Frost CoP Claude Glover 
V-May James W. Hunnicutt EIMgr John . Meagher 
Comm Frank E. Dungan Eng Fred Bake·r 
Comm Fred W. Hathaway ScS T. A. Dugger, Jr. 
Comm Ivan Hendrickson FC Dennis Younce {acting) 
Comm Ray S. Hansford SS J. A. Grindstaff 
Comm c. J. Wagner sww c .  B. Allen 
CR-Tr G. J. Holly Jg Peter w. Hampton 
Atty Lodge Evans TA Earl Trivett 
BI Joe Crumley DPW Jim Clear, Jr. 
Mgr Paul w. Crumley Lib Mrs. Maude Ingle 
TOWN OF ELKTON (Giles) -M- 168 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/58 Phone 






Gray Ragsdale, Sr. 
J. c. Crony 
Vernon Park 
George Whitfield 









Robert E. Grigsby 
David Wade 
Grady- Birdsong 
TOWN OF ENGLEWOOD (McMinn) -E- 1, 545 F.Yr.l/l Elec.12/58 Bhone 4ooo 
First Monday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon 
Mayor Buster Brown CoP 
Comm John W. Payne CR 
Comm Dean Holden sww 
Comm Chester Simpson Lib 
Comm Jim Casteel 
Easley Miller 
W. R. Webb 
J. B. Carroll 
Mrs. W. R. Webb 
TOWN OF ENVILLE (Chester) -W- 290 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.8/58 Phone 
First Friday each month, 7: 30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May to September 
Mayor J. H. Frazier Ald E. E. Jackson 
V-May R. B.  Johnson CR E. H. Clenney 
Ald K. T. Tue ton Mar D. B. Weatherington 
Ald w .  B. Johnson Atty John J. Ross 
Ald H. L. Ozier 
CITY OF ERIN (Houston) -M- 1,242 F.Yr.9/2 Elec.8/58 Phone ATlas 9-3571 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Leon F. Stone CR-Jg W. I. Hagler 
V-May T. D. Spencer Atty Joe H. Spencer 
Ald Deck Gray Tr L. G. Knight 
Ald J. G. Hooper CoP Albert Patterson 
Ald Marion Simpson sww Buddy Hagler 
Ald Homer Thomas SS L. F. Stone 
Ald N. E. Christianson FC T. D. Spencer 
Ald Bill Cary PA L. F. Stone 
Ald Guy Knight CD Billy Ray Cleghern 
Clk W. I. Hagler SP Buddy Mobley 
HO ff Dr. Oakulus Luton 
TOWN OF ERWIN (Unicoi) -E- 3,387 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/58 Phone 3-4211 
First and third Tuesday each month, 5:00 p .m., at City Hall 
Mayor R. W. McNabb Atty DeWitt Tucker 
V-May E. E. Woodruff CoP L. T. Guinn 
Ald Roland Mccurry EIMgr H. L. Reeves 
Ald Earl Hendren Eng J .  A. Goforth 
Ald H.  E. Campbell SS Eugene Ervin 
Ald Eugene Ervin FC L. C. Hurd 
CR-Jg R. J. McBride, Jr. CD Wayne Sparks 
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TCMN OF ESTILL SPRINGS (Franklin) -M- 496 F.Yr.1/1 Elec.10/57 Phone 77 






c .  
A1 







H'dig!ne-L6.dN HA111�r-.-rL CD 
Ingleburger . ,,,, ,.,, SWW 
Dan Lowhorn 
Mrs. George w. Robertson 
E .  P. Elder 
R w. :Rogepe- A�u/y W1L/(,�s"N 
CITY OF ETOWAH (McMinn) -E- 3,261 Fo Yr.11/30 Elea.12/58 Phone 2023 
Second and fourth Friday each month, 9:00 a.m., at Recorder's Office 
Offices close Thursday a�ernoon, all year 
Mayor Knox Williams CoP Clyde T. Dale 
Comm Mrs. Clyde Rogers FC-CD Charles Rule 
Comm Paul Carter PCCh R. F. McKinney 
Comm Homer M. McJunkin ScS Max Ellis 
Comm Jewell Weber sww Frank Berry 
CR-Jg Dan Ivins EIMgr Frank Berry 
TOWN OF FAYETTEVILLE (Lincoln) -M- 6,283 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.10/58 Phone 300 and 752 
Fi�h of each month, 7 : 30 p.m . ,  at Municipal Building · 
Mayor Fred I. Womack SU Charlie Talley 
Ald Jim Tate Atty Fred I. Womack 
Ald Hugh Smith CoP Ottif! Dye 
Ald M. D. Crabtree EIMgr J. B. Markham 
Ald Bob Finley FC w. C. Foster 
Ald Do To Buchanan HO ff Ottis Dye 
Ald Paul Badenhop ScS Ralph Askins 
CR-Jg Freeman Towry PBCh William A. Carter 
Olk D. To Buchanan SG Lester Simms 
BI Freeman Towry CD Jim Davidson, Jr. 




Charles Eo Byron 
Lewis Frazer 
Phillip Kerrigan, Jr. 
*Address :  1717 W .  End Ave., 
Tr B .  E. Britt, Jr. 
CR Mrs. Mildred s .  Paris 
CD Charles A .  Yancey 
(Suite 600), Nashville, Tennessee 
-20-
TOWN OF FRANKLIN (Williamson) -M- 5,475 F.Yr. 10/31 Elec . 10/57 Phone 718-77-78 -
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Frank Gray, Jr. Atty Earl Beasley 
Ald lfo J. Po'c"oeFr/INlt lfl11rre y CoP Harris D .  Irwin 
Ald w .  L. Henry FC John L. Smith 
Ald Asa Jewell sos To W. Bruce 
Ald Keith Caldwell SS Morton Fisher 
Ald Paul Butts sww John L. Smith 
Ald R. N .  Moore 
/lrN1/.tf 
EI:Mgr Lawrence B. Howard 
Ald Bao".i:e Ale>EB:n:aer F11l I� r Lib Mrs . Corrine w .  Stewart 
Ald C. M. Ballard Eng John Lo Smith 
CR-Jg R. M. Liggett SG Robert Ho King 
Tr Joe Pinkerton 
CITY OF FRIENDSHIP (Crockett) -W- 452 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec. Phone 
Mayor Leslie Perry CR Pete York 
Ald Ho E. Bivens Atty J. B. Avery, Jr. & Sr. 
Ald A. A. Lipford CoP R .  G. Craig 
Ald Pete York sos J. F. Bailey 
Ald James Carmen 
CITY OF FRIENDSVILLE (Blount) -E- 569 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec.5/59 Phone 





Marvin G. McGill 








Mat B. Morton 
Ernest Parks 
Hazel Curtis 
TCMN OF GADSDEN (Crockett) -W- 255 F.Yr. 6/30 Elec.3/59 Phone 
"Third Monday each month, 7:30 p . m., at any convenient place 
Mayor Jack R. Thompson CoP James Ao Wallis 
Ald Claude Williams FC Jo L. Antwine 
Ald J .  L. Antwine ScS Frank Latham 
Ald Co E o  Reeves SP C o  F .  Byrd 
Ald A. L. Ferguson SS A. L. Ferguson 
CR A .  Lo Kincaid CD Jack R. Thompson 









Uill G. Q\.\a;Pl.&iiu.t:" /}t�Jers641 CoP 
:beg :Billi:n:gel�lll.mt1.+'7';0111t',...Y FC 
\t�;pgil IFalf?a.e�e J m. s111r K11t1141 SS-SWW 
Dru w. cp, Anee1 eo"fl.('/,A$. C11ue7fj Jg 
D. c .  Dycus Atty 
D. C .  Williamson 
-21-
·Bo La Prue:b'b- aJh,-fi·oN Snt;#t 
Lewis Ao Heinrick 
B. L. Pruett 
A. Jo Jackson 
H. Lo Page 
TCMN OF ESTILL SPRINGS (Franklin) -M- 496 F.Yr.1/1 Elec.10/57 Phone 77 






c .  
A1 







H'dig!ne-L6.dN HA111�r-.-rL CD 
Ingleburger . ,,,, ,.,, SWW 
Dan Lowhorn 
Mrs. George w. Robertson 
E .  P. Elder 
R w. :Rogepe- A�u/y W1L/(,�s"N 
CITY OF ETOWAH (McMinn) -E- 3,261 Fo Yr.11/30 Elea.12/58 Phone 2023 
Second and fourth Friday each month, 9:00 a.m., at Recorder's Office 
Offices close Thursday a�ernoon, all year 
Mayor Knox Williams CoP Clyde T. Dale 
Comm Mrs. Clyde Rogers FC-CD Charles Rule 
Comm Paul Carter PCCh R. F. McKinney 
Comm Homer M. McJunkin ScS Max Ellis 
Comm Jewell Weber sww Frank Berry 
CR-Jg Dan Ivins EIMgr Frank Berry 
TOWN OF FAYETTEVILLE (Lincoln) -M- 6,283 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.10/58 Phone 300 and 752 
Fi�h of each month, 7 : 30 p.m . ,  at Municipal Building · 
Mayor Fred I. Womack SU Charlie Talley 
Ald Jim Tate Atty Fred I. Womack 
Ald Hugh Smith CoP Ottif! Dye 
Ald M. D. Crabtree EIMgr J. B. Markham 
Ald Bob Finley FC w. C. Foster 
Ald Do To Buchanan HO ff Ottis Dye 
Ald Paul Badenhop ScS Ralph Askins 
CR-Jg Freeman Towry PBCh William A. Carter 
Olk D. To Buchanan SG Lester Simms 
BI Freeman Towry CD Jim Davidson, Jr. 




Charles Eo Byron 
Lewis Frazer 
Phillip Kerrigan, Jr. 
*Address :  1717 W .  End Ave., 
Tr B .  E. Britt, Jr. 
CR Mrs. Mildred s .  Paris 
CD Charles A .  Yancey 
(Suite 600), Nashville, Tennessee 
-20-
TOWN OF FRANKLIN (Williamson) -M- 5,475 F.Yr. 10/31 Elec . 10/57 Phone 718-77-78 -
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Frank Gray, Jr. Atty Earl Beasley 
Ald lfo J. Po'c"oeFr/INlt lfl11rre y CoP Harris D .  Irwin 
Ald w .  L. Henry FC John L. Smith 
Ald Asa Jewell sos To W. Bruce 
Ald Keith Caldwell SS Morton Fisher 
Ald Paul Butts sww John L. Smith 
Ald R. N .  Moore 
/lrN1/.tf 
EI:Mgr Lawrence B. Howard 
Ald Bao".i:e Ale>EB:n:aer F11l I� r Lib Mrs . Corrine w .  Stewart 
Ald C. M. Ballard Eng John Lo Smith 
CR-Jg R. M. Liggett SG Robert Ho King 
Tr Joe Pinkerton 
CITY OF FRIENDSHIP (Crockett) -W- 452 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec. Phone 
Mayor Leslie Perry CR Pete York 
Ald Ho E. Bivens Atty J. B. Avery, Jr. & Sr. 
Ald A. A. Lipford CoP R .  G. Craig 
Ald Pete York sos J. F. Bailey 
Ald James Carmen 
CITY OF FRIENDSVILLE (Blount) -E- 569 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec.5/59 Phone 





Marvin G. McGill 








Mat B. Morton 
Ernest Parks 
Hazel Curtis 
TCMN OF GADSDEN (Crockett) -W- 255 F.Yr. 6/30 Elec.3/59 Phone 
"Third Monday each month, 7:30 p . m., at any convenient place 
Mayor Jack R. Thompson CoP James Ao Wallis 
Ald Claude Williams FC Jo L. Antwine 
Ald J .  L. Antwine ScS Frank Latham 
Ald Co E o  Reeves SP C o  F .  Byrd 
Ald A. L. Ferguson SS A. L. Ferguson 
CR A .  Lo Kincaid CD Jack R. Thompson 









Uill G. Q\.\a;Pl.&iiu.t:" /}t�Jers641 CoP 
:beg :Billi:n:gel�lll.mt1.+'7';0111t',...Y FC 
\t�;pgil IFalf?a.e�e J m. s111r K11t1141 SS-SWW 
Dru w. cp, Anee1 eo"fl.('/,A$. C11ue7fj Jg 
D. c .  Dycus Atty 
D. C .  Williamson 
-21-
·Bo La Prue:b'b- aJh,-fi·oN Snt;#t 
Lewis Ao Heinrick 
B. L. Pruett 
A. Jo Jackson 
H. Lo Page 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor E. w. Thompson 
V-May John Franklin 
Ald ottis Kemp 
Ald F. E. Fly 
Ald Joe st . :oharles 
Ald E .  G .  Mattox 
Ald Rw:tl:e&@e Kit:tl"ell hvlif 
Ald Ed McDonald 











Earl J .  Wise 
Joe St . Charles 
L .  D.  Hix 
Dr .  Vincent M. Small 
A.  B. Perkins 
Tommy Witherspoon 
Mrs. John Brown 
Edward C .  Brown 
TOWN OF *GARLAND Ti ton) -W- 157 F.Yr . 6  30 Elec . 3  58 Phone -






A. c. Rose 
J.  L .  Hensley 
c. B .  Peckard 
Ivo Shankle 
A .  F�  King 
Ald Charlie Morris 
Ald Ollion Bilderback 
CR Mrs. Louise Leach 
CoP Mel Ma.x 
*Address: Route 1, Covington, Tennessee 
TCMN OF GATES Lauderdale} -W- 279 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .6  59 Phone AD 4-7741 





R.  H.  Williams 
E. G .  Parker, Sr. 






c .  J .  Baker 
E. G .  Parker, Sr. 
Vernon Gilliland 
Carl Robinson 
CITY OF GATLINBURG (Sevier} -E- 11301 F . Yr . 6/30 Elea.6/58 Phone 77 or 4o6 
First Tuesday a�er first of month and first Tuesday a�er 15th of month, at 









W .  L. Mills 
M. o. Clabo 
Charles Ogle 
Charles Reagan 
Walter W .  Mynatt 









Buford A .  Townsend 
Brownlee Reagan 
Ralph Shilling 
Charles R.  Ogle 
Joe Manley 
Richard Johnston 
Dr .  Ralph Shilling 
• 
T<.MN OF GERMANT<.MN (Shelby) -W- 905 F.Yr .12/31 Elec.11/58 Phone TU 4-7222 
First Thursday each month, 7:30 p .m., at City Hall 
Mayor George P.  Friedel Atty Bruce Law 
V-May Boyd Arthur FC Robert Lanier 
Ald Bruce Law Mar I.  T .  Miller 
Ald Oakley Lacroix HOff Dr .  E. T .  Yancy 
Ald John W. O ' Neil ScS C .  M. Ferguson 
Ald Dr .  John Carter sww Hugh s. Ford 
Mgr-CR Hugh s .  Ford 
TOWN OF GIBSON (Gibson} -W- 308 F.Yr .12 31 Elec. l  59 Phone 
Meetings on call, 7: 0 p .m., at The Bank of Gibson 







R .  A .  Bennett 





s. R. Bass 
Carthel Hassell 
G .  ·w .  Jackson 
F.  C .  Fly 
TCMN OF GLEASON (Weakley} -W- 1,063 F . Yr .7/1 Elec.7/59 Phone 8-5426 





R .  H .  (Bob} OWen 
John Lee Johnson 
c .  H .  Huggins 




L.  E. Memons 
A .  D .  Bobbitt 
Jim Dunning 
TCMN OF GORDONSVILLE (Smith) -M- 304 F.Yr.12/31 Elec. 7/59 Phone 
S.econd Tuesday each month, 7 :  30 p .m., at Gordonsville Baptist Church 
Mayor Glenn Watts Ald Bill Agee 
Ald J .  c .  Preston Clk Bill Agee 
Ald Robert Nixon TA Glenn Watts 
Ald Frazier Armstead Tr Bill Agee 
Ald Frank Agee 
TOilN OF GRAND JUNCTION Hardeman -W- 477 F.Yr .l  31 Elec.l  58 Phone 9176 







J .  Simon Smith 
J .  H.  Richardson 
H .  w .  Clark 
w. K .  Goddard, Jr . 
Wilson Dunn 






H .  L .  Hess, Jr. 
Eddie Dixon 
Pugh Patterson 
J .  H.  Richardson 
w .  K. Goddard, Jr. 
r 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor E. w. Thompson 
V-May John Franklin 
Ald ottis Kemp 
Ald F. E. Fly 
Ald Joe st . :oharles 
Ald E .  G .  Mattox 
Ald Rw:tl:e&@e Kit:tl"ell hvlif 
Ald Ed McDonald 











Earl J .  Wise 
Joe St . Charles 
L .  D.  Hix 
Dr .  Vincent M. Small 
A.  B. Perkins 
Tommy Witherspoon 
Mrs. John Brown 
Edward C .  Brown 
TOWN OF *GARLAND Ti ton) -W- 157 F.Yr . 6  30 Elec . 3  58 Phone -






A. c. Rose 
J.  L .  Hensley 
c. B .  Peckard 
Ivo Shankle 
A .  F�  King 
Ald Charlie Morris 
Ald Ollion Bilderback 
CR Mrs. Louise Leach 
CoP Mel Ma.x 
*Address: Route 1, Covington, Tennessee 
TCMN OF GATES Lauderdale} -W- 279 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .6  59 Phone AD 4-7741 





R.  H.  Williams 
E. G .  Parker, Sr. 






c .  J .  Baker 
E. G .  Parker, Sr. 
Vernon Gilliland 
Carl Robinson 
CITY OF GATLINBURG (Sevier} -E- 11301 F . Yr . 6/30 Elea.6/58 Phone 77 or 4o6 
First Tuesday a�er first of month and first Tuesday a�er 15th of month, at 









W .  L. Mills 
M. o. Clabo 
Charles Ogle 
Charles Reagan 
Walter W .  Mynatt 









Buford A .  Townsend 
Brownlee Reagan 
Ralph Shilling 
Charles R.  Ogle 
Joe Manley 
Richard Johnston 
Dr .  Ralph Shilling 
• 
T<.MN OF GERMANT<.MN (Shelby) -W- 905 F.Yr .12/31 Elec.11/58 Phone TU 4-7222 
First Thursday each month, 7:30 p .m., at City Hall 
Mayor George P.  Friedel Atty Bruce Law 
V-May Boyd Arthur FC Robert Lanier 
Ald Bruce Law Mar I.  T .  Miller 
Ald Oakley Lacroix HOff Dr .  E. T .  Yancy 
Ald John W. O ' Neil ScS C .  M. Ferguson 
Ald Dr .  John Carter sww Hugh s. Ford 
Mgr-CR Hugh s .  Ford 
TOWN OF GIBSON (Gibson} -W- 308 F.Yr .12 31 Elec. l  59 Phone 
Meetings on call, 7: 0 p .m., at The Bank of Gibson 







R .  A .  Bennett 





s. R. Bass 
Carthel Hassell 
G .  ·w .  Jackson 
F.  C .  Fly 
TCMN OF GLEASON (Weakley} -W- 1,063 F . Yr .7/1 Elec.7/59 Phone 8-5426 





R .  H .  (Bob} OWen 
John Lee Johnson 
c .  H .  Huggins 




L.  E. Memons 
A .  D .  Bobbitt 
Jim Dunning 
TCMN OF GORDONSVILLE (Smith) -M- 304 F.Yr.12/31 Elec. 7/59 Phone 
S.econd Tuesday each month, 7 :  30 p .m., at Gordonsville Baptist Church 
Mayor Glenn Watts Ald Bill Agee 
Ald J .  c .  Preston Clk Bill Agee 
Ald Robert Nixon TA Glenn Watts 
Ald Frazier Armstead Tr Bill Agee 
Ald Frank Agee 
TOilN OF GRAND JUNCTION Hardeman -W- 477 F.Yr .l  31 Elec.l  58 Phone 9176 







J .  Simon Smith 
J .  H.  Richardson 
H .  w .  Clark 
w. K .  Goddard, Jr . 
Wilson Dunn 






H .  L .  Hess, Jr. 
Eddie Dixon 
Pugh Patterson 
J .  H.  Richardson 
w .  K. Goddard, Jr. 
r 
TOWN OF GRAYSVILLE (Rhea -E- 820 F .Yr.6  30 Elec.3  61 Phone 
First Monday each month, :OO p.m. , at Graysville Library Building 
Mayor T .  o. Cox 
V-May Fred Abston 
Ald John Hicks 
Ald John Alexander 
Ald Ross Patton 
Ald Preston Young 
Tow/ti �e �reeAl6AcK 
m,ftor GL�NIV Inc.Teer 
19 L d  74'11t"')". H11m,n�N f'r ee 
li l. d  D11l11 s K.'/llN 
TOWN OF GREENBRIER (Robertson) -M-












Charles L.  Fisher 
E. w. Bottoms 
Don Williams 


















W .  L .  Crawley 
Joe Powell 
B .  F. Hoover 
Jo E. Green 
Harold s. Duncan 
Preston Young 
Elec. Phone 2673 
w .  H.  Savage 




J .  T .  Williams 
Herbert Savage 
James Whitlow 
TOWN OF GREENEVILLE (Gre�ne) -E- 8,721 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec.6/58 Phone 3138 










Clark M .  Kiser K � G E. D.  Fry I 1 
Clark Harrison {h lJ ( $ Wm, C .  Masengill R r f .f t 
Ea.rl Smith r N B. Bo Fraker (}o 11 t 
A 
\) ( It · 
w .  D.  Guinn �a,� 
o.  c .  Armitage 












James N .  Ha.rd.in 
E. D.  Fry 
M.  L. Pinkston 
Wi·lliam R .  Mc.Amis 
A. L .  Shspherd 
Guymon Broyles 
Guymon Broyles 
TCMN OF GREENFIELD (Weakley) -W- 1,879 F.Yr .6/30 Elec.9/57 Phone Ad.ams 5-3131 












C. T. Rawls 
Harold Mosley 
Dale Wright 













. w. M.  Stout 
P.  B. Harris 
B. N .  Sullivan 
Bill Dudley 
Herman Coats 
W. H .  Dudley 
Mrs. Essie Barton 
R11y R11JFord 
TOWN OF ·RALLS (Lauderdale) -w- 1,808 F.Yr . 5/31 Elee. 5/59 Phone ADams 4-7031 
First Monday each month, 7 :30 p .m., at City Hall " 
Offices close Wednesday all day, a�er 10th of month, May to September 
Mayor Jerre Jordan 
Ald D. E. Walker 
Ald Lynn Vaden 
Ald Po H. Henderson, Jr . 
Ald Jo L. Carnell 
Ald John Moore 








MPs. Jee Hli!r"e /llrs. (J/,11s. /JI. sobrHI< 
Harry Ao Hall 
Jo K. Goodson 
Joe Clyde Escue 
Wo H.  Woodley 
J.  C o  Escue 
F. W. Hurt 
CITY OF HARRIMAN (Roane) -E- 6,389 F.Yr .6/30 Elec.6/59 Phone 164 
First and second Tuesday each month, 7: 30 pom., at Council Chamber-Municipal Bldg. 
Mayor Ao B .  Foster CoP Dave Mee 
Ald Dennis Stevens EIMgr Co E. Perkins 
Ald Wo L. Brewer FC Neil s. Shields 
Ald C. F .  Blasengame HO ff John R. Sisk 
Ald Bob Miller ScS C. R o  Black 
Ald· Bob L. Miller Tr L. G. Lewis 
Ald Ben B .  Hamilton Clk Mrs. Neva J. B�own 
sww A. G. Stuehser Jg Willard Kittrell, Jr. 
SS Wo c.  McClain CD c .  B .  Flora 
Atty L.  Eo Ladd 
TOWN OF HARTSVILLE (Trousdale) -M- l 367 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.10 57 Phone DRake 4-2576 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 






c .  Do Harper, Sr . 
Gayle Gregory 
P11uL m, p,,. fer 







Grover To Lentz 
Edwin N. Reese 
Cancel L. Dixon 
TOWN OF HENDERSON (Chester) �w- 2,532 FoYro7/l Elec .9/57 Phone 2201 

























Willard E. Smith 
Luther Scott 
Eo E .  Peddy 
B. c .  Dees 
A.  Ro Orr 
A. R .  Orr 
Paul McAdams 
W.  M o  McCallum 
TOWN OF GRAYSVILLE (Rhea -E- 820 F .Yr.6  30 Elec.3  61 Phone 
First Monday each month, :OO p.m. , at Graysville Library Building 
Mayor T .  o. Cox 
V-May Fred Abston 
Ald John Hicks 
Ald John Alexander 
Ald Ross Patton 
Ald Preston Young 
Tow/ti �e �reeAl6AcK 
m,ftor GL�NIV Inc.Teer 
19 L d  74'11t"')". H11m,n�N f'r ee 
li l. d  D11l11 s K.'/llN 
TOWN OF GREENBRIER (Robertson) -M-












Charles L.  Fisher 
E. w. Bottoms 
Don Williams 


















W .  L .  Crawley 
Joe Powell 
B .  F. Hoover 
Jo E. Green 
Harold s. Duncan 
Preston Young 
Elec. Phone 2673 
w .  H.  Savage 




J .  T .  Williams 
Herbert Savage 
James Whitlow 
TOWN OF GREENEVILLE (Gre�ne) -E- 8,721 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec.6/58 Phone 3138 










Clark M .  Kiser K � G E. D.  Fry I 1 
Clark Harrison {h lJ ( $ Wm, C .  Masengill R r f .f t 
Ea.rl Smith r N B. Bo Fraker (}o 11 t 
A 
\) ( It · 
w .  D.  Guinn �a,� 
o.  c .  Armitage 












James N .  Ha.rd.in 
E. D.  Fry 
M.  L. Pinkston 
Wi·lliam R .  Mc.Amis 
A. L .  Shspherd 
Guymon Broyles 
Guymon Broyles 
TCMN OF GREENFIELD (Weakley) -W- 1,879 F.Yr .6/30 Elec.9/57 Phone Ad.ams 5-3131 












C. T. Rawls 
Harold Mosley 
Dale Wright 













. w. M.  Stout 
P.  B. Harris 
B. N .  Sullivan 
Bill Dudley 
Herman Coats 
W. H .  Dudley 
Mrs. Essie Barton 
R11y R11JFord 
TOWN OF ·RALLS (Lauderdale) -w- 1,808 F.Yr . 5/31 Elee. 5/59 Phone ADams 4-7031 
First Monday each month, 7 :30 p .m., at City Hall " 
Offices close Wednesday all day, a�er 10th of month, May to September 
Mayor Jerre Jordan 
Ald D. E. Walker 
Ald Lynn Vaden 
Ald Po H. Henderson, Jr . 
Ald Jo L. Carnell 
Ald John Moore 








MPs. Jee Hli!r"e /llrs. (J/,11s. /JI. sobrHI< 
Harry Ao Hall 
Jo K. Goodson 
Joe Clyde Escue 
Wo H.  Woodley 
J.  C o  Escue 
F. W. Hurt 
CITY OF HARRIMAN (Roane) -E- 6,389 F.Yr .6/30 Elec.6/59 Phone 164 
First and second Tuesday each month, 7: 30 pom., at Council Chamber-Municipal Bldg. 
Mayor Ao B .  Foster CoP Dave Mee 
Ald Dennis Stevens EIMgr Co E. Perkins 
Ald Wo L. Brewer FC Neil s. Shields 
Ald C. F .  Blasengame HO ff John R. Sisk 
Ald Bob Miller ScS C. R o  Black 
Ald· Bob L. Miller Tr L. G. Lewis 
Ald Ben B .  Hamilton Clk Mrs. Neva J. B�own 
sww A. G. Stuehser Jg Willard Kittrell, Jr. 
SS Wo c.  McClain CD c .  B .  Flora 
Atty L.  Eo Ladd 
TOWN OF HARTSVILLE (Trousdale) -M- l 367 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.10 57 Phone DRake 4-2576 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 






c .  Do Harper, Sr . 
Gayle Gregory 
P11uL m, p,,. fer 







Grover To Lentz 
Edwin N. Reese 
Cancel L. Dixon 
TOWN OF HENDERSON (Chester) �w- 2,532 FoYro7/l Elec .9/57 Phone 2201 

























Willard E. Smith 
Luther Scott 
Eo E .  Peddy 
B. c .  Dees 
A.  Ro Orr 
A. R .  Orr 
Paul McAdams 
W.  M o  McCallum 
TCMN OF HENNING Lauderdale -W- 493 F.Yr.
4  30 Elec.5 59 Phone RE 2952 








Robert H. Scates 
Earl Graves 
John Caldwell 








W .  D.  Barfield 
S. C. Anthony 
James A. Boyd 
J. M. Jacobs 
c .  s. Craver 
TCMN OF HENRY (Henry) -W- 200 F.Yr.5/1 E
lec . 5/59 Phone 














C.  N. Wright 
H. Ray Cox 
Marvin Wright 
James R. Crews 
TOWN OF HICKORY VAIJ.;EY Hardeman -W-160 F .Yr.
6 30 Elec. Phone GJ 2813 
Second Thursday each mont , 7 :  0 p.m., at Hick









J. R. Powell 
B. T. Lake 







*Address: Bolivar, Tennessee 
W.  o .  Davis 
Robert Haralson 
Joe Martin 
E. J. Harris 
James B. Martin 
CITY OF HOHENWALD Lewis) -M- 2,049 F .Yr. 6
 30 Elec.5 59 _ Phone SWift 6-3131 











W. 0 .  Kea.ton 
Dol Willis 
Paul Burklow 
Dr. I .  G .  Hurt 
Clyde Black 
R. C .  Spann 
D. D. Humphreys, Jr. 
E. M. Adcox 









W. G.  Darden 
c .  A .  Ricketts 
Dr. w .  E. Boyce 
J'ord Turnboj:] 
R .  C. Spann 
w. A. Ba.tea 
R. c .  Spann 
Hubert 0. Milam 
TCMN OF HOLLCM ROCK - -Carroll) -W- 603 FoYr.12 31 
Elec.8 58 Phone 






Ro H. Buckley 
E. H. Cox 








J. R. King 
J. L. Lowry 
J. L. Tayl0r 
.TOWN OF HORNBEAK (Obion -W- 309 F .Yr. 6 30 Elec. 1/59 Phone 





Ralph C .  White 
D o  Lo Blackley 
o .  w .  Hayes 









TOWN OF HORNSBY (Hardeman) -W- 28o F .Yr.6/30 Elec.1/58 Phone Bolivar 5354 
Third Saturday each month, 7 : 30 pom.,  at City Hall 
Mayor W .  E. Marshall Ald H. S. McClintock 
Ald Buford Kirk Ald W. A .  Hodge 
Ald C o  M. Jernigan Ald Joe Johnson 
Ald R. H o  Hodge CR H. s. McClintock 
Ald M. E .  Smith CoP w .  E. McClintock 
CITY OF RUMBOLD!' (Gibson) -W- 7,426 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.12/57 Phone SU 4-2511 
First Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor L.  D. Nowell 
Ald Dan J.  Scott 
Ald SPaeq Bea.ane�"b- 811rl NoLJer 
Ald Nathan Couch 
Ald A .  X. Hunt 
Ald Barthel Gray 
Clk Miss Annie Lou Cox 











E. O. Gauldin 
Lloyd Adams, Jr. 
Is�:b.6iP Elli:eeft Plr T�r 
R. 
w .  





D .  Goodrich 
E tam> · 





T<MN OF HUNTINGDON (Carroll) -W- 2, 043 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. 3/58 Phone YU 6-5212 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p. m . ,  at City Hall 









Robert Mo Murray 
Roy Douglas 
Waldon Pritchard 
w .  H. McConnell 
Billy Moody 










Mrs. Argenia Bo  Gill 
Carmack Hammett 





TCMN OF HENNING Lauderdale -W- 493 F.Yr.
4  30 Elec.5 59 Phone RE 2952 








Robert H. Scates 
Earl Graves 
John Caldwell 








W .  D.  Barfield 
S. C. Anthony 
James A. Boyd 
J. M. Jacobs 
c .  s. Craver 
TCMN OF HENRY (Henry) -W- 200 F.Yr.5/1 E
lec . 5/59 Phone 














C.  N. Wright 
H. Ray Cox 
Marvin Wright 
James R. Crews 
TOWN OF HICKORY VAIJ.;EY Hardeman -W-160 F .Yr.
6 30 Elec. Phone GJ 2813 
Second Thursday each mont , 7 :  0 p.m., at Hick









J. R. Powell 
B. T. Lake 







*Address: Bolivar, Tennessee 
W.  o .  Davis 
Robert Haralson 
Joe Martin 
E. J. Harris 
James B. Martin 
CITY OF HOHENWALD Lewis) -M- 2,049 F .Yr. 6
 30 Elec.5 59 _ Phone SWift 6-3131 











W. 0 .  Kea.ton 
Dol Willis 
Paul Burklow 
Dr. I .  G .  Hurt 
Clyde Black 
R. C .  Spann 
D. D. Humphreys, Jr. 
E. M. Adcox 









W. G.  Darden 
c .  A .  Ricketts 
Dr. w .  E. Boyce 
J'ord Turnboj:] 
R .  C. Spann 
w. A. Ba.tea 
R. c .  Spann 
Hubert 0. Milam 
TCMN OF HOLLCM ROCK - -Carroll) -W- 603 FoYr.12 31 
Elec.8 58 Phone 






Ro H. Buckley 
E. H. Cox 








J. R. King 
J. L. Lowry 
J. L. Tayl0r 
.TOWN OF HORNBEAK (Obion -W- 309 F .Yr. 6 30 Elec. 1/59 Phone 





Ralph C .  White 
D o  Lo Blackley 
o .  w .  Hayes 









TOWN OF HORNSBY (Hardeman) -W- 28o F .Yr.6/30 Elec.1/58 Phone Bolivar 5354 
Third Saturday each month, 7 : 30 pom.,  at City Hall 
Mayor W .  E. Marshall Ald H. S. McClintock 
Ald Buford Kirk Ald W. A .  Hodge 
Ald C o  M. Jernigan Ald Joe Johnson 
Ald R. H o  Hodge CR H. s. McClintock 
Ald M. E .  Smith CoP w .  E. McClintock 
CITY OF RUMBOLD!' (Gibson) -W- 7,426 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.12/57 Phone SU 4-2511 
First Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor L.  D. Nowell 
Ald Dan J.  Scott 
Ald SPaeq Bea.ane�"b- 811rl NoLJer 
Ald Nathan Couch 
Ald A .  X. Hunt 
Ald Barthel Gray 
Clk Miss Annie Lou Cox 











E. O. Gauldin 
Lloyd Adams, Jr. 
Is�:b.6iP Elli:eeft Plr T�r 
R. 
w .  





D .  Goodrich 
E tam> · 





T<MN OF HUNTINGDON (Carroll) -W- 2, 043 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. 3/58 Phone YU 6-5212 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p. m . ,  at City Hall 









Robert Mo Murray 
Roy Douglas 
Waldon Pritchard 
w .  H. McConnell 
Billy Moody 










Mrs. Argenia Bo  Gill 
Carmack Hammett 





TOWN OF HUNTLAND (Franklin) -M- 353 F.Yr.12/31 Elec .8/57 Phone 2711 






Ray Mo Johnson 
c.  R. Jones 
Oran Walker 
Lindsay Donaldson 







w. P.  Greene 
Ernest Stovall 
CITY O� JACKSON (Madison) -W- 33,354 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/59 Phone 7-5511 











George Smith (CP) 
Ben Langford (CH,CE) 
Bruce Bynum ( CPW) � 
Bo Fo Graves 
Ben Langford � 
Russell Rice 
Robert Mainord y 
H. W.  Meeks JJ 












E. W. Allen 
Ben L. Warlich 
D. E. Ray 




w. H. Hearn 
Dr .  H. E. Carrick 
George Smith 
TOWN OF JAMEST� (Fentress) -M- 2 115 F.Yr.12 31 Elec.11 58 Phone 9-4315 













o.  L. Dalton 






J.  n. Wright 
David L. Hancock 
Woodrow Stinson 
Luther M. York 
Arthur Dayhuff 
Ralph A. Rankin 
TCMN OF JEFFERSON CITY Jefferson) -E- 3 633 F.Yr . 5  31 Elec. 5  59 Phone 3115 





Lloyd Eo  May 
Wo  P .  Graham 







-cT±m IU:?EHJ· ffllLpA New1111uv 
JoiUl1 RiYe& Ruf 11$ Hodfi£ 
CITY OF JELLICO (Cam bell) -E- 2,602 F.Yr.12 31 Elec .l  58 Phone GA 4-6351 









Rel:lept La IIlckB" .5. 0.N42t.c1M.f�k.-Atty 
Wo J, K&Sd'B&y Jtt*'e� E. /J,,11�/.lfs CoP 
.James '!'odd '6ill II, Cilr-.1t'flt FC 
L• Hu ,Q�up JE. l/tttpi e. lJ PBCh 
Harold Moon SU 
'.Com I.aR& E.ti IA). I. �A-C Ir / fr: SS 
J9bB lh Bobeeruht• •rs T. UJ,"L 1111/ EIMgr 
William A. Beever CD 
H .  K. Tramell 
Fred Barrett 
Bill Deuel 
J.  w. Beall� 
J. H. Scott 
L. M. Sharp 
J .  H .  Scott 
Jim Frank Petrey 
CITY OF JOHNSON CITY (Washington) -E- 29,011 F.Yr.6/30 Elec . 5/59 Phone 938 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 












Carl A. Johnson HOff 
Ben Crumley EIMgr 
Mrs .  Ma,y Ross McDowell iD11.JJ PCCh 
Ross Spears, Jr. �'fl"� Atty 
David Walker ScS · 
David Burkhalter \.... SP J. Calvi� Guthrie �'1" SS 
P. E .  Broyles p· Jg 
L. L. Geisler Eng 
Perry B.  Therell ' Eng 
Henry Blackwell BI-PI 
Thomas D. Link 
c.  F. Stine 
Robert Siler, Jr. 
Walter L. Price 
c. Howard Mccorkle 
Howard Johnson 
Robert L. Jobe 
Oris D. Hyder 
Allen Hardin 
Billy Jack Starnes 
FreJ al� ve. ,,  
TOWN OF JONESBORO (Washington) -E- 1,126 F.Yr .4/30 Elec .4/58 Phone 3311 







Robert M. May 
Jasper Blankenship 
William May 
A. s.  Miller 






E. R.  Pierce 
Grady Smith 
Coy Swartz 
John c. Cloyd 
TCMN OF KENTON (Obion) -W- 899 F.Yr .6/30 Elec .6/59 Phone 







E. R.  Cox 
Ray Hollomon 
Tom W .  Wade 
A.  L. Reeves 
R.  w. Newmon 







Joe M. Warren 
A. F. Newmon 
B. L .  Mullins 
:A� :a:ollomoi'i tp"'"'Y HA-111;1.nu.1 
R .  D. Story 
TOWN OF HUNTLAND (Franklin) -M- 353 F.Yr.12/31 Elec .8/57 Phone 2711 






Ray Mo Johnson 
c.  R. Jones 
Oran Walker 
Lindsay Donaldson 







w. P.  Greene 
Ernest Stovall 
CITY O� JACKSON (Madison) -W- 33,354 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/59 Phone 7-5511 











George Smith (CP) 
Ben Langford (CH,CE) 
Bruce Bynum ( CPW) � 
Bo Fo Graves 
Ben Langford � 
Russell Rice 
Robert Mainord y 
H. W.  Meeks JJ 












E. W. Allen 
Ben L. Warlich 
D. E. Ray 




w. H. Hearn 
Dr .  H. E. Carrick 
George Smith 
TOWN OF JAMEST� (Fentress) -M- 2 115 F.Yr.12 31 Elec.11 58 Phone 9-4315 













o.  L. Dalton 






J.  n. Wright 
David L. Hancock 
Woodrow Stinson 
Luther M. York 
Arthur Dayhuff 
Ralph A. Rankin 
TCMN OF JEFFERSON CITY Jefferson) -E- 3 633 F.Yr . 5  31 Elec. 5  59 Phone 3115 





Lloyd Eo  May 
Wo  P .  Graham 







-cT±m IU:?EHJ· ffllLpA New1111uv 
JoiUl1 RiYe& Ruf 11$ Hodfi£ 
CITY OF JELLICO (Cam bell) -E- 2,602 F.Yr.12 31 Elec .l  58 Phone GA 4-6351 









Rel:lept La IIlckB" .5. 0.N42t.c1M.f�k.-Atty 
Wo J, K&Sd'B&y Jtt*'e� E. /J,,11�/.lfs CoP 
.James '!'odd '6ill II, Cilr-.1t'flt FC 
L• Hu ,Q�up JE. l/tttpi e. lJ PBCh 
Harold Moon SU 
'.Com I.aR& E.ti IA). I. �A-C Ir / fr: SS 
J9bB lh Bobeeruht• •rs T. UJ,"L 1111/ EIMgr 
William A. Beever CD 
H .  K. Tramell 
Fred Barrett 
Bill Deuel 
J.  w. Beall� 
J. H. Scott 
L. M. Sharp 
J .  H .  Scott 
Jim Frank Petrey 
CITY OF JOHNSON CITY (Washington) -E- 29,011 F.Yr.6/30 Elec . 5/59 Phone 938 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 












Carl A. Johnson HOff 
Ben Crumley EIMgr 
Mrs .  Ma,y Ross McDowell iD11.JJ PCCh 
Ross Spears, Jr. �'fl"� Atty 
David Walker ScS · 
David Burkhalter \.... SP J. Calvi� Guthrie �'1" SS 
P. E .  Broyles p· Jg 
L. L. Geisler Eng 
Perry B.  Therell ' Eng 
Henry Blackwell BI-PI 
Thomas D. Link 
c.  F. Stine 
Robert Siler, Jr. 
Walter L. Price 
c. Howard Mccorkle 
Howard Johnson 
Robert L. Jobe 
Oris D. Hyder 
Allen Hardin 
Billy Jack Starnes 
FreJ al� ve. ,,  
TOWN OF JONESBORO (Washington) -E- 1,126 F.Yr .4/30 Elec .4/58 Phone 3311 







Robert M. May 
Jasper Blankenship 
William May 
A. s.  Miller 






E. R.  Pierce 
Grady Smith 
Coy Swartz 
John c. Cloyd 
TCMN OF KENTON (Obion) -W- 899 F.Yr .6/30 Elec .6/59 Phone 







E. R.  Cox 
Ray Hollomon 
Tom W .  Wade 
A.  L. Reeves 
R.  w. Newmon 







Joe M. Warren 
A. F. Newmon 
B. L .  Mullins 
:A� :a:ollomoi'i tp"'"'Y HA-111;1.nu.1 
R .  D. Story 
CITY OF KINGSPORT (Sullivan) -E- 23,550 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.6/59 Phone CI 5-5131 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Milton Devault BI S.K. Jones 
V-May L. P. Gregory FC c. M. Kenner 
Ald E.  G .  Geunther Eng S .  K. Addington 
Ald Howard Long PCCh James Edwards 
Ald m11x y. f1,,,/(�r ScS Dana F. SWick 
Mgr D. W.  Moulton SS Lewis Long 
CR J.  R.  PecktaJ. Jg Brantley Blue 
Atty Marvin Parsons Lib Kenneth Duchac 
CoP G.  W .  Fletcher sww Mo L. West 
DPW M. L. West CD Sydney Macbeth 
TOWN OF KINGSTON (Roane mE- 1 627 F.Yr.6 30 Elec .6  59 Phone 5871 
First Tuesday each mont , 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Howard Burnette FC Carl Miller 
Ald Alton Byrd CR R.  H.  Crowder 
Ald Curtis G. Taylor SS w. T. Jackson 
Ald w .  L.  Harwell sww R .  Ho Crowder 
Ald J. c. Parker WBCh Ro T.  Rose 
Ald w .  B. Kelsey CoP Ray Gullett 
Ald Chester Fultz CD Howard Trapp 
CITY OF KNOXVILLE (Knox) -E- 124,769 F.Yr.12/31 Elec .11/57 Phone 3-2151 
Every other Tuesday, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor J. w .  (Jack) Dance BII 
V-May Cas Walker FC 
Coun Hobart Carey I:Melf 
Coun u .  G. Turner Eng 
Coun R0y Bass, Jr. PA 
Coun Max Friedman PC Ch 
Coun .J. s. eooper- 1/. l,Cltr,"',;�¥'•,.ry Jg 
Coun Jean 'P 1r O '  Conner, E llrNfft s 1" V. Lib 
CR Mrs. Nessie M. Beeler TA 
Atty John Duncan SS 
CoP Joe Kimsey SSP 
Art c .  Bozeman 
Roy Conner 
Jimmy Walls 
Thomas H.  R .  Neal 
Charles o .  Currier 
Jo  w. (Jack) Dance 
Charles Kelly 
Miss Helen Harris 
John R .  Boring 
J.  L.  Vesser 
Janies w. Whisman, Jr. 
DFin w. H. Peters, Jr. Knoxville Utilities Board 
Tr w. H. Stapleton Chm Jo H. Anderson 
BI Leonard Dow GenMgr M. B.  Whitaker 
CD Mack Blackburn SA cots R.  w .  Mathisson 
PI C .  M. Long SELec c .  E.  Tarwater 
DPS Dlvid Garrison SGas p. B. Winchel 
DPW Roy Gentry swat er Ernest Do Hawkins 
HO ff Dr. L. fl.  BrtZNdL e 
-30-
TOWN OF LAFAYETTE (Macon) -M- 11195 F.Yr .6/30 Elec . 5/58 Phone NOrth 6-2215 
First Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Burford Ho Tooley CR Carl King 
v .. May C o  R o  Jent Atty c .  R .  Jent 
Coun Billy D. Carter CoP HerLtJA/ Ccx 
Coun Robert White SG-SS Rudolph Bransford 
Coun Hazel Goodman sww Guy Carter 
Coun Lee Waldron FC F .  o. Harris 
Coun B.  D. Polston CD A. L. West 
CITY OF LAFOLLETTE (Campbell) -E- 6,141 F.Yr . 9/30 Elec.11/57 Phone 620 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Municipal Building 








R o  C .  Alley 
Dr. R .  C o  Pryse. 
Mo H. Scott 
Albert Irwin 
W.  Ho Parrott 
Hugh Heatherly 








Carl B. Lyle 
G .  H .  Lovely 
Albert Overbay 
�,c;f,,Q, RQg8P&--c14NrAd £. Tr�vFm;tN. 
'J Dr. J. W .  Presley Jr. 
TOWN OF LAGRANGE Fayette -W- 241 FoYr .6  30 Elec .12 58 Phone 
First Monday each month, :00 p.m. , at Burch Garage 
















R.  B. Pankey 
Allen H .  Cogbill 
J.  F. Dlvenport 
TOWN 
'
oF LAKE CITY Anderson) -E- 1,827 F.Yr.12 31 Elec.10 57 Phone 3311 








R.  B. Scott 
lp. cf; Mae�00'ft l.L' 11/Ar"fi N' 
Bedford Hatmaker 
em i:oe'by Elliet�E. o. CHr er 
Dine Disney 
Charles E.  Albright 








J.  A.  Riggs 
J .  P .  Cruze 




T. L. Hollas 
CITY OF KINGSPORT (Sullivan) -E- 23,550 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.6/59 Phone CI 5-5131 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Milton Devault BI S.K. Jones 
V-May L. P. Gregory FC c. M. Kenner 
Ald E.  G .  Geunther Eng S .  K. Addington 
Ald Howard Long PCCh James Edwards 
Ald m11x y. f1,,,/(�r ScS Dana F. SWick 
Mgr D. W.  Moulton SS Lewis Long 
CR J.  R.  PecktaJ. Jg Brantley Blue 
Atty Marvin Parsons Lib Kenneth Duchac 
CoP G.  W .  Fletcher sww Mo L. West 
DPW M. L. West CD Sydney Macbeth 
TOWN OF KINGSTON (Roane mE- 1 627 F.Yr.6 30 Elec .6  59 Phone 5871 
First Tuesday each mont , 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Howard Burnette FC Carl Miller 
Ald Alton Byrd CR R.  H.  Crowder 
Ald Curtis G. Taylor SS w. T. Jackson 
Ald w .  L.  Harwell sww R .  Ho Crowder 
Ald J. c. Parker WBCh Ro T.  Rose 
Ald w .  B. Kelsey CoP Ray Gullett 
Ald Chester Fultz CD Howard Trapp 
CITY OF KNOXVILLE (Knox) -E- 124,769 F.Yr.12/31 Elec .11/57 Phone 3-2151 
Every other Tuesday, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor J. w .  (Jack) Dance BII 
V-May Cas Walker FC 
Coun Hobart Carey I:Melf 
Coun u .  G. Turner Eng 
Coun R0y Bass, Jr. PA 
Coun Max Friedman PC Ch 
Coun .J. s. eooper- 1/. l,Cltr,"',;�¥'•,.ry Jg 
Coun Jean 'P 1r O '  Conner, E llrNfft s 1" V. Lib 
CR Mrs. Nessie M. Beeler TA 
Atty John Duncan SS 
CoP Joe Kimsey SSP 
Art c .  Bozeman 
Roy Conner 
Jimmy Walls 
Thomas H.  R .  Neal 
Charles o .  Currier 
Jo  w. (Jack) Dance 
Charles Kelly 
Miss Helen Harris 
John R .  Boring 
J.  L.  Vesser 
Janies w. Whisman, Jr. 
DFin w. H. Peters, Jr. Knoxville Utilities Board 
Tr w. H. Stapleton Chm Jo H. Anderson 
BI Leonard Dow GenMgr M. B.  Whitaker 
CD Mack Blackburn SA cots R.  w .  Mathisson 
PI C .  M. Long SELec c .  E.  Tarwater 
DPS Dlvid Garrison SGas p. B. Winchel 
DPW Roy Gentry swat er Ernest Do Hawkins 
HO ff Dr. L. fl.  BrtZNdL e 
-30-
TOWN OF LAFAYETTE (Macon) -M- 11195 F.Yr .6/30 Elec . 5/58 Phone NOrth 6-2215 
First Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Burford Ho Tooley CR Carl King 
v .. May C o  R o  Jent Atty c .  R .  Jent 
Coun Billy D. Carter CoP HerLtJA/ Ccx 
Coun Robert White SG-SS Rudolph Bransford 
Coun Hazel Goodman sww Guy Carter 
Coun Lee Waldron FC F .  o. Harris 
Coun B.  D. Polston CD A. L. West 
CITY OF LAFOLLETTE (Campbell) -E- 6,141 F.Yr . 9/30 Elec.11/57 Phone 620 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Municipal Building 








R o  C .  Alley 
Dr. R .  C o  Pryse. 
Mo H. Scott 
Albert Irwin 
W.  Ho Parrott 
Hugh Heatherly 








Carl B. Lyle 
G .  H .  Lovely 
Albert Overbay 
�,c;f,,Q, RQg8P&--c14NrAd £. Tr�vFm;tN. 
'J Dr. J. W .  Presley Jr. 
TOWN OF LAGRANGE Fayette -W- 241 FoYr .6  30 Elec .12 58 Phone 
First Monday each month, :00 p.m. , at Burch Garage 
















R.  B. Pankey 
Allen H .  Cogbill 
J.  F. Dlvenport 
TOWN 
'
oF LAKE CITY Anderson) -E- 1,827 F.Yr.12 31 Elec.10 57 Phone 3311 








R.  B. Scott 
lp. cf; Mae�00'ft l.L' 11/Ar"fi N' 
Bedford Hatmaker 
em i:oe'by Elliet�E. o. CHr er 
Dine Disney 
Charles E.  Albright 








J.  A.  Riggs 
J .  P .  Cruze 




T. L. Hollas 
CITY OF L AWRE N CEBURG (Lawren ce) �M - 5,442 F .Yr. 6/30 Ele c . 5/59 Phone 4450 
Tuesday ea ch week , 1 : 00 p.m ., a t  City Hall 
Mayor Dr .  M .  L o  Lumpkins E!Mgr D .  H .  Truitt 
Comm H. A o  Mathis F C  Leon O ' N eel 
Comm w. C .  Powell H Off Dr .  J .  w. Danley 
CR -Jg Wm. E .  Boston PCCh Ernest Brink 
Sec-Tr R o  G .  Dunn SU J .  w. Daniels 
A cct Ernst & Ernst SS Ira Johnson 
CoP Rex Morrison CD James Moore 
BI John F. Morrison Lib Mrs . H .  D .  Derri ck 
T OW N  OF LEBA N O N (Wilson) -M- 8, 253 F .Yr .12/31 Ele c .10/57 Phone 233 or 234 











William D o  Baird BI 
�JJ o. ReiehEv�..- lfllrr,"s CFin � 
.I. B StaeReeH011t �r "f'IJ or111� CPW 
w.. Ha Maaaox 111.,.. . 111. B11Ntly H Off 
Joe R .  Grave s PCCh 
R o  B. M cConnell El. SP '!#'I. "'�,. \PaQmQ.& Eu Hine0tliWV11i"l UJ,.i.1tn/ SG 
Al�e�'t; �y3:6%' S'1tlw./ 1/111-p�r SWW 
J;)al:±ae YeWif5 W• 11t/4// tJrt4 ltA/ TA 
R. B. Butler CD 
Jr,. 
P l'l  
o .  F .  Williams, Jr. 
�I :8 a M,QCQmi:eH.IJJi/li1 I/. lllANll /Ao 
W; E• S'bone(i'd'N& W, UJ� 1tfl.er'y 
Dr .  W .  K .  Tilley 
T. H .  Phelan 
Joe A tkinson · 
Jesse Coe 
John J. Martin, Sr . 
Capt .  Henry c .  Cox 
f(c Al At;<t!c. 
N1ttrlU!ll m� 11rlorf 
CITY OF LE N OIR CITY (Loudon) -E- 5,159 F .Yr. 6/30 Ele c. 12/58 Phone 3 
Se cond and fourth Monday ea ch month, 7 : 30 p .m ., a t  City Hall 









Wm . J .  Ha.mil·ton 
Fred N elson 
E. R. Bla ckburn 
T .  E o  Hildreth 
N athin Tinder 
James w .  Crumley 
Ozell J enkin s 
H .  c.  Foster 
A tty 
CoP 






. M .  G .  G oodw d.n 
John w .  Wilkerson 
J .  S..  Hu :f'f'man 
J .  Guy Bu ckner 
Lester C .  Brabson 
Lester c .  Brabson 
Mrs . T. E .  Mills 
G .  w .  Spears 
CITY OF L EWISBURG (Marshall) -M- 5,776 F .Yr. 5/31 Ele c . 5/59 Phone 
First Friday ea ch month, 7 : 30 p .m ., at Ci ty Hall 
Mayor J .  B. M cBride FC Stanley Boren 
Comm c .  E. D uncan PC Ch w .  E. Fitzgerald 
Comm Colie L o  Hamlin P BCh Monroe Carter 
CR -Jg J o  W .  Arbu ckle SG Kenneth L .  Brown 
Atty Jones & Walla ce SS Lloyd Eldri dge 
CoP George Baxter sww Di ck Davis 
E!Mgr F .  H .  Minturn CD Allen Henderson 
<J75 
T CM N  OF LEXI N GT O N  (Henderson) -W - 3,566 F .Yr. 9/30 Ele c o 9/57 Phone WO 8-2701 
First Tuesday a �er first Monday, 7 : 30 p om . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor Ja ck Hay CoP w:. t Wii:±l:i:ems.JAmes 
V -May John L o  Frizzell F C  Wyatt Threadgill 
Ald Floyd Smith Jg John L o  Friz zell 
Ald Leroy Ho lmes S cS Paul Ca ywood 
Ald James Holcomb sww w .  P .  Veteto 
Ald Curry Sullivan SS Clelling Jowers 
Ald L .  M o  Powers , Jr . E!Mgr H .  B. A ustin 
Ald James Lee Wright CR H .  B. Bagwell 
T OW N  OF L IBERTY (DeKalb) -M - 314 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 9/58 Phone 





William N .  Paris 
John E. Ha le 
Gordon Mathis 




N o  T. Han co ck 
Ernest Crook 
Edward L o  Jennings 
T CM N  OF L I N IE N (Perry) -W- 854 F .Yr . 12/31 Ele c . 12/57 Phone 2434 




-iJ&.Q� s napi &lifR/ fi'p/.c. Y 
J, R. Jo1mu1 R, /J. INAtlfAI 




B.  L .  Holladay 
a. K. Wermig E11tttry 
Arvelle Ezelle 
P. To tld' 
l<1Nt4-
Ald Harold Savage 
Fa B. Culp �8. T111iun 
A tty �QJRai liaPPie � s. Ke"aiol'J 
Ald SS Earl Ja ckson ll.l.e'11w11LJ1 T�"AJ 
T OW N  OF L IVI N GS T O N  (Overton) -M - 2, 316 F.Yr. 8/31 Ele c . 6/58 Phone TA 3-4400 








Lw P. CFe111iga::n-/o1iy hJHXE. y 
Dr .  D .  D. N orris 
James M cCormi ck 
Raymond M cCormi ck 
Charles N o  Eley 
Bill Parsons 








CITY OF L OBELVILLE Perry) -w- 479 F .Yr . 6  30 
First and third Thursday ea ch month, : OO p .m. 
Comm Ray Loveless Comm 
Comm Bob Clark 
Millard Oakley 
L .. P o  Jernigan 
Mrs. Alvin Vaughn 
Benton M cMillin 
E o  B. Gray, Jr. 
E .  s .  Pryor 
Rhesa B. Hawkins 
Ele c . 8  58 Phone 
Bobby Bates 
CITY OF L AWRE N CEBURG (Lawren ce) �M - 5,442 F .Yr. 6/30 Ele c . 5/59 Phone 4450 
Tuesday ea ch week , 1 : 00 p.m ., a t  City Hall 
Mayor Dr .  M .  L o  Lumpkins E!Mgr D .  H .  Truitt 
Comm H. A o  Mathis F C  Leon O ' N eel 
Comm w. C .  Powell H Off Dr .  J .  w. Danley 
CR -Jg Wm. E .  Boston PCCh Ernest Brink 
Sec-Tr R o  G .  Dunn SU J .  w. Daniels 
A cct Ernst & Ernst SS Ira Johnson 
CoP Rex Morrison CD James Moore 
BI John F. Morrison Lib Mrs . H .  D .  Derri ck 
T OW N  OF LEBA N O N (Wilson) -M- 8, 253 F .Yr .12/31 Ele c .10/57 Phone 233 or 234 











William D o  Baird BI 
�JJ o. ReiehEv�..- lfllrr,"s CFin � 
.I. B StaeReeH011t �r "f'IJ or111� CPW 
w.. Ha Maaaox 111.,.. . 111. B11Ntly H Off 
Joe R .  Grave s PCCh 
R o  B. M cConnell El. SP '!#'I. "'�,. \PaQmQ.& Eu Hine0tliWV11i"l UJ,.i.1tn/ SG 
Al�e�'t; �y3:6%' S'1tlw./ 1/111-p�r SWW 
J;)al:±ae YeWif5 W• 11t/4// tJrt4 ltA/ TA 
R. B. Butler CD 
Jr,. 
P l'l  
o .  F .  Williams, Jr. 
�I :8 a M,QCQmi:eH.IJJi/li1 I/. lllANll /Ao 
W; E• S'bone(i'd'N& W, UJ� 1tfl.er'y 
Dr .  W .  K .  Tilley 
T. H .  Phelan 
Joe A tkinson · 
Jesse Coe 
John J. Martin, Sr . 
Capt .  Henry c .  Cox 
f(c Al At;<t!c. 
N1ttrlU!ll m� 11rlorf 
CITY OF LE N OIR CITY (Loudon) -E- 5,159 F .Yr. 6/30 Ele c. 12/58 Phone 3 
Se cond and fourth Monday ea ch month, 7 : 30 p .m ., a t  City Hall 









Wm . J .  Ha.mil·ton 
Fred N elson 
E. R. Bla ckburn 
T .  E o  Hildreth 
N athin Tinder 
James w .  Crumley 
Ozell J enkin s 
H .  c.  Foster 
A tty 
CoP 






. M .  G .  G oodw d.n 
John w .  Wilkerson 
J .  S..  Hu :f'f'man 
J .  Guy Bu ckner 
Lester C .  Brabson 
Lester c .  Brabson 
Mrs . T. E .  Mills 
G .  w .  Spears 
CITY OF L EWISBURG (Marshall) -M- 5,776 F .Yr. 5/31 Ele c . 5/59 Phone 
First Friday ea ch month, 7 : 30 p .m ., at Ci ty Hall 
Mayor J .  B. M cBride FC Stanley Boren 
Comm c .  E. D uncan PC Ch w .  E. Fitzgerald 
Comm Colie L o  Hamlin P BCh Monroe Carter 
CR -Jg J o  W .  Arbu ckle SG Kenneth L .  Brown 
Atty Jones & Walla ce SS Lloyd Eldri dge 
CoP George Baxter sww Di ck Davis 
E!Mgr F .  H .  Minturn CD Allen Henderson 
<J75 
T CM N  OF LEXI N GT O N  (Henderson) -W - 3,566 F .Yr. 9/30 Ele c o 9/57 Phone WO 8-2701 
First Tuesday a �er first Monday, 7 : 30 p om . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor Ja ck Hay CoP w:. t Wii:±l:i:ems.JAmes 
V -May John L o  Frizzell F C  Wyatt Threadgill 
Ald Floyd Smith Jg John L o  Friz zell 
Ald Leroy Ho lmes S cS Paul Ca ywood 
Ald James Holcomb sww w .  P .  Veteto 
Ald Curry Sullivan SS Clelling Jowers 
Ald L .  M o  Powers , Jr . E!Mgr H .  B. A ustin 
Ald James Lee Wright CR H .  B. Bagwell 
T OW N  OF L IBERTY (DeKalb) -M - 314 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 9/58 Phone 





William N .  Paris 
John E. Ha le 
Gordon Mathis 




N o  T. Han co ck 
Ernest Crook 
Edward L o  Jennings 
T CM N  OF L I N IE N (Perry) -W- 854 F .Yr . 12/31 Ele c . 12/57 Phone 2434 




-iJ&.Q� s napi &lifR/ fi'p/.c. Y 
J, R. Jo1mu1 R, /J. INAtlfAI 




B.  L .  Holladay 
a. K. Wermig E11tttry 
Arvelle Ezelle 
P. To tld' 
l<1Nt4-
Ald Harold Savage 
Fa B. Culp �8. T111iun 
A tty �QJRai liaPPie � s. Ke"aiol'J 
Ald SS Earl Ja ckson ll.l.e'11w11LJ1 T�"AJ 
T OW N  OF L IVI N GS T O N  (Overton) -M - 2, 316 F.Yr. 8/31 Ele c . 6/58 Phone TA 3-4400 








Lw P. CFe111iga::n-/o1iy hJHXE. y 
Dr .  D .  D. N orris 
James M cCormi ck 
Raymond M cCormi ck 
Charles N o  Eley 
Bill Parsons 








CITY OF L OBELVILLE Perry) -w- 479 F .Yr . 6  30 
First and third Thursday ea ch month, : OO p .m. 
Comm Ray Loveless Comm 
Comm Bob Clark 
Millard Oakley 
L .. P o  Jernigan 
Mrs. Alvin Vaughn 
Benton M cMillin 
E o  B. Gray, Jr. 
E .  s .  Pryor 
Rhesa B. Hawkins 
Ele c . 8  58 Phone 
Bobby Bates 
TOWN OF LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN Hamilton -E- 1 675 F.Yr.7 31 Elec.7 58 Phone TA 1-3151 








Richard H. Houck 
Robert H. Griffith 
Carl F. Weigel 
Nick F.  Senter 






William G.  Brown 
Folts, Bishop & Thomas 
J. H. McBrien 
c .  W. Broadwater 
Nick F. Senter 
CITY OF LORE'I'I'O {Lawrence) -M- 706 F.Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 4/58 Phone 









Hiram w. Holtsford 
Miss Mary Elizabeth Henkel 
CITY OF LOUDIDN (Loudon) -E- 3,567 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/59 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 








'{)y,Jessie L. �, Jr . 
A. c .  Dukes 
Dr. W. T. McPeake 
Doug Watkins 








T. H. Cook 
Otis Purdy 
I .  H.  Watson 
Homer A. Ne'Nillail 
Jr. 
TCMN OF LYNCHBURG (Moore) -M- 401 F.Yr . 9/30 Eleo.9/58 Phone 





H o  L.  Tipps, Jr . 
Roy Ho Parks, Jr. 
Carl Copeland 





Dr. F. H. Booher 
Conner Motlow 
R .  E .  Ervin 
Thomas Wiseman 
TOWN OF LYNNVILLE (Giles) -M- 356 F.Yr . 3/31 . Eleo . 4/59 Phone 





L .  E.  Moore 
Thomas Hardison 
J.  H .  Loche 





A .  M. Adair 
Freeman Pigg 
Grady Head · 
CITY OF McEWEN (Humphreys) -M- 710 F.Yr . 6/2nd Tue . Elec . 5/59 Phone JU 2-6211 





To M. Robertson 
c .  R .  McCord 
Harold Lineberry 











Doy l.c. Br• IM l'J 
CITY OF McKENZIE (Carroll) -W- 3,774 FoYr . 2/28 Elec . 2/58 Phone EL 2-2264 Second and fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .mo , at City Hall 
Mayor Y .  D. Moore CoP Wm. Earl Melton 
V-May Ho B. Scarborough FC Frank Ridley 
Coun Guy Fumbanks, Jr. ScS w. o .  Warren 
Coun Vaugh.an Lawrence Clk Harold Crawford 
Coun R .  N. Brooks sww w .  D.  Kelley 
Coun Earl Hicks Jg Homer Bullock 
Coun Sam McCrakin CD G. Wo Bullock 
Atty W .  R .  Stobbe HOff Dr .  Jo T. Holmes 
WBCh John McCada.ms Lib Miss Rebecca Wheat 
TOWN OF McLEMORESVILLE {Carroll) -W- 262 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 3/59 Phone 





J.  I.  McKinney 







William E .  O' Neill 
B. Clifton Blow 
R .  Mo Murray 
B .  Clifton Blow 
TOWN OF McMINNVILLE (Warren) -M- 7,577 FoYr . 6/30 Elec.12/57 Phone 2452 













He� Spiv� VLv.s D11vePft1rrDFin 
Sam Cordell EIMgr 
.J"im�Fa.� J j At Ov r J, Ii m Eng 
Charles Smith FC 
W .  So  (Bill) Lively PBCh 
Jo Ga MyereFr..,NK /J111r'1"/N' ScS 
rR1 Y. Geei' Ed' Crd vch SS 
'81M'eftee Eu He.r;t.g:a/N11lr.r Gri5w1USWW 
Elijah Woosley TA 
Mrs .  Sarah Patton CD 
Elijah Woosley BI 
A-a E, G:eieeom 9il/ Bilyeu, 









W .  E .  Smith 
Stanley l{QQ'Qs 
TOWN OF MADISONVILLE (Monroe) -E- 1,717 F.Yr . 9/30 Elec . 9/58 Phone 2622 
First Tuesday January, April, July, and October, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 








E .  K.  Grissom 
Howard Kirkpatrick 
Virgil Gamble 
R .  F. Hardin 
L .  G. Mason 
John Pennington 








Erskine Hensley � 
.J.a.mes Co ui;,t t! . S# ff/lfrr1 s 
J .  R.  Lewis 
Dr o  H. M.  McGuire 
Virgil Gamble 
Howard Kirkpatrick 
L .  N .  McDowell 
TOWN OF LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN Hamilton -E- 1 675 F.Yr.7 31 Elec.7 58 Phone TA 1-3151 








Richard H. Houck 
Robert H. Griffith 
Carl F. Weigel 
Nick F.  Senter 






William G.  Brown 
Folts, Bishop & Thomas 
J. H. McBrien 
c .  W. Broadwater 
Nick F. Senter 
CITY OF LORE'I'I'O {Lawrence) -M- 706 F.Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 4/58 Phone 









Hiram w. Holtsford 
Miss Mary Elizabeth Henkel 
CITY OF LOUDIDN (Loudon) -E- 3,567 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/59 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 








'{)y,Jessie L. �, Jr . 
A. c .  Dukes 
Dr. W. T. McPeake 
Doug Watkins 








T. H. Cook 
Otis Purdy 
I .  H.  Watson 
Homer A. Ne'Nillail 
Jr. 
TCMN OF LYNCHBURG (Moore) -M- 401 F.Yr . 9/30 Eleo.9/58 Phone 





H o  L.  Tipps, Jr . 
Roy Ho Parks, Jr. 
Carl Copeland 





Dr. F. H. Booher 
Conner Motlow 
R .  E .  Ervin 
Thomas Wiseman 
TOWN OF LYNNVILLE (Giles) -M- 356 F.Yr . 3/31 . Eleo . 4/59 Phone 





L .  E.  Moore 
Thomas Hardison 
J.  H .  Loche 





A .  M. Adair 
Freeman Pigg 
Grady Head · 
CITY OF McEWEN (Humphreys) -M- 710 F.Yr . 6/2nd Tue . Elec . 5/59 Phone JU 2-6211 





To M. Robertson 
c .  R .  McCord 
Harold Lineberry 











Doy l.c. Br• IM l'J 
CITY OF McKENZIE (Carroll) -W- 3,774 FoYr . 2/28 Elec . 2/58 Phone EL 2-2264 Second and fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .mo , at City Hall 
Mayor Y .  D. Moore CoP Wm. Earl Melton 
V-May Ho B. Scarborough FC Frank Ridley 
Coun Guy Fumbanks, Jr. ScS w. o .  Warren 
Coun Vaugh.an Lawrence Clk Harold Crawford 
Coun R .  N. Brooks sww w .  D.  Kelley 
Coun Earl Hicks Jg Homer Bullock 
Coun Sam McCrakin CD G. Wo Bullock 
Atty W .  R .  Stobbe HOff Dr .  Jo T. Holmes 
WBCh John McCada.ms Lib Miss Rebecca Wheat 
TOWN OF McLEMORESVILLE {Carroll) -W- 262 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 3/59 Phone 





J.  I.  McKinney 







William E .  O' Neill 
B. Clifton Blow 
R .  Mo Murray 
B .  Clifton Blow 
TOWN OF McMINNVILLE (Warren) -M- 7,577 FoYr . 6/30 Elec.12/57 Phone 2452 













He� Spiv� VLv.s D11vePft1rrDFin 
Sam Cordell EIMgr 
.J"im�Fa.� J j At Ov r J, Ii m Eng 
Charles Smith FC 
W .  So  (Bill) Lively PBCh 
Jo Ga MyereFr..,NK /J111r'1"/N' ScS 
rR1 Y. Geei' Ed' Crd vch SS 
'81M'eftee Eu He.r;t.g:a/N11lr.r Gri5w1USWW 
Elijah Woosley TA 
Mrs .  Sarah Patton CD 
Elijah Woosley BI 
A-a E, G:eieeom 9il/ Bilyeu, 









W .  E .  Smith 
Stanley l{QQ'Qs 
TOWN OF MADISONVILLE (Monroe) -E- 1,717 F.Yr . 9/30 Elec . 9/58 Phone 2622 
First Tuesday January, April, July, and October, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 








E .  K.  Grissom 
Howard Kirkpatrick 
Virgil Gamble 
R .  F. Hardin 
L .  G. Mason 
John Pennington 








Erskine Hensley � 
.J.a.mes Co ui;,t t! . S# ff/lfrr1 s 
J .  R.  Lewis 
Dr o  H. M.  McGuire 
Virgil Gamble 
Howard Kirkpatrick 
L .  N .  McDowell 
T<MN OF MANCHESTER (Coffee ) -M- 3,08o F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 5/58 Phone PArkway 8-2112 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Dr .  Clarence Farrar FC Floyd Fetzer 
Ald Dr .  Charles L .  Rogers HO ff Dr. J .  H .  Farrar 
Ald Clarence Tillett ScS Clyde Evans 
Ald George Norvell Atty Harry B .  Gilley 
Ald Boyd Jackson CD c .  o. Harryman 
Ald Winston Rollins CoP Robert E .  Fishe 
Ald Roy Winton WBCh D. W .  Wilhelm 
CR Mrs .  Vivian Clendenon DPW Howard W .  Miller 
313 CITY OF MARTIN (Weakley) -W- 4, 448 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 6/58 Phone 









Dr .  R .  w. Brandon, Jr. 








W .  H .  Heath 
Buster Williams 
W .  H .  Heath 
H .  G .  Edmonson 
Luke Hannings 
CITY OF MARYVILLE (Blount ) -E- 10,723 F .Yr . 8/31 Elec.7/59 Phone YU 3-4012 










Dr. Lea Callaway 
J .  N. Proffitt (DFin) 
Luther M. Kidd (DPS) 
Eckles West (DPW) 
John R. Bluford 
Hugh E .  Delozier 
George Jackson 











Dr. Julian c .  Lentz 
William Cate 
Lynn Shasteen 




Joe B .  Irwin 
G�Dr(f « tJ19c Ks1JAI 
TOWN OF MASON (Tipton -W- 414 F .Yr.12 31 Ele c . 4  58 Phone 
Second Tuesday each month, : 00 p .m. , at Mason Fire Department 
Mayor J .  A .  Whitaker Ald H .  L. Harris , Jr . 
Ald c .  E .  Nash Ald J. N .  M. Taylor, Jr. 
Ald c .  G. Moseley CR Mrs .  Laura P .  O 'Kelley 
Ald N. R .  Seay Atty w. c .  Tipton 
Ald L .  c. Williamson sww c .  E .  Nash 
TOWN OF MAURY CITY (Crockett) -W- 553 F.Yr . 5/14 Elec . 5/59 Phone 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Planters Bank 
Mayor w. T .  Poston Ald W .  D. Agee 
Ald J .  M. Riddick CR-Tr Coy R .  Branch 
Ald F. P .  Scallions ScS W. H. Smith 
Ald I .  M .  Perry Mar Woodrow w .  Riddick 
Ald Guy Earnhart SS w .  T .  Poston 
.. 
TOWN OF MEDINA (Gibson) -w- 690 F.Ynn/30 Ele c . 11/57 Phone 6616 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Walter R .  Luffman CR James Marion Parrish 
Ald c. F. Bennett CoP Harley Smith 
Ald Pennick McLemore FC Roy Graves 
Ald W .  B .  Elam SS Walter R .  Luffman 
Ald Joel Bradbury 
T<MN OF MEDON (Madison) -W- 115 F.Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  58 Phone 













Mrs . Griff McDaniel 
Sammie Wilson 
CITY OF MEMPHIS (Shelby) -W- 4o7 , 439 F.Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 11/59 Phone JAckson 7-6621 
Tuesday each week, 2 : 30 p .m. , at Courthouse 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
' Mayor Edmund Orgill PC Ch Robert Day Smith 
V-May Claude A .  Armour (CP,CF) PA Walter Joyce 
Comm Henry Loeb (CPW) PI Frank W. Moylan 
Comm Stanley Dillard, Sr. (CFin) ScS Ernest c .  Ball 
Comm John T .  Dwyer Jg Beverly Boushe ( city) 
Tr L .  D. Erwin Jg John c .  Colton ( city-traffic) 
Atty Frank B .  Gianotti, Jr. SP H .  s .  Lewis 
BI Howard Slover SSP W .  H .  Hugo 
CoP ' J .  c .  MacDonald Lib Jesse Cunningham 
Eng William B. Fowler TA Joe s .  Hicks 
DPZ Fred w .  Davis CD Col. John F. Sonnners 
BII Frank Kettler Lightz Gas & Water Division 
FC John C o  Klinck Pres T. H. Allen 
FM Edgar P .  Lovell V-Pres James R .  Morton 
SG W o  A .  Ryan Comm Horace H .  Hull 
ElecI Harry L .  Thomas Comm T .  Walker Lewis 
Compt Charles Crutchfield Comm Ira Lichterman 
HO ff Dr .  L .  M. Graves 
T<MN OF MANCHESTER (Coffee ) -M- 3,08o F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 5/58 Phone PArkway 8-2112 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Dr .  Clarence Farrar FC Floyd Fetzer 
Ald Dr .  Charles L .  Rogers HO ff Dr. J .  H .  Farrar 
Ald Clarence Tillett ScS Clyde Evans 
Ald George Norvell Atty Harry B .  Gilley 
Ald Boyd Jackson CD c .  o. Harryman 
Ald Winston Rollins CoP Robert E .  Fishe 
Ald Roy Winton WBCh D. W .  Wilhelm 
CR Mrs .  Vivian Clendenon DPW Howard W .  Miller 
313 CITY OF MARTIN (Weakley) -W- 4, 448 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 6/58 Phone 









Dr .  R .  w. Brandon, Jr. 








W .  H .  Heath 
Buster Williams 
W .  H .  Heath 
H .  G .  Edmonson 
Luke Hannings 
CITY OF MARYVILLE (Blount ) -E- 10,723 F .Yr . 8/31 Elec.7/59 Phone YU 3-4012 










Dr. Lea Callaway 
J .  N. Proffitt (DFin) 
Luther M. Kidd (DPS) 
Eckles West (DPW) 
John R. Bluford 
Hugh E .  Delozier 
George Jackson 











Dr. Julian c .  Lentz 
William Cate 
Lynn Shasteen 




Joe B .  Irwin 
G�Dr(f « tJ19c Ks1JAI 
TOWN OF MASON (Tipton -W- 414 F .Yr.12 31 Ele c . 4  58 Phone 
Second Tuesday each month, : 00 p .m. , at Mason Fire Department 
Mayor J .  A .  Whitaker Ald H .  L. Harris , Jr . 
Ald c .  E .  Nash Ald J. N .  M. Taylor, Jr. 
Ald c .  G. Moseley CR Mrs .  Laura P .  O 'Kelley 
Ald N. R .  Seay Atty w. c .  Tipton 
Ald L .  c. Williamson sww c .  E .  Nash 
TOWN OF MAURY CITY (Crockett) -W- 553 F.Yr . 5/14 Elec . 5/59 Phone 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Planters Bank 
Mayor w. T .  Poston Ald W .  D. Agee 
Ald J .  M. Riddick CR-Tr Coy R .  Branch 
Ald F. P .  Scallions ScS W. H. Smith 
Ald I .  M .  Perry Mar Woodrow w .  Riddick 
Ald Guy Earnhart SS w .  T .  Poston 
.. 
TOWN OF MEDINA (Gibson) -w- 690 F.Ynn/30 Ele c . 11/57 Phone 6616 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Walter R .  Luffman CR James Marion Parrish 
Ald c. F. Bennett CoP Harley Smith 
Ald Pennick McLemore FC Roy Graves 
Ald W .  B .  Elam SS Walter R .  Luffman 
Ald Joel Bradbury 
T<MN OF MEDON (Madison) -W- 115 F.Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  58 Phone 













Mrs . Griff McDaniel 
Sammie Wilson 
CITY OF MEMPHIS (Shelby) -W- 4o7 , 439 F.Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 11/59 Phone JAckson 7-6621 
Tuesday each week, 2 : 30 p .m. , at Courthouse 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
' Mayor Edmund Orgill PC Ch Robert Day Smith 
V-May Claude A .  Armour (CP,CF) PA Walter Joyce 
Comm Henry Loeb (CPW) PI Frank W. Moylan 
Comm Stanley Dillard, Sr. (CFin) ScS Ernest c .  Ball 
Comm John T .  Dwyer Jg Beverly Boushe ( city) 
Tr L .  D. Erwin Jg John c .  Colton ( city-traffic) 
Atty Frank B .  Gianotti, Jr. SP H .  s .  Lewis 
BI Howard Slover SSP W .  H .  Hugo 
CoP ' J .  c .  MacDonald Lib Jesse Cunningham 
Eng William B. Fowler TA Joe s .  Hicks 
DPZ Fred w .  Davis CD Col. John F. Sonnners 
BII Frank Kettler Lightz Gas & Water Division 
FC John C o  Klinck Pres T. H. Allen 
FM Edgar P .  Lovell V-Pres James R .  Morton 
SG W o  A .  Ryan Comm Horace H .  Hull 
ElecI Harry L .  Thomas Comm T .  Walker Lewis 
Compt Charles Crutchfield Comm Ira Lichterman 
HO ff Dr .  L .  M. Graves 
TCMN OF MIDDLETON {Hardeman) -W- 459 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 2/59 Phone FRanklin 6-2521 
Third Monday each month, 7 :  30 p .m. , at Bank of Middleton 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, April to September 
Mayor W .  D. Turner Ald 
Ald Jasper Phillips CR Francis L .  Simpson, Jr . 
Ald W .  M. Sain Tr Charlie Yopp 
CITY OF MILAN (Gibson) -W- 5 , 637 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec. 12/58 Phone MUrray 6-3301 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, Ap�il to September 
May.:or .Jebfl: G. � eadgill: H. 5tc t;er wd• CoP Ben Johnson 
V-May HGw.ard 'llaorloF cLco �wer.S E!Mgr J .  T .  Thompson 
Ald Paul Anderson FC Fred Dickey 
Ald J. M .  Jones ScS J. W.· Thomas 
Ald Propst Keaton SS Leroy Phelps 
Ald -We.l.t&r Koekf"r11tiK L . C11rr1Jll Jg John Threadgill 
Ald J. 'Pa Pie:i:: ee�8�Nllell lloLmeS Lib Mrs . G. H. Dickey 
CR Mrs . Jean Daniels TA John McNail 
Tr .J Hu Jenee 6e.NH rr HoL mes CD w .  o. King 
Atty Currie Drake 
TCMN OF MILLINGTON Shelby -W- 4 696 F .Yr . 5  31 
First Monday each month, : 00 p . m . , at City Hall 
Mayor R. Coleman Smith CR-Tr 
Ald Charles Baker Atty 
Ald Leonard Dunavant CoP 
Ald w .  v. Forsythe sww 
Ald Louis Haddad SS 
Ald c .  w .  Maley Jg 
Ald L .  C .  Jackson FC 
Ald Morris Raney CD 
Elec .12 60 Phone CA 3-3334 
Mrs. Lois Uffelman 
James W .  Watson 
Orion D .  Wait 
Victor Pitts 
Victor Pitts 
Charles w. Pruitt 
Thomas L .  Goin 
L .  c .  Jackson 
TCMN OF MITCHELLVIl.LE {Sumner }> -M- 202 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 11/58 Phone 





J. Bo Pearson 








L .  B .  Kirby 
Mrs. Homer Briley 
w. L .  Bell 
T<;'WN OF MONTEREY {Putnam) -M� 2,043 F.Yr. 12/31 Elec . 12/57 Phone 2211 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Julian Walker CR-Jg w .  1..  Holloway 
Ald Bill Wiggins Tr J .  s.  Woodford 
Ald R .  L .  Jernigan Atty John Gill 
Ald C .  c .  Uffelman FC Thomas M. Goff 
Ald R .  L .  Cate Mar N .  K .  Matthews 
Ald Elmer Woodford sww John L .  Sampley 
Ald R .  T .  Hargrove WBCh C .  M. Bohannan 
Ald Ha He Reecr(!n,./ lf11N6Lth SS Bill Vanderpool 
Ald Eld Pttgh- Ht9�K-el/ Sw19 //ows CD Molan Tudor 
TCMN OF MORRISON {Warren) -M- 301 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec. Phone ME 6-2421 






Joe T .  Lawrence 





J .  R .  Dearman 
Luther Rogers 
J .  N .  Smoot 
CITY OF MORRISTCMN (Hamblen) -E- 1 3 , 151 F . Yr . 12 31 Ele c . 12 58 Phone 35 
First and third Friday each month, : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor c .  Frank Davis HO ff Dr . Gordan Hislop 
V-May s.  J .  Anderson SS-Eng Allen J .  Davis 
Ald Fred W .  Hartman FC J .  E .  Burke 
Ald V .  E o  Bebber PC Ch W. A. Quillan, III 
Ald Bernie Christmas ScS Charles L. Ross 
CR-Jg Charles E o  Smith SP W o  R .  Hayter 
Clk-Tr Charles E .  Smith BI-PI Dick Bireley 
CoP E .  H .  Winstead sww R .  W o  Pritchard 
Atty Herbert Bacon TA w .  D. Carver 
E!Mgr R .  w. Pritchard CF in W .  J' .  Barron 
PBCh Herbert s.  Walters CF Earnest R .  Taylor 
Sec Mrs .  Amelj.a Lloyd CD R. w. Pritchard 
CE John J .  Anderson Lib Mrs . Carrie Stuart 
TOWN OF MOSCOW (Fayette) -W- 394 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 1/58 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Moscow Savings Bank 
Mayor Edd Pulliam Ald Ennis J .  Hurdle 
Ald J .  L. Crossett CR J .  L .  Crossett 
Ald Robert s .  Hurdle •rr s .  A .  Browning 
Ald S .  A .  Browning FC R .  L .  Tacker 
Ald Harold F .  Ashford Mar Bill Holland 
Ald J .  w .  Owens sww Claude W. ·Rich 
TCMN OF MIDDLETON {Hardeman) -W- 459 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 2/59 Phone FRanklin 6-2521 
Third Monday each month, 7 :  30 p .m. , at Bank of Middleton 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, April to September 
Mayor W .  D. Turner Ald 
Ald Jasper Phillips CR Francis L .  Simpson, Jr . 
Ald W .  M. Sain Tr Charlie Yopp 
CITY OF MILAN (Gibson) -W- 5 , 637 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec. 12/58 Phone MUrray 6-3301 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, Ap�il to September 
May.:or .Jebfl: G. � eadgill: H. 5tc t;er wd• CoP Ben Johnson 
V-May HGw.ard 'llaorloF cLco �wer.S E!Mgr J .  T .  Thompson 
Ald Paul Anderson FC Fred Dickey 
Ald J. M .  Jones ScS J. W.· Thomas 
Ald Propst Keaton SS Leroy Phelps 
Ald -We.l.t&r Koekf"r11tiK L . C11rr1Jll Jg John Threadgill 
Ald J. 'Pa Pie:i:: ee�8�Nllell lloLmeS Lib Mrs . G. H. Dickey 
CR Mrs . Jean Daniels TA John McNail 
Tr .J Hu Jenee 6e.NH rr HoL mes CD w .  o. King 
Atty Currie Drake 
TCMN OF MILLINGTON Shelby -W- 4 696 F .Yr . 5  31 
First Monday each month, : 00 p . m . , at City Hall 
Mayor R. Coleman Smith CR-Tr 
Ald Charles Baker Atty 
Ald Leonard Dunavant CoP 
Ald w .  v. Forsythe sww 
Ald Louis Haddad SS 
Ald c .  w .  Maley Jg 
Ald L .  C .  Jackson FC 
Ald Morris Raney CD 
Elec .12 60 Phone CA 3-3334 
Mrs. Lois Uffelman 
James W .  Watson 
Orion D .  Wait 
Victor Pitts 
Victor Pitts 
Charles w. Pruitt 
Thomas L .  Goin 
L .  c .  Jackson 
TCMN OF MITCHELLVIl.LE {Sumner }> -M- 202 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 11/58 Phone 





J. Bo Pearson 








L .  B .  Kirby 
Mrs. Homer Briley 
w. L .  Bell 
T<;'WN OF MONTEREY {Putnam) -M� 2,043 F.Yr. 12/31 Elec . 12/57 Phone 2211 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Julian Walker CR-Jg w .  1..  Holloway 
Ald Bill Wiggins Tr J .  s.  Woodford 
Ald R .  L .  Jernigan Atty John Gill 
Ald C .  c .  Uffelman FC Thomas M. Goff 
Ald R .  L .  Cate Mar N .  K .  Matthews 
Ald Elmer Woodford sww John L .  Sampley 
Ald R .  T .  Hargrove WBCh C .  M. Bohannan 
Ald Ha He Reecr(!n,./ lf11N6Lth SS Bill Vanderpool 
Ald Eld Pttgh- Ht9�K-el/ Sw19 //ows CD Molan Tudor 
TCMN OF MORRISON {Warren) -M- 301 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec. Phone ME 6-2421 
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Ald Bernie Christmas ScS Charles L. Ross 
CR-Jg Charles E o  Smith SP W o  R .  Hayter 
Clk-Tr Charles E .  Smith BI-PI Dick Bireley 
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Atty Herbert Bacon TA w .  D. Carver 
E!Mgr R .  w. Pritchard CF in W .  J' .  Barron 
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Ald S .  A .  Browning FC R .  L .  Tacker 
Ald Harold F .  Ashford Mar Bill Holland 
Ald J .  w .  Owens sww Claude W. ·Rich 
TOWN OF MOUNT PLEASANT (Maury) -M- 3,ogr F.Yr . 5/31 Elec.7/59 Phone DRake 9-3201 









s .  M. McGaw 
Ronald Morrison 
-R· Ja ariseem-�c� t_�id 
Do W .  Ce�il , > € ldT. � 









J. E. Har<Uson 
Raymond Sims 
John Petty 
Ha Jn-C�9'11r 4 #S°;j /?11/. s'TD/I/ 
W. B. Ralston 
Herman Hill 
Harry G. Paul 
TOWN OF MOUNTAIN CITY {Johnson) -E- 1,405 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.3/59 Phone 3611 






F. E.  Robinson 
Lewis w .  May 
Chester F. Blevins 
R .  J .  Eastridge 






T. W .  Wilson 
W .  R. Mutter 
Hill Ward 
T. w. Wilson 
J.  T. Wilson 
TOWN OF MUNFORD (Tipton) -W- gr6 F.Yr .6/30 Elec . 5/59 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 :  30 p.m. , at Munford Bank · 
Mayor George R .  Ellis, Jr. CR-Tr Henry Bass, 
Ald John Bomar Atty Will Tipton 
Ald J.  R .  Bibb HOff A.  s.  Witherington 
Ald c .  D. Demery Mar H. E.  Ranks 
Ald H .  N .  Haddad TA Bob Baddour 
Ald E.  c .  Pritchett SS H.  E .  Ranks 
Ald J. M. Crigger, Jr. 
CITY OF MURFREESBORO Rutherford) -M- 14 'f79 F .Yr .12 31 Elec.4' . 6 Phone 'lW3-5210 
Thursday eac week, 7 :  p.m. , at City Hall 
Of'f'ices close Wednesday afternoon, May to September 
Mayor A. L .  Todd, Jr . 
�\ 
Atty A.  B. Huddleston 
V-May E .  C .  Fite CoP N.  w .  Pow:ers 
Corm George Camp bell EIMgr w .  E.  Landers 
Coun · Rollie Hol<l;en FC B.  B.  Qualls 
Coun Frank Stephens PBCh Clyde Fite 
Corm Herman Jon.es PC Ch Hicks Neal. 
Corm Barton Dement, Jr. ScS B. E. Hobgood 
Mgr H.  L.  McCullough sww Joe w .  Lovell 
CR-Jg Albert Williams TA John D. Barber 
BI c .  No $Jnotherman CD H .  Miller Lanier 
Tr Miss T.  D. Adams 
CITY OF NASHVILLE (D3.vidsqn) -M- 1762170 F.Yr .7/31 Elec . 5/59 Phone ALpine 5-0361 First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day 
Mayor Ben West Atty Raymond H. Leathers 
V-May Ho Sanders Anglea CoP Douglas E.  Hosse 
Corm John B• Robinson BI J .  Douglas Roach Corm Lewis Payne DFW Karl B. Stallings Coun w .  P .  Doyle, Jr. EIMgr Leona.rd Sisk 
Coun John Wo  Overall DPZ William A. Pitts 
Coun Charles E. Riley DFin Joe E. Torrence (acting) Coun Robert E.  Lillard Eng Karl B. Stallings Coun Frank Melfi HOff Dr. T. v. Woodring Coun George c .  Farris FC John Ragsdale Coun Mrs .  James C .  Bartlett FM Dan Hicks 
Coun George w .  Carlisle PA E .  B.  Smith 
Coun A. Wesley Dixson PCCh A .  J.  Dyer 
Coun W.  Y.  Draper ScS w. H.  Oliver Coun Fred A.  Fischer sww R.  L. Law:rence, Jr. Coun Ao D. Gillem Jg Andrew Doyle 
Coun z .  Alexander Looby Lib Dr .  Robert s .  Alvarez Coun J .  R .  Mansfield TA Henry Graham 
Coun W .  H .  Morgan CD Leslie Jett Coun Ernest Craft PBCh Leon Gilbert 
Coun H. Porter Smith PI Lee Frazer 
Coun Alfred Woodroof SP F. w .  Pickens 
Coun w. H. Yarbrough SS Irwin McKay 
Clk W .  M. Carr, Jr. · Compt w .  F. Burton Tr Hugh B .  Mott 





Ao W.  Lucas,  Jr. 
Charles Webb 
Allen Carman 





Cecil c .  Pepper 
Nathan Flexer 
Mrs. Doris Schneider 
Scott Porch 





Charles A. Torbett Ald 
B.f'u Ha 9& Eva::r1s E.i. &"1p6ef/ Ald 
J.  E .  Breeding Ald 
Charles England CR 
James Estep 
William ;2:pg9};.s Chll-5, C. Coo K  
Robert Cunningham 
Lawrence Ault 
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TCMN OF NEWBERN (Dyer •W- l 809 F.Yr .12 lst Tues . Elec.ll 57 Phone M 7-3221 










M. D. Johnson 
C • . Hays Hollar 
Franklin Parnell 
William P .  Murray 
Hubba.rd Newson 
Douglas Rice 
J. N .  Johnson 
M. D. !rY 









John M. Drake 




Joe Louis MUl.lins 
c .  Burt Hicks 
c . Burt Hicks 
TCMN OF NEWPORT( Cocke -E- 5 884 F.Yr.12 31 Elec .12 58 Phone 4323 
Second Friday each month, :00 p.m. , at City Hall 









Dr.  w. c .  Ruble, Jr. 
·Maek BQw.elf"s 1 J-r-.J; rr(!d tltJlll�S 
Fred Martine 
Harry Melton 
Walter J. Baker 
Herbert Stokely 
Bill Lillard 









Mrs. Anna Raines 
Ike Johnson 
Lyde Stokely 
w. c .  Vinson 
Hollis Cody 
Hugh Gray 
James s. Franks 
Fred Jones 
CITY OF NIOTA (McMinn) -E- 956 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.10 58 Phone 
Mayor c .  L. Knox Atty 
Comm Arthur Hicks sww 
CODllll W. R .  Ridge DFin 
Comm Eugene Collins CH 
CoDllll Eugene Buckner OoP 
Comm W. Te Conar SS 
CR-Jg Charles G.  Knox 
TCMN OF NORMANDY Bedford -M· 159 F.Yr.6 30 
No regu1a.r time, 7 :  30 p.m. , at Reeorder s ome 
Mayor 
Ald 







W. R. Ridge 
Eugene Collins 
Eugene Buckner 
w. T.  Conar 
Elec . Phone UL 7-3104 
Emmett Wooten 
Mrs .  Florella Bryon 
CITY OF NORRIS Anderson -E- 1 134 F .Yr .6 30 Elec .ll 58 Phone 445 Second and fourth Tuesday each month, · : 00 pom• , at Community Building Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor 







R o  Go Crossno 
John Coobs 
Wm. Gooch 
Drew s.  Hammond 














J. Oo  Artman 
Armond Arnurius 
Dro J. L .  Fowler 
Rex A. Elder: : 
David G. Schultz 
George Kirby 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 




Paul C.  Simpson *Atty Andrew D o  Tanner 
George M. Green, Jr. **Mgr T.  M. Crawford 
Edward E.  Schiel PCCh Granbery Jackson, Jr. 
*Address:  507 American Trust Building, Nashville, Tennessee 
**Address : West Melrose Building, Nashville 4, Tennessee 
TOWN OF OAim\LE (Morgan) -E- 7·18 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone First Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at Bullard Building Offices close Thursday a�ernoon · 
Mayor Louis T. Mills Ald Lonnie Hoskins 
Ald Ro  E .  Brashears Ald w. L .  Headrick 
Ald Joe Johnson Mar J. L. Lee 
Ald To Lo Byrd SS E .  c .  Leopper Ald R .  A. Angel Jg E .  c .  Le opp er 





J. F. Bradsher 
Horton Murrell 
Ernest Houston 





J. V. Hathaway 
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J. F. Bradsher 
Horton Murrell 
Ernest Houston 





J. V. Hathaway 
J.  v. Hathaway 
T. W. Tomlin 





















Mrs .  Jimmie Durr 
Ben w. Morris 
M. M. Young 
Lawrence Fox 
Ben w. Morris 
Chester Thompson 
TOWN. OF OLIVER SPRINGS Roane -E- l 089 F.Yr . 6  6 Elec . 5  59 Phone 461
1 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
s. c. Duggins CR L .  N. Brown Mayor 
Tr Maxine Harvey Ald L. D. Crass 
FC Neil Simmons Ald Austin Bailey 
Mar c.  w. Lively Ald Roy c .  Jackson sww M. A. Duggins Ald Luther Smith 
SS L .  D .  Crass Ald R .  N. Smith 
CD G. A. Bailey Ald Ed Duncan 
TCMN OF ONEIDA (Scott) -E- 1,304 F.Yr . 9/30 Elec. 11/57 Phone 109-J 














Carson & Wilson 





James W. Barnes 
Ruth Smith 













J. D. Caldwell 
Herman Seabolt 
Oscar West 
R.  H. West 




E .  c .  Freeman 
Andy . Smith 
w. T.  Goff 
(Grun ) -M- 1,083 F .Yr.6/30 Ele c . 8/58 Phone TCMN OF P
AI.MER h 
dy










Theodore L. Long 
CITY OF PARIS (Henry) -W- 9,164 F.Yr. 12/31 Elea. 12/58 Phone 173 First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, April to October 
Mayor Aaron Brown PBCh J.  M. Hill V-May Fate Vaughn PCCh John Reeves Comm Alex Ellis FC Paul Berry Comm Ray Pitt CoP Lawrence King Comm Richard Shofner ScS w. o. Inman CR I. H .  Dale SS Jake Marr Tr H. G .  Richardson EIMgr James Huffman Mgr Philip Watson SU James Huffman BI Philip B.  Watson CD Harry Neal Atty Richard L. Dunlap, Jr . 










s. D. Easterly 
J .  c .  Mcsween 
�a.x K. Dawson 
TOWN OF PARSONS (Decatur) -W- l,64o , F .Yr •. 9/l Eiec . 6/58 Phone 2761 First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day,- May to September 
Mayor J .  Mo Scott CP H. G .  Hawks 
V-May L .  F. Hubstedler CF-FC Billie Goff· 
Ald H .  G.  Hawks CFin Do R .  Price 
Ald Billie Goff CH c .  V. Maxwell 
Ald D. R .  Price SS L .  E. Rains 
Ald a .  v. Maxwell SSP-SWW Lewis Wheat 
Ald L. E .  Rains CR-Jg Joe E .  Crawley 
Ald a .  B .  Wortham PA Joe E .  Crawley 
Atty Edwin Townsend SG Jo L .  Lancaster 
TCMN OF .PETERSBURG Lincoln) ·M- 497 F.Yr o l  1 Elece2 59 Phone 4311 First Monday ea.ch mont , 7 :  0 pom. , at City Hall 
Mayor J. L .  Scott Ald Odell Pack 
Ald George Lee Redd CR G .  L.  Redd 
Ald C .  Bo Ellis CoP T.  P o  Bryant 
Ald Herman Scott SS T.  P o  Bryant 
Ald J .  Boone Moore sww Bruce Wells 
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Ald Billie Goff CH c .  V. Maxwell 
Ald D. R .  Price SS L .  E. Rains 
Ald a .  v. Maxwell SSP-SWW Lewis Wheat 
Ald L. E .  Rains CR-Jg Joe E .  Crawley 
Ald a .  B .  Wortham PA Joe E .  Crawley 
Atty Edwin Townsend SG Jo L .  Lancaster 
TCMN OF .PETERSBURG Lincoln) ·M- 497 F.Yr o l  1 Elece2 59 Phone 4311 First Monday ea.ch mont , 7 :  0 pom. , at City Hall 
Mayor J. L .  Scott Ald Odell Pack 
Ald George Lee Redd CR G .  L.  Redd 
Ald C .  Bo Ellis CoP T.  P o  Bryant 
Ald Herman Scott SS T.  P o  Bryant 
Ald J .  Boone Moore sww Bruce Wells 
Ald Lyndell Davis CD John Johnson 
... 45-
CMN OF PlXEVILLE Bledsoe) -E- 882 F.Yr
. 6  30 Elec . 12 
T · · · t Cit Hall First TUesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , a Y 
57 Phone 3375 







Rufus S .  Morgan 
Mark L.  Stephens 
J .  w .  Welch 
J .  B. Simpson 







Sam H. Brown 
Oscar Wheeler 
J .  w. Welch 
Proctor Upchurch 
) E 152 F Yr 6 30 Elec . 4  58 Phone Crossvill
e 535 
T<YN OF PLEASANT HILL Cumberland -
- • · • 










First Monday each month, 7 :  3.0 p .m. ' at City 
H�l 
b 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, June to 


















w. T. Hardison 
Harold Wilkinson 
Walter Brown 
William D� Caudill 
N. M. Hill 
J .  D.  Patton 









*Address : Gallatin, Tennessee 
Herbert Smith . 'L ��8' 5. UJ. 8r1 110. er, 
�t:JeJllm�� tf,.,,.,�o N  
ToilimY w .  Harrison 
Parmenas Cox 
�ii&&JlfM� S 51 AtS 
Dr. T. w. Harris 
Tom Moore 











s.  w .  Dorris 
Harsh & Kelly 
W .  E .  Thurman 
Harold Austin 
w .  T .  Hardison 
Arthur Lindsey 
Allen Tibbs 
Joe w.  Henry, Sr. 
T. R. Williamson 
Joe w. Henry, Sr. 
R. M• Bowers 
Walter L.  Anderson 
David Rhea 
w. L. Anderson 
Walter L. Anderson 





R .  L.  Crank 







J.  M. Dobbins 
E .  0 .  Alexander 
GlITY'�·;oF:�·*RED BANK-WHITE OAK Hamilton -E-10 192 F.Yr.6 30 Elec. 6  59 Phone TR7-2045 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 r  0 p.m. , at City Hall 





Burk So  Millard 
James 119 Brown 
Paul T. Grammer 




R. Hayden Landers 
Joe H .  Smith 
P .  Cliff Greenwood 
*Address: 3005 Dayton Boulevard, Chattanooga 5,  Temiessee 
CITY OF RED BOILING SPRINGS Madon •M- 618 F.Yro6 30 Eleo . 4  59 Phone 
Mayor Milton Butler Coun J. c. Witcher 
V-May Glenn Witcher Coun J.  P. �iver 
Coun B. w. Chitwood Atty c .  R .  Jent 
Coun o .  R .  Joines Clk-Jg B.  L .  Crowder 
Coun w. Ao Moss CoP Herlon Cox 
TOWN OF RICHARD CITY Marion -E- 300 F.Yr . 5  30 Elec. Phone 




A .  E .  Legg 
M.  Kilgore 




A. E .  Stone 
Frances Stroup 
R. A .. Dobbins 
TCWN OF RIDGELY Lake -W- 1 504 F.Yr . 6  30 Elec.7 59 Phone AM 4-7182 
First Tuesday each month, : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 








Carl s. Miller 
w .  B. Acree 
J. w .  Brown 
W .  E .  Dunlap 
Billy E .  Jimerson 
P .  E .  Leonard 







George H .  (Q.T• ) West 
Noel Hugh Riley 
H. G .  Thurmon 
Aubrey Wood 
Norve1 James 
C .  R .  Dodd 
CMN OF PlXEVILLE Bledsoe) -E- 882 F.Yr
. 6  30 Elec . 12 
T · · · t Cit Hall First TUesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , a Y 
57 Phone 3375 
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Mark L.  Stephens 
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Proctor Upchurch 
) E 152 F Yr 6 30 Elec . 4  58 Phone Crossvill
e 535 
T<YN OF PLEASANT HILL Cumberland -
- • · • 
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H�l 
b 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, June to 
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N. M. Hill 
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Parmenas Cox 
�ii&&JlfM� S 51 AtS 
Dr. T. w. Harris 
Tom Moore 











s.  w .  Dorris 
Harsh & Kelly 
W .  E .  Thurman 
Harold Austin 
w .  T .  Hardison 
Arthur Lindsey 
Allen Tibbs 
Joe w.  Henry, Sr. 
T. R. Williamson 
Joe w. Henry, Sr. 
R. M• Bowers 
Walter L.  Anderson 
David Rhea 
w. L. Anderson 
Walter L. Anderson 





R .  L.  Crank 







J.  M. Dobbins 
E .  0 .  Alexander 
GlITY'�·;oF:�·*RED BANK-WHITE OAK Hamilton -E-10 192 F.Yr.6 30 Elec. 6  59 Phone TR7-2045 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 r  0 p.m. , at City Hall 





Burk So  Millard 
James 119 Brown 
Paul T. Grammer 




R. Hayden Landers 
Joe H .  Smith 
P .  Cliff Greenwood 
*Address: 3005 Dayton Boulevard, Chattanooga 5,  Temiessee 
CITY OF RED BOILING SPRINGS Madon •M- 618 F.Yro6 30 Eleo . 4  59 Phone 
Mayor Milton Butler Coun J. c. Witcher 
V-May Glenn Witcher Coun J.  P. �iver 
Coun B. w. Chitwood Atty c .  R .  Jent 
Coun o .  R .  Joines Clk-Jg B.  L .  Crowder 
Coun w. Ao Moss CoP Herlon Cox 
TOWN OF RICHARD CITY Marion -E- 300 F.Yr . 5  30 Elec. Phone 




A .  E .  Legg 
M.  Kilgore 




A. E .  Stone 
Frances Stroup 
R. A .. Dobbins 
TCWN OF RIDGELY Lake -W- 1 504 F.Yr . 6  30 Elec.7 59 Phone AM 4-7182 
First Tuesday each month, : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 








Carl s. Miller 
w .  B. Acree 
J. w .  Brown 
W .  E .  Dunlap 
Billy E .  Jimerson 
P .  E .  Leonard 







George H .  (Q.T• ) West 
Noel Hugh Riley 
H. G .  Thurmon 
Aubrey Wood 
Norve1 James 
C .  R .  Dodd 
CITY OF *RIIXlESIDE (Ha.milton) -E- 337 F.Yr. Elec . 11 58 Phone 
Third Tuesday in April, July, tober and January, 7 : 30 p .m . , at 201 Windmere Dr. 
Chm 
Tr 
P.  B. Shepherd Sec 
Fred M. Williams 
*Address: Chattanooga, Tennessee 
Mrs .  Mary E. Porzelius 
TOWN OF RI:IXlETOP Robertson -M- 354 F.Yr . 6  30 Elec.7 .59 Phone G ' ville 9-2998 






Paul o. Brake 






D. w. Templeton 
J. L. Callis 
Mrs.  J .  c .  Mayes 
Mrs .  Mary E.  Hall 
TOWN OF RIPLEY (Lauderdale) -W- 3 , 318 F.Yr . 3/31 Elec . 4/58 Phone 103 
First Monday each mon·l;h, 7 :  30 p .ni. , at Courthouse 













Dr. ,J .  So  Scott 
Julian Belton 
J .  Otis Paris 
F:rank Garner 
Wm. Tucker, III 
W .  c .  Fitzhugh 
N o  E .  Wright 

















Dr. J. s. Scott 
w. A. Grimes 
Mrs. K .  s. Hutcheson 
Jllcl< DvvAll 
413 F .Yr . l  1 . Elec . l  58 Phone 
:00 p .m.  
Ald Bryan Elam 
CR c .  Bonner 
Acct John Gillean 
CoP John Hood 
CITY OF ROCKWOOD (Roane) -E- 4,885 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/59 Phone 40 
Second Thursday each month, 7 :  30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Russell E .  Simmops E!Mgr C .  A.  Harmon 
Coilllrl Judson H .  Carson FC J .  H .  Albertson, Jr . 
Conim William J .  Haren PBCh J. H. Albertson, Jr. 
CR Alvin Nelson SS Arthur Fox 
Atty Ralph Tedder sww Alvin E .  Nelson 
CH Dr. R .  F. Regester WBCh Hollus L. Knight 
CoP Alden Tiller CD 
-48-









Dr. c .  c .  Johnson 
-Reid i'eu•y Pr. E.m. f-le,ulersol'I 
�1'0B 1\l:l:ey Lewis 1(,.# <:,  
York Cooter 
















Ben A ;  Cunningham 
Bill Phipps 
Robert Cloy 
Lyon A.  Hamblen 





J.  w. 
A. K .  
w .  H. 








M. L. Baker 
J .  w. Boyd 
M. L .  Baker 








T.  B o  Karnes 
Lynn Boyette 
Fred P .  Elrod 
Lloyd Bugg 
J.  R o  Norman 









R .  L.  Beaumont 
Quinton Atchison 
Fred P .  Elrod 
Fred P .  Elrod 
J .  R .  Norman 





Dr .  L .  C o  Byran 
James R .  Cabbage 






Earl E .  Shirley 
W.  I .  Daniel 
Clem R .  Wester 
Lee E .  Cate 





J .  s .  Allen 
Hardy Pitts 
Cecil Hanna 






A .  L .  Ross 
L. E .  Willis 
J .  E .  Holland 
Kenneth Grooms 
CITY OF *RIIXlESIDE (Ha.milton) -E- 337 F.Yr. Elec . 11 58 Phone 
Third Tuesday in April, July, tober and January, 7 : 30 p .m . , at 201 Windmere Dr. 
Chm 
Tr 
P.  B. Shepherd Sec 
Fred M. Williams 
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w. A. Grimes 
Mrs. K .  s. Hutcheson 
Jllcl< DvvAll 
413 F .Yr . l  1 . Elec . l  58 Phone 
:00 p .m.  
Ald Bryan Elam 
CR c .  Bonner 
Acct John Gillean 
CoP John Hood 
CITY OF ROCKWOOD (Roane) -E- 4,885 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/59 Phone 40 
Second Thursday each month, 7 :  30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Russell E .  Simmops E!Mgr C .  A.  Harmon 
Coilllrl Judson H .  Carson FC J .  H .  Albertson, Jr . 
Conim William J .  Haren PBCh J. H. Albertson, Jr. 
CR Alvin Nelson SS Arthur Fox 
Atty Ralph Tedder sww Alvin E .  Nelson 
CH Dr. R .  F. Regester WBCh Hollus L. Knight 
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-48-









Dr. c .  c .  Johnson 
-Reid i'eu•y Pr. E.m. f-le,ulersol'I 
�1'0B 1\l:l:ey Lewis 1(,.# <:,  
York Cooter 
















Ben A ;  Cunningham 
Bill Phipps 
Robert Cloy 
Lyon A.  Hamblen 





J.  w. 
A. K .  
w .  H. 








M. L. Baker 
J .  w. Boyd 
M. L .  Baker 








T.  B o  Karnes 
Lynn Boyette 
Fred P .  Elrod 
Lloyd Bugg 
J.  R o  Norman 









R .  L.  Beaumont 
Quinton Atchison 
Fred P .  Elrod 
Fred P .  Elrod 
J .  R .  Norman 





Dr .  L .  C o  Byran 
James R .  Cabbage 






Earl E .  Shirley 
W.  I .  Daniel 
Clem R .  Wester 
Lee E .  Cate 





J .  s .  Allen 
Hardy Pitts 
Cecil Hanna 






A .  L .  Ross 
L. E .  Willis 
J .  E .  Holland 
Kenneth Grooms 
TOWN OF SAMBURG Obion -W- 378 F .Yr.11 1 Elec. . Phone 

















H. N. Montgomery 
Jo E. Corbitt 
Golie Stanfill 
J. H. Ross 
TOWN OF SAULSBURY (Hardeman) -w- 143 
Mayor w .  E. Floyd 
Ald c .  E. Cox 
Ald v. c .  Daniel 















w .  I .  Gantlett 
J .  J .  Denton 
J .  T. Spicer 
W. I. Gantlett 
Morris Miles 
Elec . 8  58 Phone 
J. A. Hanna 
J. H. Jones 
Joe c .  Davis 
Less Huff 
J .  H. Jones 
Elec. 
E .  J.  Cox 
R· A. Emerson 
C .  E.  Cox 
Phone 
T<MN OF SAVANNAH Hardin) -W- 3 280 F.Yr . 9  30 Eleo.4 59 Phone 3521 
First Friday each month, 7 :  0 p.m. , at City Hall 
















John J. Ross 
A. c. Tarlton 














Dennie R. Tyler 
Lon Willoughby 
Dennie R .  Tyler 
Al Ashe 
· 






A.  c.  Tarlton 
TOWN OF SELMER {McNairy) �w- 1,759 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.ll/57 Phone 3677 
Friday a:fter first Monday each month, 7 : 30 pomo , at City office 
Mayor Will �om Abernathy FC D. c. Ammons 
Ald T. W o McBride PC Ch T.  R .  Barr 
Ald Dr. To R.  Barr sos 
Ald � 1-:E,tJl;LK1°".s6N SS T .  W .  McBride 
Ald <i"e 01we. �1Jbi 1tso11 sww Arch Whitaker 
CR�Tr c .  c .  Smith CD Jo Louis Adams 
Atty Will Tom Abernathy CoP B. B. Replogle 









Dr .  Ronald J.  Ingle 
Dr. R .  A. Broady 
.George Wo Lawson 
Oarl" Roberte 
Dana Parrott 
Robert L .  Ogle, Sr. 










T .  M. Wynn, Jr. 
Fred Pierce 
H. C .  Blair 
Thurman Ownby 
Carl H .  Roberts 
H .  c .  Blair 
T.  M. Wynn, Jr. 
Gene Catlett 
TCMN OF SHARON Weakl.e -w- 880 F.Yr . 6  30 Elea . 6  58 Phone 119 
First Monday each niont , 7 : 30 p .m. , at Mayor' s  of'f'ice 
Mayor Will Allen Ezell CR W .  Wo Roberts 
Ald R .  c .  Stoker sww Thurman D. Adams 
Ald Jack Sinunons SS Russell Jones 
Ald Eugene Gordon Mar Reece Cole 
Ald James E.  Erwin CD Jerry Cannon 
CITY OF SHELBYVILLE (Bedf'ord) -M- 102082 FoYro8/31 Elec . 8/57 Phone MU 4-5811 










William So  Russell 
Morton Tune 
Gordon Noblitt 
O.  C o  Walker 
Lloyd Payne 
G .  N. Brown 
Ralph Brantley 
Joe D. Brown 











Bldel!'a Bi ehardeeft' CLAreN<.e Wheele� 
Po Jo Scudder 
John Foster 
Jack Taylor 
P o  J .  Scudder 
Mo  Lo  King 
TOWN OF SAMBURG Obion -W- 378 F .Yr.11 1 Elec. . Phone 

















H. N. Montgomery 
Jo E. Corbitt 
Golie Stanfill 
J. H. Ross 
TOWN OF SAULSBURY (Hardeman) -w- 143 
Mayor w .  E. Floyd 
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J .  T. Spicer 
W. I. Gantlett 
Morris Miles 
Elec . 8  58 Phone 
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T<MN OF SAVANNAH Hardin) -W- 3 280 F.Yr . 9  30 Eleo.4 59 Phone 3521 
First Friday each month, 7 :  0 p.m. , at City Hall 
















John J. Ross 
A. c. Tarlton 














Dennie R. Tyler 
Lon Willoughby 
Dennie R .  Tyler 
Al Ashe 
· 
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Ald Dr. To R.  Barr sos 
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CR�Tr c .  c .  Smith CD Jo Louis Adams 
Atty Will Tom Abernathy CoP B. B. Replogle 









Dr .  Ronald J.  Ingle 
Dr. R .  A. Broady 
.George Wo Lawson 
Oarl" Roberte 
Dana Parrott 
Robert L .  Ogle, Sr. 










T .  M. Wynn, Jr. 
Fred Pierce 
H. C .  Blair 
Thurman Ownby 
Carl H .  Roberts 
H .  c .  Blair 
T.  M. Wynn, Jr. 
Gene Catlett 
TCMN OF SHARON Weakl.e -w- 880 F.Yr . 6  30 Elea . 6  58 Phone 119 
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William So  Russell 
Morton Tune 
Gordon Noblitt 
O.  C o  Walker 
Lloyd Payne 
G .  N. Brown 
Ralph Brantley 
Joe D. Brown 











Bldel!'a Bi ehardeeft' CLAreN<.e Wheele� 
Po Jo Scudder 
John Foster 
Jack Taylor 
P o  J .  Scudder 
Mo  Lo  King 
TOWN OF SIGNAL MOUNTAIN Hamilton -E- 1 786 F.Yr.9 30 Elec o 5  59 Phone TU 6-1361 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 :  0 p .m. , a.t Town Hall 
Mayor Charles E .  Dodd Tr p. H. Stegall 
Comm Claude R .  Givens Atty Joe C o  Wagner 
Comm P .  Ho  Stegall Acct c .  D. Buffon & Associates 
Comm J .  Pope Dyer CoP R .  M .  Kell, Sr. 
Comm c .  H o  Anderton FC R .  M. Kell, Sr. 
Clk C o  B .  Adams ss-sww c .  B.  Adams 
PA D. H.  Whithorne 
TCMN OF SILERTON (Hardeman) -W- 121 F.Yr. Elec . Phone 
Mayor Noel Siler Ald o .  J. Hopper 
Ald J.  R .  Fitts Ald A .  E.  Fitts 
Ald J. s.  Mccann CR A.  E.  Fitts 
Ald J. L .  Beshiers Mar C o  P .  Siler 
Ald James w .  Cupples SS J .  B.  Weaver 
Ald J. B. Weaver 
TOWN OF SLAYDEN Dickson -M� 90 F.Yr.12 31 Elec. 11 58 Phone Vanleer 3253 










B. E. Osburn 
Max Davenport 
Odie Procter 
TOWN OF �ITHVILLE (DeKalb) -M- 2,054 F.Yr. Elec. 2/59 Phone Lyric 5-4745 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , · at City Hall 










H .  D. Hibdon 
-Eo La M� flAJJy Fetl11K 
Jo A.  Hobson 
N.  F. Webb, Jr . 








B .  E .  Thomas 
J .  Fo Roy 
Hebron Bandy 
George Midgett 
Jo  A .  Conger 
TOWN OF SMYRNA (Rutherford) -M- 1, 544 F.Yr.7/1 Elec.11/57 Phone GL 9-2323 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p om. , at Meadow Lawn Homes 






John s.  Ridley 
Silas Coleman 
Robert w. Gwynne 






Howard L .  Coleman 
Robert Joyner 
George T.  Hart, Jr. 
Eugene Odorn 
TOWN OF SNEEDVILLE Hancock) -E- 457 F.Yr . 6  30 Elec. 6  59 Phone Second Tuesday eac month, 5 : 30 p .m. , at Citizens Bank 
Mayor Roy Fo Jarvis Ald Lloyd Jones V-May Wm. H.  Tyler, Jr. Ald Dr. J. E. Mills Ald J .  c .  Trent CR Miss Martha B. Collins Ald Miss Martha B.  Collins Mar Charlie Collins 









Io P o  Yancey 
J .  P .  Morton 
w .  H. Cocke 
Lebert Howse 
Preston Parks 
W. B. Wilkenson 
Jesse Price 
















Milton Counce Atty 
Roy J .. 9Bm& Fl oytl i>edmo4' CR•Tr �el E(/t;eAJe C.p-e.LlfN�oP F'inie \taneil LeoN llv-fc.lte� s FC }(, Ho Mat::beekl/rt"hvr /1119rheAI )" SS 
R .  L.  Matthews SG if; f;; P'E!!'@UO&l1Pr tl/.N. C?11Nlf'lf�tMuprtl *Address : Fulton, Kentucky !-. 
D. P .  Parsons 
Clay McCarley 
Hugh Starks 
:p. P .  Parsons 
J .  T.  Greet, Jr. 
Dr. J .  w .  Morris 
Roy c .  Coleson 
Charles Fields 
Beuton P�schal 












L. W. Loyd 
Fre.d W .  Smith 
Joe Barker 
A .  F. Sloan 
Paul Braden 








A .  A .  Kelly 
J .  M. Humble 
Fred Smith 
J. P .  Jay 
A.  s.  Kelley 
TOWN OF SIGNAL MOUNTAIN Hamilton -E- 1 786 F.Yr.9 30 Elec o 5  59 Phone TU 6-1361 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 :  0 p .m. , a.t Town Hall 
Mayor Charles E .  Dodd Tr p. H. Stegall 
Comm Claude R .  Givens Atty Joe C o  Wagner 
Comm P .  Ho  Stegall Acct c .  D. Buffon & Associates 
Comm J .  Pope Dyer CoP R .  M .  Kell, Sr. 
Comm c .  H o  Anderton FC R .  M. Kell, Sr. 
Clk C o  B .  Adams ss-sww c .  B.  Adams 
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TCMN OF SILERTON (Hardeman) -W- 121 F.Yr. Elec . Phone 
Mayor Noel Siler Ald o .  J. Hopper 
Ald J.  R .  Fitts Ald A .  E.  Fitts 
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Ald J. L .  Beshiers Mar C o  P .  Siler 
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Lebert Howse 
Preston Parks 
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Milton Counce Atty 
Roy J .. 9Bm& Fl oytl i>edmo4' CR•Tr �el E(/t;eAJe C.p-e.LlfN�oP F'inie \taneil LeoN llv-fc.lte� s FC }(, Ho Mat::beekl/rt"hvr /1119rheAI )" SS 
R .  L.  Matthews SG if; f;; P'E!!'@UO&l1Pr tl/.N. C?11Nlf'lf�tMuprtl *Address : Fulton, Kentucky !-. 
D. P .  Parsons 
Clay McCarley 
Hugh Starks 
:p. P .  Parsons 
J .  T.  Greet, Jr. 
Dr. J .  w .  Morris 
Roy c .  Coleson 
Charles Fields 
Beuton P�schal 












L. W. Loyd 
Fre.d W .  Smith 
Joe Barker 
A .  F. Sloan 
Paul Braden 








A .  A .  Kelly 
J .  M. Humble 
Fred Smith 
J. P .  Jay 
A.  s.  Kelley 
T<MN OF SPARTA (White) -M- 4,299 F.Yr.4/30 Elec . 4/59 Phone 2361 
First and third Friday each· month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Bailey Bockman CoP Charley Saylors 
Ald Nolan Verbel FC Oscar Bennett 
Ald Go Herbert Hale HO ff Dr. Charles A. Mitchell 
Ald Charles Robinson ScS Charles Golden 
Ald Herman Swindell SS John H. Demps 
Ald Beecher Pollard sww Ray Cowden 
Ald Ralph Hutson TA William Broyles 
CR-Jg Ray Cowden CD Mrs .  Joe Sta.nakas 
Atty s .  G. Butler 
T<MN OF SPENCER (Van Buren) -M- 721 · F.Yr.6/30 Elec . 5/59 Phone WR 6-2551 
Fourth Thursday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at Courthouse 
Mayor Claude Lewis Ald Orbett Garrett 
Ald R. J. Henessee Mar w .  B.  Rogers 
Ald w. s.  Maynard CR A .  p. Baker 
Ald E. L. Guy CD James L .  Sirmnons 
Ald c .  E .  Sirmnons 
T<MN OF SPRING CITY (Rhea) -E- 1,847 F.Y�6/30 Elec.7/59 Phone 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday a�ernoon 
Mayor Leonard Pack Atty R .  w .  Kermner 
V-May E .  w .  Johnson CoP Raymond Powers 
Comm H. R. Hinch Tr Octa Torbett 
Mgr v. z .  Cline ss-sww Perry Ferguson 
CR Glenn Metts PCCh J. B. Torbett 
FC w .  P.  Lyons OD Joe Kincannon 
HOff Dr .  Max Lindsey 
TOWN OF SPRING HILL (Maury) -M- 541 F.Yr.5/31 Elec. 5/61 Phone 2492 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 








w .  O. Stanfill 
Wilson Daniels 
Ed Whitwell 
Dr. B. H. Woodard 
eH::Le E9.-r,ffWii.1:tl!111rfig LllN<it.�r 













ih So Viok f!n/( fl-erc: <l 
w. •/}u Walker fhll P1er'e 
r:e • P • MeK:l:mi� Eel ttll11 tw e I/ \ "  
CITY OF SPRINGFIELD (Robertson) -M- 8,975 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .6/59 Phone j( or 619 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m:� , at City Hall 
Mayor · John R.  Long, Jr. sww W .  R. Nixon 
Cormn Richard Roark. EIMgr w. R. Nixon 
Cormn Hugh Ro Head Jg Harry Pepper 
Clk-TA Ernest Mo Dillard Lib Sue D. Taylor 
Atty George Yost SG Earl Burrow 
CoP otto Murphy HOff Dr .  W. B. Dye 
FC Landon Hall CD James Ao Porter 
ScS c .  F. Fisher PCCh G .  L.  Downer 
']QtlN OF STANTON (Haywood) -W- 503 F.Yr . 3/31 Elec.3/58 Phone 123 






w .  E .. Bedford 
Bo F. Beake 
Edward Peeler, Jr. 
L. s .  McCool, Sr. 






B. F. Beake 
C.  W.  Anderson 
Edward M. Manus 
Denton Young 
Mary Lou Beake 
TOWN OF SURGOINSVILLE (Hawkins) -E- 1,117 F.Yr.6/31 Elec .1/59 Phone 





Dr. G. c .  Lyons 
James Arnott 
_ Mack C o  Burchfield 
So M. Looney 






John c .  Rutledge 
Kyle Winningar 
Harry D. Brown 
Winfield B. Hale·,. Jr. 
CITY OF SWEETW'ATER (Monroe) -E- 4,199 F .Yr.6/30 Elec .6/59 Phone 5223 













Jack C o  Oates, Jr . 
Sam Ao Monger, Jr. 
J. R .  Tennyson 
Do N. McQuiddy 
David Cleveland, Jr. 
N.  H. Harris 
J. G .. Engleman 
w .  E.  Howe 
Walter Thomas 
S. J. Randall 











N.  H.  Harris 
K.  E. Ingram 
Joe H.  Wright 
E.  c .  Dougherty 
K. E.  Ingram 
Clarence Browder 
J .  A. Gibboney 
Clarence Browder 
J. R.  Tennyson 
Sam A.  Monger, Jr . 
TOWN OF TAZEWELL (Claiborne) -E· l,04o . F.Yr.6/30 Elec.12/57 Phone 









E.  J. Hardin, III 





Mrs .  Margaret Chumley 
Milt Cook 
Jack Ferguson 
William R. Stanifer 
T<MN OF SPARTA (White) -M- 4,299 F.Yr.4/30 Elec . 4/59 Phone 2361 
First and third Friday each· month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Bailey Bockman CoP Charley Saylors 
Ald Nolan Verbel FC Oscar Bennett 
Ald Go Herbert Hale HO ff Dr. Charles A. Mitchell 
Ald Charles Robinson ScS Charles Golden 
Ald Herman Swindell SS John H. Demps 
Ald Beecher Pollard sww Ray Cowden 
Ald Ralph Hutson TA William Broyles 
CR-Jg Ray Cowden CD Mrs .  Joe Sta.nakas 
Atty s .  G. Butler 
T<MN OF SPENCER (Van Buren) -M- 721 · F.Yr.6/30 Elec . 5/59 Phone WR 6-2551 
Fourth Thursday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at Courthouse 
Mayor Claude Lewis Ald Orbett Garrett 
Ald R. J. Henessee Mar w .  B.  Rogers 
Ald w. s.  Maynard CR A .  p. Baker 
Ald E. L. Guy CD James L .  Sirmnons 
Ald c .  E .  Sirmnons 
T<MN OF SPRING CITY (Rhea) -E- 1,847 F.Y�6/30 Elec.7/59 Phone 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday a�ernoon 
Mayor Leonard Pack Atty R .  w .  Kermner 
V-May E .  w .  Johnson CoP Raymond Powers 
Comm H. R. Hinch Tr Octa Torbett 
Mgr v. z .  Cline ss-sww Perry Ferguson 
CR Glenn Metts PCCh J. B. Torbett 
FC w .  P.  Lyons OD Joe Kincannon 
HOff Dr .  Max Lindsey 
TOWN OF SPRING HILL (Maury) -M- 541 F.Yr.5/31 Elec. 5/61 Phone 2492 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 








w .  O. Stanfill 
Wilson Daniels 
Ed Whitwell 
Dr. B. H. Woodard 
eH::Le E9.-r,ffWii.1:tl!111rfig LllN<it.�r 













ih So Viok f!n/( fl-erc: <l 
w. •/}u Walker fhll P1er'e 
r:e • P • MeK:l:mi� Eel ttll11 tw e I/ \ "  
CITY OF SPRINGFIELD (Robertson) -M- 8,975 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .6/59 Phone j( or 619 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m:� , at City Hall 
Mayor · John R.  Long, Jr. sww W .  R. Nixon 
Cormn Richard Roark. EIMgr w. R. Nixon 
Cormn Hugh Ro Head Jg Harry Pepper 
Clk-TA Ernest Mo Dillard Lib Sue D. Taylor 
Atty George Yost SG Earl Burrow 
CoP otto Murphy HOff Dr .  W. B. Dye 
FC Landon Hall CD James Ao Porter 
ScS c .  F. Fisher PCCh G .  L.  Downer 
']QtlN OF STANTON (Haywood) -W- 503 F.Yr . 3/31 Elec.3/58 Phone 123 






w .  E .. Bedford 
Bo F. Beake 
Edward Peeler, Jr. 
L. s .  McCool, Sr. 






B. F. Beake 
C.  W.  Anderson 
Edward M. Manus 
Denton Young 
Mary Lou Beake 
TOWN OF SURGOINSVILLE (Hawkins) -E- 1,117 F.Yr.6/31 Elec .1/59 Phone 





Dr. G. c .  Lyons 
James Arnott 
_ Mack C o  Burchfield 
So M. Looney 






John c .  Rutledge 
Kyle Winningar 
Harry D. Brown 
Winfield B. Hale·,. Jr. 
CITY OF SWEETW'ATER (Monroe) -E- 4,199 F .Yr.6/30 Elec .6/59 Phone 5223 













Jack C o  Oates, Jr . 
Sam Ao Monger, Jr. 
J. R .  Tennyson 
Do N. McQuiddy 
David Cleveland, Jr. 
N.  H. Harris 
J. G .. Engleman 
w .  E.  Howe 
Walter Thomas 
S. J. Randall 











N.  H.  Harris 
K.  E. Ingram 
Joe H.  Wright 
E.  c .  Dougherty 
K. E.  Ingram 
Clarence Browder 
J .  A. Gibboney 
Clarence Browder 
J. R.  Tennyson 
Sam A.  Monger, Jr . 
TOWN OF TAZEWELL (Claiborne) -E· l,04o . F.Yr.6/30 Elec.12/57 Phone 









E.  J. Hardin, III 





Mrs .  Margaret Chumley 
Milt Cook 
Jack Ferguson 
William R. Stanifer 
TOWN OF TELLICO PLAINS (Monroe) -E- 833 F.Yr . 9/10 Ele c . 9/57 Phone . 3-3000 






Will Cobb A1d 
Charles Wynn CR 
Aii'icd Ml±ee.pps t!L•r�Ne.e 8�rry coP 
Homer Martin CD 
ifmnee Bail&.f"J"/ttJ Y()fJIV� lttry 
F e  
GlEli!'e:aee Wa Oe:rtH:ll�rll'dl\/ p�"'•tts 
B. L. White 
J .  B.  Ware 
Ruben Buckner 
cl. D. L e. �  
VlttM!. r I-loo re r 
Ta.TN OF TIPTONVILLE (Lake ) -W- 1,953 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/58 Phone 65 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 






















Mrs .  Charles LeDuke 
James Harold Smith 
L?fBB Je.eeee E1t11rt etf Lew/s 
Fred Moore 
T .  B.  Van Pool 
TOWN OF TOONE {Hardeman) -W- 231 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/58 Phone 





A. E .  Smith 
E .  F.  Murdaugh 
c .  M. Foote 





Luther P .  Smith 
Albert L. Keller 
J .  A .  Overton 
John L.  Foote 
TOflN OF TOWNSEND { Blount ) -E- 328 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec.6/59 Phone 





D. H.  Tipton 
Sam Handley 
A.  R .  Lawson 






Fred M. Wilson 
Than Oliver 
Ralph Shaver 
TOWN OF TRACY CITY {Grundy) -M- 1, 452 F.Yr . 7/31 Elec . 2/58 Phone Lyric 2•3371 







J. H. Hoosier 
Fritz L.  Flury 
F.  c .  Baggenstoss 
George Sitz 








Fritz L. Flury 
w .  M. Ables, Jr • 
James Walker 
Carl Crisp 
James E .  Cheek 
CITY OF TRENTON (Gibson -W- 4 242 F.Yr . 10 l Elec .9 57 Phone 796 
Second and fourth Tues y eac month, 7 :  30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternQon, April to September 
Mayor Ja o, IseH�fiALph L11wLer Ellvigr W.Y. Howell Ald Glen Hurt FC Raymond Rogers 
Ald �a� �lerlyLe p.,.,..,., If'" HOf:f Dr. M. D.  Ingram 
Ald E .  T .  King PBCh Glen Hurt 
Ald Paul Powell ScS John Underwood 
Ald Edward E .  Tilgham SS Paul Powell 
Ald 'JJltey HeF&!"le.:aa �c m,t. fdAI Ac et Cain F .  Taylor 
CR-Jg Evelyn w .  Harwood Lib Leslie w. Smith 
Tr E .  T .  King TA Evelyn w. Harwood 
Atty Robert P .  Adams CD Marion H. Holmes 
Eng w .  Y .  Howell *PCCh Joe H. Wilson 
*Address:  P .  O.  Box 335, Trenton, Tennessee 
TCMN OF TRE'LEVANT (Carroll) -W- 765 F.Yr . 7/1 Elec . 3/58 Phone 55 
Second Tuesday each month, .7t00 p.mo , at Recorder's office 






M. J. Newbill · 
Benny Newbill 
c .  W .  Hopper 
Fo L o  Pinson 






Ho  L .  Bryant 
Wade Walker 
F.  Lo  Pinson 
TCMN OF TRJMBLE {Dyer) -W- 674 F.Yr . 9/30 Elec.9/57 Phone 








Will Ho  Parks CoP 
O'l:t\Y Grege'!:�efte,fer llArrts Fa 
Byron Alexander ScS 
Eawi:a MeBonald:EH /JI� /),fVtD sww 
Fred Wright TA 





c .  c .  Thompson 
Ho J .  Coffer 
Guy Gregory 
TOWN OF TROY (Obion) -W- 593 F .Yr . 6  1 Elec. 5 59 Phone 226 
First Thursday eac month, : OO p.m. , at City Hall 






Thomas M. Cunningham 
o. c. Berry 
w. B.  Forrester 
Everett Watson 







H. L .  Vaughn 
C .  W .  Hart 
R .  Oo Wilkerson 
Klyce Muse 
Everett Watson 
TOWN OF TELLICO PLAINS (Monroe) -E- 833 F.Yr . 9/10 Ele c . 9/57 Phone . 3-3000 






Will Cobb A1d 
Charles Wynn CR 
Aii'icd Ml±ee.pps t!L•r�Ne.e 8�rry coP 
Homer Martin CD 
ifmnee Bail&.f"J"/ttJ Y()fJIV� lttry 
F e  
GlEli!'e:aee Wa Oe:rtH:ll�rll'dl\/ p�"'•tts 
B. L. White 
J .  B.  Ware 
Ruben Buckner 
cl. D. L e. �  
VlttM!. r I-loo re r 
Ta.TN OF TIPTONVILLE (Lake ) -W- 1,953 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/58 Phone 65 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 






















Mrs .  Charles LeDuke 
James Harold Smith 
L?fBB Je.eeee E1t11rt etf Lew/s 
Fred Moore 
T .  B.  Van Pool 
TOWN OF TOONE {Hardeman) -W- 231 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/58 Phone 





A. E .  Smith 
E .  F.  Murdaugh 
c .  M. Foote 





Luther P .  Smith 
Albert L. Keller 
J .  A .  Overton 
John L.  Foote 
TOflN OF TOWNSEND { Blount ) -E- 328 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec.6/59 Phone 





D. H.  Tipton 
Sam Handley 
A.  R .  Lawson 






Fred M. Wilson 
Than Oliver 
Ralph Shaver 
TOWN OF TRACY CITY {Grundy) -M- 1, 452 F.Yr . 7/31 Elec . 2/58 Phone Lyric 2•3371 







J. H. Hoosier 
Fritz L.  Flury 
F.  c .  Baggenstoss 
George Sitz 








Fritz L. Flury 
w .  M. Ables, Jr • 
James Walker 
Carl Crisp 
James E .  Cheek 
CITY OF TRENTON (Gibson -W- 4 242 F.Yr . 10 l Elec .9 57 Phone 796 
Second and fourth Tues y eac month, 7 :  30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternQon, April to September 
Mayor Ja o, IseH�fiALph L11wLer Ellvigr W.Y. Howell Ald Glen Hurt FC Raymond Rogers 
Ald �a� �lerlyLe p.,.,..,., If'" HOf:f Dr. M. D.  Ingram 
Ald E .  T .  King PBCh Glen Hurt 
Ald Paul Powell ScS John Underwood 
Ald Edward E .  Tilgham SS Paul Powell 
Ald 'JJltey HeF&!"le.:aa �c m,t. fdAI Ac et Cain F .  Taylor 
CR-Jg Evelyn w .  Harwood Lib Leslie w. Smith 
Tr E .  T .  King TA Evelyn w. Harwood 
Atty Robert P .  Adams CD Marion H. Holmes 
Eng w .  Y .  Howell *PCCh Joe H. Wilson 
*Address:  P .  O.  Box 335, Trenton, Tennessee 
TCMN OF TRE'LEVANT (Carroll) -W- 765 F.Yr . 7/1 Elec . 3/58 Phone 55 
Second Tuesday each month, .7t00 p.mo , at Recorder's office 






M. J. Newbill · 
Benny Newbill 
c .  W .  Hopper 
Fo L o  Pinson 






Ho  L .  Bryant 
Wade Walker 
F.  Lo  Pinson 
TCMN OF TRJMBLE {Dyer) -W- 674 F.Yr . 9/30 Elec.9/57 Phone 








Will Ho  Parks CoP 
O'l:t\Y Grege'!:�efte,fer llArrts Fa 
Byron Alexander ScS 
Eawi:a MeBonald:EH /JI� /),fVtD sww 
Fred Wright TA 





c .  c .  Thompson 
Ho J .  Coffer 
Guy Gregory 
TOWN OF TROY (Obion) -W- 593 F .Yr . 6  1 Elec. 5 59 Phone 226 
First Thursday eac month, : OO p.m. , at City Hall 






Thomas M. Cunningham 
o. c. Berry 
w. B.  Forrester 
Everett Watson 







H. L .  Vaughn 
C .  W .  Hart 
R .  Oo Wilkerson 
Klyce Muse 
Everett Watson 
CITY OF TULLAHOMA (Coffee) -M- 8, 38o F.Yr . 6  30 Elec .8 57 Phone GL 5-2648 
Second and fourth Monday each month, : 00  p .m . ,  June-September; 7 : 30 p .m. , 
October�May, at Municipal Building 
Mayor Jack T. Farrar CPW 
Ald Ewin Coop EIMgr 
Ald T. L .  Fletcher CoP 
Ald Wil::l::l::f:e -Hw Sl;eelitOft J.Ft. rr f!. 11 FC 
Ald Warren w .  Richardson HO ff' 
Ald H .  Deane Pritchett ScS 
Ald 'RolH:e c, Bli:l"'& W· �. pA'll fJSbll PBCh 
CR-Jg Miss Alice Berry PC Ch 
Atty Richard Robertson CD 
TOWN OF UNION CITY (Obion) -W- 7,665 F.Yr . 6/30 
Tuesday each week, 9:00 a.m. , at City Hall . 
Mayor HM'� Hu Graham- Slim C. NAill/11� FC 
Comm Troy McPeake ( CFin) PA 
Comm Robert Mccowan (CPW) ScS 
Olk Miss Mildred Roberts SS 
Atty Robert Fry SWW 
CoP D. c .  Roberts Jg 
BI Tommy Cloys TA 
Tr w. B.  Crenshaw EIMgr 
Eng Tommy Cloys 
C .  A. Osborne 
A .  H .  Sanders 
T .  F. McEwen 
w. M. Shasteen 
Dr. B. E .  Gailbraith 
R .  E. Lee 
E .  I .  Hitt 
Morris Simon 
Wirt Armistead, Jr . 
Elec. 11/57 Phone 823 and 824 
J .  M.  Sedberry 
Hardy M. Graham 
J. c .  Maddax 
Robert Mccowan 
c .  B. Allen 
Hardy M. Graham 
c .  T .  Moss 
Mal.oolm Sel.1.ers 
TOWN OF VANLEER (Dickson) -M- 243 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/58 Phone 2321 





v. G. Seals 
Horace Suggs 
R.  H. Bateman 
Goff McGee 




Fred L.  Hoover 












w .  R .  Berry 
Elec. Phone 
Willard Talley 
R .  E .  Bonner 
o .  P .  Butler 







Gu c. Ri�d:K, Ke itJ, 8LA�ly CR 
-H. v. O'bepheft&o J4'e c. 111/, L �y Tr 
Joo c. R&eeft9<mr/.lll.a,.1!11ttlt�r FC 
Alan Boman CoP 
.;&ambelih Hctdgene t;11rf J()/,NS#N SS 
Patt3: Oere f"lll'Ks (?AAtntil/ CD 
w .  J. Allen 
w. Henry Davis 
Joe Gore 
A .  Jo  Ferrell 
C .  C .  Richard 
Harley .Burnett 
CITY OF WATERTCMN Wilson -M· 933 F.Yr.12 31 Elec.12 57 Phone Bel. 7-9781 First Friday each mont , 7 : 30 p.m. , at City H8.ll 
















George w. Griffith 
J .  D. Givens 
Neal illenJt>hN/l"j D11r611m 
M:f:teaeJ.J. RQbepts�n- €ti LveK 
� e-'f:d. �A�.S etfy 
W. A. Vann 
Anna Mathis 
{llJrL J1> l11v s1>AI 
Dro Jo C .  Armstrong 
� Or. vA111es P�we.rs 
Thomas E o  Bowman 
Will Warden 
R .  Parker White 
Curt Stitt 










Dr. G o  M. Allison 
Ernest Cotton 
George w. Griffith 
w. D. Sparks 
Edsel Floyd 
F·o Yr. 6 20 Elec. 5 59 Phone CY 6-2101 








J:es*....MQRiS dAAf t!;F r: P,,. c l,  
D o  Scott Porch, Jr. 
Floyd .Hardin 










E. Bo Brewer 







R. R .  Haggard, Jr . 
Buf'ord Allen 
Frank Helton 
CITY OF TULLAHOMA (Coffee) -M- 8, 38o F.Yr . 6  30 Elec .8 57 Phone GL 5-2648 
Second and fourth Monday each month, : 00  p .m . ,  June-September; 7 : 30 p .m. , 
October�May, at Municipal Building 
Mayor Jack T. Farrar CPW 
Ald Ewin Coop EIMgr 
Ald T. L .  Fletcher CoP 
Ald Wil::l::l::f:e -Hw Sl;eelitOft J.Ft.rrf!. 11 FC 
Ald Warren w .  Richardson HO ff' 
Ald H .  Deane Pritchett ScS 
Ald 'RolH:e c, Bli:l"'& W· �. pA'll fJSbll PBCh 
CR-Jg Miss Alice Berry PC Ch 
Atty Richard Robertson CD 
TOWN OF UNION CITY (Obion) -W- 7,665 F.Yr . 6/30 
Tuesday each week, 9:00 a.m. , at City Hall . 
Mayor HM'� Hu Graham- Slim C. NAill/11� FC 
Comm Troy McPeake ( CFin) PA 
Comm Robert Mccowan (CPW) ScS 
Olk Miss Mildred Roberts SS 
Atty Robert Fry SWW 
CoP D. c .  Roberts Jg 
BI Tommy Cloys TA 
Tr w. B.  Crenshaw EIMgr 
Eng Tommy Cloys 
C .  A. Osborne 
A .  H .  Sanders 
T .  F. McEwen 
w. M. Shasteen 
Dr. B. E .  Gailbraith 
R .  E. Lee 
E .  I .  Hitt 
Morris Simon 
Wirt Armistead, Jr . 
Elec. 11/57 Phone 823 and 824 
J .  M.  Sedberry 
Hardy M. Graham 
J. c .  Maddax 
Robert Mccowan 
c .  B. Allen 
Hardy M. Graham 
c .  T .  Moss 
Mal.oolm Sel.1.ers 
TOWN OF VANLEER (Dickson) -M- 243 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/58 Phone 2321 





v. G. Seals 
Horace Suggs 
R.  H. Bateman 
Goff McGee 




Fred L.  Hoover 












w .  R .  Berry 
Elec. Phone 
Willard Talley 
R .  E .  Bonner 
o .  P .  Butler 







Gu c. Ri�d:K, Ke itJ, 8LA�ly CR 
-H. v. O'bepheft&o J4'e c. 111/, L �y Tr 
Joo c. R&eeft9<mr/.lll.a,.1!11ttlt�r FC 
Alan Boman CoP 
.;&ambelih Hctdgene t;11rf J()/,NS#N SS 
Patt3: Oere f"lll'Ks (?AAtntil/ CD 
w .  J. Allen 
w. Henry Davis 
Joe Gore 
A .  Jo  Ferrell 
C .  C .  Richard 
Harley .Burnett 
CITY OF WATERTCMN Wilson -M· 933 F.Yr.12 31 Elec.12 57 Phone Bel. 7-9781 First Friday each mont , 7 : 30 p.m. , at City H8.ll 
















George w. Griffith 
J .  D. Givens 
Neal illenJt>hN/l"j D11r611m 
M:f:teaeJ.J. RQbepts�n- €ti LveK 
� e-'f:d. �A�.S etfy 
W. A. Vann 
Anna Mathis 
{llJrL J1> l11v s1>AI 
Dro Jo C .  Armstrong 
� Or. vA111es P�we.rs 
Thomas E o  Bowman 
Will Warden 
R .  Parker White 
Curt Stitt 










Dr. G o  M. Allison 
Ernest Cotton 
George w. Griffith 
w. D. Sparks 
Edsel Floyd 
F·o Yr. 6 20 Elec. 5 59 Phone CY 6-2101 








J:es*....MQRiS dAAf t!;F r: P,,. c l,  
D o  Scott Porch, Jr. 
Floyd .Hardin 










E. Bo Brewer 







R. R .  Haggard, Jr . 
Buf'ord Allen 
Frank Helton 
TOWN OF WESTMORELAND (Sumner) -M- 1,080 F.Yr . l/l Elec.12/58 Phone 
Third Monday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall · 
Mayor George w .  Carter Coun Charles Minchey 
Coun Herbert Brown CR H.  G.  Kirby, Jr. 
Coun C .  A.  Hammock Tr L .  A .  Fykes 
Coun Leo Law Mar Eugene Kun 
Coun James Law SS-CD Eugene Kun 
TOWN OF WHITE BLUFF Dickson) -M- 506 F .Yr.7 l Elec . 5  59 Phone 
First Tuesday each month, : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor c .  B. Thompson CR Clarence Larkins 
Ald L .  M. Deal FC Zollie Bibb, Jr. 
Ald Mrs . George Charlton Mar Paul Brown 
Ald Frank Howell sww Zollie Bibb, Jr. 
Ald Walter Jones TA Clarence Larkins 
Ald Tom Hill OD Hartwell Myatt 
TOWN OF WHITE PINE (Jefferson) -E- 780 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec.6/59 Phone 2421 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor Don C .  Larrowe CoP Richard Reed, Jr. 
Ald Carroll Allen FC John Allen 
Ald Kyle Wall sww James Taylor 
Ald Ernest Collins SS E .  R .  Baker 
Ald Carl Snodderly CD Henry Surrett 
CR 
TOWN OF WHITEVILLE (Hardeman) -W- 794 F.Yr . 2/l Elec . 1/58 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor c. E .  Parker 
Ald R .  P.  Bass 
Ald R .  N .  Duncan 
Ald C .  L. Hunt 







A. c .  Sammons 
w .  Darnell 
Sam Downy 
W .  H. - Wildes 
Mayor 
COIIDll 
Marion ·E- 1 912 F.Yr . 6  30 Elea .ll 58 Phone Tuesday, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall 
W • G .  Shull, M•D• CoIIDll Paul Dykes 
Willie Turner *Mgr Gus D.  Hatfield, Jr . 
*Address:  202 Professional Bldg. ,  Chattanooga 3,  Tennessee 
�ITY �F�INCHESTER {Franklin) -M- 3,974 F.Yr . S/31 Elec. 8/57 Phone WO 7-2532 econ esday each month, 7 t 30 p.m. , at Municipal Building 
Mayor HWJ.lllell W.9Nie/j/11fsu1 llJ111r1 Atty h'ieks S'ber.nw'b Jt$h.t' 6r��AI !i� 1:::: ==�CLAxt"..v llAI/ CoP Hu Lu S:&en±tt n,d tt!A���.ver Al EWgr Sam B0wling 
Al 
d Jim SeielattaCu,.f1.s UJuem,fK FC J. B. Buchanan d Kermit Counts SS Ed Little Ald Ernest Amacher sww CR::..Jg� :  &e: Ei:l:'(,'ble ''� SIMI 1/11// CD 
J • R .  Jordan c,v, Ed Little Olk Mrs . :Beverly B.  Davis 








J. Barrett Melton 











F. M. Lester 
E .  S .  Hillis 
Frank M. Lester 
Frank M. Lester 
Marvin Jennings 
TOWN OF WESTMORELAND (Sumner) -M- 1,080 F.Yr . l/l Elec.12/58 Phone 
Third Monday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall · 
Mayor George w .  Carter Coun Charles Minchey 
Coun Herbert Brown CR H.  G.  Kirby, Jr. 
Coun C .  A.  Hammock Tr L .  A .  Fykes 
Coun Leo Law Mar Eugene Kun 
Coun James Law SS-CD Eugene Kun 
TOWN OF WHITE BLUFF Dickson) -M- 506 F .Yr.7 l Elec . 5  59 Phone 
First Tuesday each month, : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor c .  B. Thompson CR Clarence Larkins 
Ald L .  M. Deal FC Zollie Bibb, Jr. 
Ald Mrs . George Charlton Mar Paul Brown 
Ald Frank Howell sww Zollie Bibb, Jr. 
Ald Walter Jones TA Clarence Larkins 
Ald Tom Hill OD Hartwell Myatt 
TOWN OF WHITE PINE (Jefferson) -E- 780 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec.6/59 Phone 2421 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor Don C .  Larrowe CoP Richard Reed, Jr. 
Ald Carroll Allen FC John Allen 
Ald Kyle Wall sww James Taylor 
Ald Ernest Collins SS E .  R .  Baker 
Ald Carl Snodderly CD Henry Surrett 
CR 
TOWN OF WHITEVILLE (Hardeman) -W- 794 F.Yr . 2/l Elec . 1/58 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor c. E .  Parker 
Ald R .  P.  Bass 
Ald R .  N .  Duncan 
Ald C .  L. Hunt 







A. c .  Sammons 
w .  Darnell 
Sam Downy 
W .  H. - Wildes 
Mayor 
COIIDll 
Marion ·E- 1 912 F.Yr . 6  30 Elea .ll 58 Phone Tuesday, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall 
W • G .  Shull, M•D• CoIIDll Paul Dykes 
Willie Turner *Mgr Gus D.  Hatfield, Jr . 
*Address:  202 Professional Bldg. ,  Chattanooga 3,  Tennessee 
�ITY �F�INCHESTER {Franklin) -M- 3,974 F.Yr . S/31 Elec. 8/57 Phone WO 7-2532 econ esday each month, 7 t 30 p.m. , at Municipal Building 
Mayor HWJ.lllell W.9Nie/j/11fsu1 llJ111r1 Atty h'ieks S'ber.nw'b Jt$h.t' 6r��AI !i� 1:::: ==�CLAxt"..v llAI/ CoP Hu Lu S:&en±tt n,d tt!A���.ver Al EWgr Sam B0wling 
Al 
d Jim SeielattaCu,.f1.s UJuem,fK FC J. B. Buchanan d Kermit Counts SS Ed Little Ald Ernest Amacher sww CR::..Jg� :  &e: Ei:l:'(,'ble ''� SIMI 1/11// CD 
J • R .  Jordan c,v, Ed Little Olk Mrs . :Beverly B.  Davis 








J. Barrett Melton 











F. M. Lester 
E .  S .  Hillis 
Frank M. Lester 
Frank M. Lester 
Marvin Jennings 

